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"The method employed I would gladly explain,

ÍJhite I have it so clear in mY head,

If I had but the time and you had but the brain -

But much yet remains to be saÍd.

In one moment I've geen what has hitherto been

Enveloped in absloute mYsterY,

Ànd without extra charge I wiII give you at large

À lesson in Natural HistorY".

Fit the Fifth: The Beaver'g Lesgon

from The Hunting of the Snark

Lewis Carroll





SUMMÀRY

The thesis is an autecological study of lyphq spp., a freghwater emergent

macrophyte common in south-eastern Auetralia. Iyphg forms dense stands,

frequently monospecifÍc, in natural and man-made habitats. There are two

morphologically similar species endemic to Australia, the narrow-leafed

T- dqmi¡gengig and the broad-leafed I- qllellellg. Their physiological

and habitat differences have not been investigated. The ecology of

emergents in Àustralia is little known and has relied on overseas work.

Ànnual production of dry matter and aspects of the germination ecology ot-

Ivphg have been quite well-studied in North America, Europe and India.

However it cannot be asgumed that studieg done in mid-Iatitude regions of

the northern hemisphere can be usefully applied to loç¡er latitude starmer

regions such as Australia. 'I'his study attempts to understand the ecology

of Typhg in Australian conditions. lt [s/ uses four component niches

(Grubb 7977> as a framework, Iife form, phenology, habitat and

regeneration.

For the life form niche, annual aboveground production of T- erisnlqlle

was estimated from changes in standing crop using SmaIIey's method,

modified to account for mortality and within stand variability. Standing

crop changes in the year suggested an annual cycle of spring growth and

autumn die-back but demographic data showed that growth and production

continued aII year round. Àboveground production of T- qElcnleus was

above the published range for lypbe spp. This was probably due to the

relatively mild climate of western New South lJales. Idhole plant

production was estimated after making a correction for rhizome mortality

and translocation. Most of annual production went to the canopy, either

directly as leaves or indirectly as gtarch storage. Thus the Leaf was key

to aboveground growth and the rhizome to production. Less than 2% of. Lhe

yearly totat was allocated to reproductive structures, peduncle and



seeds.

For the phenology niche, shoot life cycle was monitored in permanent

quadrats over one year and included r- denlngengig and r- qlrgDlglrg at

two sites. The species ç¡ere similar in terms of the timing of shoot

recruitment, canopy development and seagonal mortality, but differed in

reproductive allocatíon and life cycle. There were two unplanned

treatments, a 3-4 month summer drought and grazing. summer drought

advanced shoot death and seed dispersal, and postponed shoot recruitment

until conditions improved. The effects of grazing $tere herbivore specific

ç¡ith r.raterfowl having the greatest impact, probably because they grazecl

more frequently and their manner of grazing was more destructive' The

result sras a shoot population with a completely different age structure'

tJater is the key factor in the distrÍbution of emergents yet the role of

ç¡ater in the ecology oË emergents has been little investígated' The warm

dryclimateofsouth-eastAustraliameanswaterisatransient

characteristíc of the habitat and regeneration nÍches' The study of water

in the habitat niche was in two parts. The first was a field study which

correlated an observed height gradient of lypþe with substrate water

availability. À static definition of water availability was used' matric

potential,andtheprimaryimportanceofwaterasopposedtoother

substrate resources was determíned by soil analyses. The presence of

Typha was not inclicative of resource adequacy because the clortaL habit

allowed resource sharing between ramets. Thus the probable range for R*,

the eguilibrium resource level for L dqn¿¡ggnsig in a semi-natural field

situation Ín south AustralÍ4, was between -0.13 and -Ü.00É' MPa, levels

which are close to Field capacity and adequate for species from otl¡er

habitats. The second part of this study sought to understand reasons for

this timitation. The relationsttip between resource availability,

transpíration and growth was investigated in a lysir'e|er experiment using



isolated ramets of I- dqnÐqCngig and solutions of polyethylene glycol to

give a controlled water potentiaÌ for substrate. Experimentally

determined Rx valuee were lower than field values, -0.7 MPa, probably

because of differences in canopy size and connected versus isolated

ramets. A hypothesis put forward to explain $rhy Rx values close to Field

Capacity were limiting for lypbg spp. $,ae based on a number of anatomical

and morphological characteristics.

Three types of factors $rere considered for the regeneration rriche, urater

availability, Iight and seed characteristics, and eíght seed types were

used from sites in south-east Australia. The two principal components of

r.¡ater availability, matric and osmotic potential, were investigated

separately using polyethylene glycol and sodiurn chloride soltttions.

surprisingly, Iyphe $,as relatively unaffected by dry conditiong, with

almost maximal germination and seedling survival as low ae -1.0 ì'lPa. SaLt

sensitivity in young seedlings was removed by nutrients. Germination was

light dependent. In general gense, seeds and seedlings had similar

rêsponses regardless of provenance and variations in seed

characteristics, but their responses were not uniform.

Finally, the four niches are brought together and the =ignifi"unce of key

characteristics discussed in retation to whole plant ecology.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

1.1 Rationale t-or the study

In comparison with other continente, Àustralia is depauperate in

wetlands (Notei terms used in this study are defíned in TabLe 1.1). Maps

in Gore (1983) and Paijmans e! gL- (1985) show that wetlande cover orrly a

sma]l mrt of the continent. This ig thought to be due to a combination

of climatic and topographic factors which makes most of Australia

unsuitable for wetlands, eepecially permanent ones (Campbel1 1983).

Possibly because of their relative rarity, wetlands have received

littl.e scientrfic atterrtion. In 1965, authors reviewing tropical

freshwater systems were frustrated by the almost complete absence of

relevant Australian studíes (fJatker and Gregory 1965). This situation was

sLow to change. In 1975 CSIRO Division of Land Use Research published a

series of technical rnemoranda summarising and reviewing wetland

Iiterature for individual states (e.9. Srnith 7975) which showed that

published work on wetlands was descriptive r'ather than investigative. A

strong bias towards "recreational organisms", waterbirds and fish, was

evident which reflects the contribution cf enthusiagtic amateurs to

wetland ecology.

Since then the number of wetland studies has increased. This has been

due to a growing perception of wetlands as part of our natural resource

and to the need to understand this resource when reeolving conflicts of

interest. Concern at the extent of wetland loss and j,rreversible change

(Goodrick 7970, Tyler 1976, DEP 1983) has prompted - belatedly - regional

surveys (Kirkpatrick and Harwood 1983), regíonal assessments (Jones

197Ð, discuesion of different classification systems (Goodrick 1984,

1



Pressey 198€,) and national compilations (Paijmans g! e!' 1985) ag welL as

documentary stuclies on large wetlands or wetland areas such as Maquarie

Marshres in New South lJales (Knigtrts 1980, Paijmans 1981), the Barmah

Forest of Victoria (Dexter 7978, Chesterfield 7986) and the South-Eagt

region of South Àustralia (Jones 1978, DEP 1983). Awareness of the

recreational ímportance of duck shooting has resulted in a specific type

of wetl.and regearch directed towards conservation and management of

recreational species of waterbirds and classification and assessment of

wetlands as duck habitats (Lavery t975).

Concurrent wítl'r this development of wetland science, there have been

three landmarks in the study of wetland plants. Thege are the publication

of illuetrated regional aquatic flora (Aston 7973, Sainty and Jacobs

1981 ), a review of introduced and indigenous aquatic weeds (Mitchell

1978ù and a synthesis of available Iiterature on wetland vegetation

(Briggs 1981). The revieç¡ by Mitchetl (1978a) included a ugeful

introduction to macrophyte ecology in an Australian context. Hoç¡ever

understanding of macrophyte cornmunity and species dynamics is still poor

(Briggs 1981 ). This is probably because there have been only a few

field-based r¡etland studies (e.g. Briggs eL OI. 1985, Brigge and Maher

1985) and because of a tendency to consider Australian species as

ecological equivalents of overseas species. Mitchell (1978b) cautioned

against uncritical use of overseas data in Australia. His argument, that

there are gross environmer¡tal differences which could have an ecological

significance, means there is a strong case for studying Australian

species within local conditiong (Mitchell 1978b). Às yet this question of

ecological equivalence has received Little attention. Possibly the most

irnportant developments in aquatic plant research have been in the uee of

wetland systems to treat wastewater (Finlayson and Chick 1983, Cary and

gleerts 1984, Chambers 1984).

2



The purpose of this study was to fill these gaps by undertaking an

autecological study of a species important in Australian wetland ecology

The taxon chosen for study was lypþq spp.

1.2 lyphg: an introduction

Iyphg is an emergent macrophyte. It is a herbaceous perennial, with a

rhizomatoug habit, found in water approximately 0-2 m deep. The genus

comprises about:t0 species (Cook gL gI- 1974) with a cosmopolitan

distribution. Two species are native to Australia, !, g¡1Cllqlls Presl;,

a tetraploid species 2n = 60 native to south-west PacifÍc, and T-

dqnrHc¡sis Persl. a diploid species widespread in tropical and warm

temperate zones (Briggs and Johnson 1968). There is no evidence of

hybridisation (Brigge and Johnson 1968, Finlayson C! gI- 1985) even

though they grow in similar habÍtats, sometimes adjacent. A third and

introduced species I- Ielflqlfq is also present in Àustralia but hae a

limited distribution (Finlayson CL gI* 1983).

Species are morphologically eimilar. The Australian species are

difficult to distÍnguish in the field but can be separated using three

measurements of the inflorescence (Finlayson e! ql- 1985). VJher'e two

species are sympatric, typicatly one is broad-leafed and the other

narrow-leafed such as I- elepbenlfDq and T- q¡ Uglele in India (Sharma

and Gopal 1980) and T- qlleDlqllg and I- dqurryelgrg irr Australia.

Sympatric pairs differ subtly in rhizome biology (Harsh 1962, Sharma and

Gopal 7977, Grace and tletzel 1982a), resource allocation (Grace and

l.letzel 1982b) and reproductive biology (Krattinger 7975, Sharrna and Gopal

1980).

These differences have have been studied only in USA (Gr-ace and V'Jetzel

1981a, !g81b, 1982e). Their results cannot be uncritically extrapoJ.ated

to Àustralia because it appears that tolerance traits are not consistent

with leaf type between continents. In India the broad-leafed species

3



grows vigorously in drier and more saline habitats (Sharrna and Gopa1

7977) but in USA it is the two narrow-Ieafed species which are more

characteristic of unstable or saline habitats (Smith 7967). In Australia

I- dqningCngig may be more tolerant of desiccation and/or salinity than

I- glfenlqlfq. It is more frequently found in inland seasonally dry eites

(Briggs ancl Johnson 19€'8) and, at leagt in Victoria, in Iess acidic

conditions, mean pH = 7.8 compared to 6.1 for T- qllgnlelis (Barson

1984).

As with many rhizomatous emergents, the clonal habit of lyphe means

that genotypes can only be identified by specialist mapping techniques.

In Switzerland, iso-electric focussing of poì.1en proteins showed that

genotypes of t lelffelfq did not form discrete clumps wíthin the stand

but intergraded (Krattinger 1983). Thie kind of mapping may define

individual genotypes but it cannot identify physiological individuals,

the size and number of which are determined by rhizome longevity. This

has been variously estimated as one year (Gustafson 7976) and two to

three years (Krattinger 1983).

One characteristic of lyphe that is frequently mentioned is

plasticity. Thj.s is more often physiological than morphological.

Populations originating from different climates have different

photosynthetic characteristics which were retained when transplanted to

uniform condÍtions (McNaughton 1966a). Similarly, enzymes from ramets of

different provenances had different thermal sensitivites (McNaughton

7966b, McNaughton 7969) and thermal stabilities (Liu e! al- 1978).

Summaries of variations found in North Àmerican species are given by

Mashburn et qL- (1978) and Sharitz e! eL- (1980). Some natural variation

could be expected in Iyphq becauee of its wide digtribution and nuisance

status. One of the "Ídeal" weed characteristics ig tolerance and

plasticity (Baker 7974),

4



Up to 1980, literature on Typhq spp. in Australia consisted of a

taxonomic revision (Briggs and Johnson 1968) and early obeervationaL

studies on germination and control in irrigation channels (Prunster 1940,

1941). The biology of lyphq spp. with reference to Àustralia was recently

reviewed (Finlayson e! qI- 1983) but relied heavily on overseas work

where it has been much studied particularly in USÀ, Europe, India and

ÀfrÍca. The extensive Literature on Typha, both scientifÍc and anecdotal,

covers taxonomy, production and germination.

Within Australia lyphq has many "hats". It is a common type of wetlancl

vegetation throughout coagtal and southern inland Australia (Briggs 1981)

and is a habitat and refuge for waterfowl (Braithwaite and Frith 7969,

FjeJ.dsa 1985). It is a nuisance plant in farm dams and irrigation works

(MitchelI 1978a, Finlayson et gl- 1983) and recognised as a wetland

invader in tJestern Australia. It can rapidJ.y colonise isolated man-rnade

u¡aterbodies, even in central Australia (Finlayson et a]- 1983, Symon

1984). It is also one of geveral emergent species being investigatecl for

treating wastewater (Finlayson and Chick 1983). This variety of "hats"

makes it a challenging plant.

One way of focussing an autecological gtudy is to describe the species

niche, $rhere the nÍche is the total relationship of that species to its

environment, both physico-chemical and biotic. As such it can be

completely def ined by f--our cornponent niches (Grubb 7977), life form,

phenological, habitat and regeneration niche. These are discussed below

with reference to emergent macrclphytes and to Iypbg as apFrropriate.

1 .3 The four niches

The life form niche, which includeg size, annual productivity and

3-dimensional pattern (s!c Grubb 7977), and the phenological niche, which

is the pattern of geaeonal development, both describe growth. The habitat

niche is the physico-chemical limits tolerated by the mature plant, thus

5



it is the plant's position on a number of overlappirrg gradients. This

definition refers only to the fundamental niche. The regeneration niche

includes elements of the other niches and summarises conditions that mugt

be met to ensure succesgful replacement'

The two outstancling growth characterigtics of large emergents ig high

annual production and formation of dense often monospecific stands.

Comparisons with other plant communities show that swamps and marshes

have a mean annuel (aboveground) production of 2000 g dry weight m-2

y-l compared with 500 for temperate grasslande or 1500 for "raingreen"

forests (Lieth 1975). These estimates are based on data from cool

temperate zones, usually latitudes higher than 40o, where the growing

season ís well-defined (Bradbury and Grace 1983). At lower latítudes,

where the growing season is longer or even continuous, production may be

even higher. There Ís already some evidence for this, namely the few

studies done in the tropics and subtropics (e.g. Howarcl-l,lil.Iiams and

Lenton 7974, Thompson e! qf- 1.979) which show high standing crops and

turnover. Put together, these studíes show an inverge correlation between

latitude and maximum biomasg in r^¡idety distributed taxa such as $pqrlina,

ÇCfet and Phfeqtlfleg gUElIgIfE (Keefe 7972, Gorham 1974, t''lestlake 1'982) .

Iyphe is similar to these other emergents, with annual aboveground

production estimates ranging from 500-2000 g dry weight rn-2 y-l

(Keefe 7972, l,lestlake 1975, Bradbury and Grace 1983). }laximum seasonal

biomasg is stronqly influenced by latitude-related factors (Figure 1.1:

references in Appendix 1). AII references to ]yphe at latitudes of 40o

and hígher, regardless of species, report a seasonal growth pattern with

a spring flush, autumn die-back and winter inactívity (e.9. Penfound

795(,, Bernard and Fitz 7979, Mason and BryanL 7975). At latitudes lower

than 40o, this seasonality is not so apparent. Some populationg show

growth whilst others retain a strongly seasonal pattern (Sharma

(t

year-Bnd



and Gopal 7977, Ramirez and Ànazco 1982). Às mainland Australia lieg

between 10"-40"5, it was possible that, as suggested by Mitchell

(1978h), the Àustralian species could differ from species of higher

latitudes in terms of production and phenology.

Emergents are sJ.ightly unusual in the plant world as biotic

interactions have 1íttle importance in Iimiting their distribution.

Therefore the realised niche approaches the fundamental niche. The only

effective competitors recorded are other emergents (Buttery and Lambert

t9çr5, Fia1a and Kvet 1977, Yamasaki and Tange 1987 , Grace and t¡Jetze1

1982a). Herbivory is not thought to be important. Although it may be

intense enough to alt.er biomass allocationg within the plant, thi-c effect

is ugually localised (van der Toorn and Mook 1.982, Boar and Crook 1985).

Consequentty herbivory has not been considered a factor in wetland plant

distribution. This traditional view has recently been chal.lenged by case

histories of dramatic change due to herbivory, all of which involve

introduced herbivores, guch as cattle ín Australia (Chesterfield 1986) or

muskratg in Sweden (Danell 1979),

The most obvious feature of the habitat rriche is vertical distribut.ion

with respect to water depth, evident ag ç¡eIl-defined boundaries and

refemed to as zonation (Hutchinson 1975). Boundaries are obvious because

pronounced changes in life form, size and biomsss accompôny species

replacements (Mandossian and Mclntyre 1960, van der Valk and Bliss 1977),

Extensive field experiments on zonation patterns in the rocky inter-ticlal

zone have shown that species' upper limit tendg to be set by physical

constraints and Lower limits by biotic interactions (ConnelI 1985).

Zonation ie thus a vertical sequence of truncated distributions. No

comparable work has been done for wetland zonation, but it is commonly

accepted that water is a physical constraint, either as depth and/or

duration of inundation (Thompson 1985) which is the principal factor

7



controllirrg life form distribut.ion (Hutchingon 1975) and community

dynamics (Hejny 7977). t¡Jater table position is identifÍed as the primary

envÍronmentaL gradient in wetlandg whenever it is included in

multivarÍate analyses (tJalker and Coupland 1968, Howarcl-ÚJiLIiams and

lJalker !974, Bernard eL eI- 1983, Clarkson 1984).

physiological experiments investigating the environmentaL l.irnits of

aquatic plants are lacking (Spence 1982). There is some evidence that the

Iower limit of emergents is defined by their capacity for rhizome

ventilation, i.e. oxygen limitation (Yamasaki 1984). The upper Iimit has

received even less investigative attention. Thig is probab).y a question

of perspective. In aquatic plant ecology, the emphasis has been on

understanding adaptations to the aquatic environment (Sculthorpe 19Ê'7,

Hutchinson 1975, Thompson 1985) raLher thqn understanding landwardg

I irnitations.

The regeneration niche is "an expression of the requirements for a

high chance of success in the replacement of one mature indivÍdual of the

next generation" (Grubb 1977). In long-tived terrestrial cornmunities with

a closed canopy, such as clonal perennial herbs, within-site regeneration

by seed is unlike1y. Regeneration occurs away from the çrarent and the

regeneration niche is typically disturbance-related (Silvertown 1982).

This may also apply t.o large emergents guch as Typþq which are

potential.ly long-Iived and have dense canopies. The status of lypbq as a

nuisance plant and its exterrsion into arid and semi-arid Australia shows

that seed regeneration does occur (Finlayson eL ql- 1983, Symon 1984).

The regeneration niche includes aII processes from seed production to

seedling establishment (Gr'ubb 1977) thus it involvee two generations, the

parent and the new índividual. RegeneratÍon sites can be deduced irom

seeclling occurrence. Seedlings of ernergente are most abundant on mudfl.ats

following a drop in water level (Howard-l,tilliams 7975, Linde C! gI- 7976,

B



Gaudet 7977, Kaul 1985) and the rnudflat has been accepted ae the

regeneration site in theoretical ancl empirical discussions of wetland

guccession (Kadlec 1962, Harris and Marehall 19É,3, varr der VaIk 1981). It

appears to be favourable growing conditions as irradiance and nutríents

are unlikely to be limiting, but water availability is not assured. In

inland south-eastern Australia the climate is warm with a pre-dominantly

winter rainfall (Paijmans et eI- 1985). Coneequently mudflats are likely

to dry out during warmer rnonths. Thug in the regeneration niche, as irt

the habitat niche, water may have an important role.

1.4 Study aims and organieation

The two themes recurring through the above discuesion of the niche

were growth and water. Study aims were set by combining these with the

four component niches. These were:

1, To measure annual production

2. To describe growth phenologY

3. To measure growth Ín water-Iimitirrg conditions

4. To cletermine the importance of water in the regeneration niche.

The species studied were the two Australian endemics. The introduced

species was not considered.

Resu]ts are presented in the game order as stucly aims. lJith one

exception, the investigation of each aim is contaíned wíthin one chapter.

Because a wide range of field and experimental approaches sras ueed,

methods and analytical techniques are gíven in each chapter where

relevant. Two methods, use of thermistor psychrometer and measurements

relating to polyethylene gtycol, are given in appendices.

Standard parametric and non-parametric statistical arralyses used in

the study fotlow Snedecor and Cochrane (79('7), Parker (1973) and Sokal

and Rohlf (1981). Statistical programmes frorn the BIOM package (F. J.
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Rohlf 1984) are shown by their acronym after reference to the type of

analysis, for example factorial analysis of variance (FACTAN).

Statistical and data conventions are set out below.

CL = Confidence limÍts

Calculated using correction for srnall (Iess than 30) samples with t

set at 95r¿ f.or n-1 degrees of freedom (Parker 7973)

Vx = Coefficient of variation

Calculated using the correction for small (less than 30) samples, and

expressed as a proportion (Soka1 and Rohlf 1981 )

nd = no data, not recorded

The resultg of analyses of variance are tabulated with the

significance level of the calculated sample variance ratio, Fs (Sokal and

Rohlf 1981) indicated by an agterisk, ae follows:

NS = not significant (in statistical. tests)

* =0.01<p<0.05
**=Q.001<p<0.01

*** = p < 0.001
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Table 1.1
Icrnrnqlssv

The usage of some common terms is set out beLow

9JETLAND

waterbodies which are primarily Ientic, whether
permanent or not, with a plant assemblage which includes
macrophytes, woocly speciee and/or phytoplankton. Às used
here, it refers mainly to inland waterbodies whilst
irrcluding saltmarghes but excluding estuaries.

!ùETLAND and/or ÀQUATIC VEGETÀTI0N
includes woody and non-woody specieg but excludee
phytoplanktorr, epiphytes and other aquatic
photosynthetic micro-organisms.

MACROPHYTES
vascular and non-vascular herb-Iike aquatic plants
thereby excluding shrub and tree species.

EMERGENTS

macrophytes growing and reproducing when partiaLly
immersed, that is with leaves projectinq out and above
thre water surface and root systems in water-J.ogged
sediment or forming a floating mat. Although tolerant of
temporary immersion, their primary carbon source is
atmospheric carbon dioxide. Large emergents are those in
cleèþer water, with a shoot height of approximately 1 m

or more.
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Chapter Two

ÀNNUAL PRoDUCTIoN 0F I- qBlENïÀtlg

INTRODUCTION

2.1 Study aims

The term, annual production, is used here to refer to aII carbonaceous

matter "deposited" above or below ground by the plant (LÍnthurst and

Reimold 797Ð and is expressed as g dry weight m-t yt. It is assumed

to measure approximately the difference between carbon fixed and carbon

used. This difference can be measured more accurately by gas exchange

techniques at the leaf surface but is likely to involve much

extrapolation in order to understand ç¡hole plant, long-term resource

allocation patterns. Measurements made over 24 hours must be repeated

throughout the year under varying climatic ancl age conditions (e.9.

Gustafson 1976). For these reasons the more conventional harveeting

apnloa¡h ças used.

Study aims were to estimate annual and seagonal production of Iypbg

and to determine resource allocation patterns.

2.2 Production methods: Iimitations

One of the earliest and simplest methods, and one still used, uras to

define the maximum and minimum standing crop by repeated harvests during

the year, and agsume the difference between them was equivalent to annuaL

production. This is known ag the max-min method (t'legtlake 1975). It
assumes there has been no mortality before maximum standing crop and no

production afterwards (Matthews and gJestlake 1969). These assumptions

have been frequently stated but rarely tested and the size of the error

(if any) has not been systematically investigated. Instead, other methods

of estimatíng prorluctíon from sequential estimates of standing crop have
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been developed. These fall into two main categories (described beLow)

according to whether standíng crop is measured directly by harvesting or

egtimated indirectly. Standing crop is ugually sorted into live, dead and

(sometimes) litter, referred to as fractions. The number of fractions is

sometimes associated with accuracy and precieion.

Methods of calculating production from direct estimates of standing

crop are often referred to by their proponents' names, ê.9. MiLner and

Hughes', SmaIIey's, tJiegert-Evans' or Lomnicki's modification. HiIner and

Hughes' method uges changes in live standing crop only and t.herefore

reduces to max-min method (Kirby and Gosselink 1976), SmaIley's methocl

uses live and dead standing crop and corrects for mortality in ]ì.ve

standing crop but not for losses from dead standing crop (Kirby and

Gosselink !976, Linthurst and Reímold 1978). fJíegert-Evans' method

corrects for losses from dead standing crop by measuring instantaneous

loss ratee using paired plots or litter bags (Kirby and Gosselink 1976,

Linthurst and Reimold 1978, Groenendijk 1984). LomnÍcki's modification of

lJiegert-Evans' method uses paired plots to measure the rate at which dead

material is produced (Shew C! q-I- 1981). Direct methods also include the

so-called "mortality" methods which estimate production from dead

material only (Linthurst and Reimotd 1978, Hopkinson eL ql- 1980).

Indirect estímates of standing crop use shoot demographic and weight

(Mason and BryanL 1975) or shoot height:weight relationships (Liefferg

1983). Production can be corrected for shoot mortality before maximum

standing crop (e.g. Mason and Bryant 1975), but these methode are not

always sensitive to production later in the season. The use of mean

vaLues is justifiable only if recruitment and mortality are known to be

single events. fJhere shoot lífe cycle is unknown, this may need to be

establiehed by detailed demography of shoots and leaves (e.9. Hardisky

7980, Pierce 1983). The subsequent growth analysis can then be based on
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hierarchical concepts of modularity and metamerism (Harper 7978, Harper

and Bel L 7979, f'lhite 1984) ,

Several studies have assessed different production methods by

comparing estimates. Most of these have been on saltmarsh species and as

these have a growth form and habitat comparable to freghwater emergents,

their results are relevant to Iypbc. Nearly aII concluded that. max-min,

Smalley's and mortality methods underestimate ç¡hereas detailed

demographic methods or comprehensive harvesting methods give rnore

reliable estimates (Kirby and Gosselínk 7976, Linthurst and Reimold 1978,

Hardisky 1980, Hopkinson g! qL- 1980, shew q! eI- 1981, Pierce 1983,

Groenendijk 1984). The cost of íncreased reliability is increaged effort.

lJiegert-Evans' method requires 2-6 times more field hours than SmaIley's

method (Hopkinson eL Ol, 1980, Groenendijk 1984) but it is not known if

it is 2-6 times more reliab1e. Some authorg take a pragmatic approachr,

recommendíng Smalley's method t^rith short sarnpling intervals (Linthurst

and Reimold 1978, Groenendijk 1984) although "short" is not defined.

Sampling intervals used in these comparisons çtere typically four ç¡eeks

(Kirby and Gosselink 1976, Shew eL AL- 7981, Birch and Cooley 1982,

pierce 1983) and sometimes eight (Linthurst and Reimold 1978, Hardisky

1980). These seem long for communities with a potentially rapid turnc¡ver.

problems associated with these methods and often mentioned when

production is estimated from successive harvests are Iosses,

"fluctuations" and "negative production". Interpretation shows the

problems are actually stand variability, Iosses from live and dead

standing crop and a calculation effect.

The first problem is one of precision. lJithin-site variability is

rarely accounted for. CalcuLationg based on changes in mean standing crop

assume aII changes are sígnificant. Reviews of production methods rarely

discuss within-stand variability (Keefe 1972, t'lestlake 1975, 1982,

13



Bradbury and Grace 1983) probably because few original authors address

this problem. Monospecific stands appear homogeneous (Hardisky 1980,

Groenendijk 1984) but homogeneity is not always evident in standing crop

data. Coefficientg of variation for saltmarsh species range from (5e¿ to

20% (Kirby and Gosselink 1976, Pierce 1983, Groenendijk 1984). Data can

be smoothed using polynomial regression and this tends to give a lower

estimate of annual production (Kirby and Gosselink 1976, Cramer g! A!-

!g87, Groenendijk 1984). These lower estimates have been rejected,

because variations $rere thought to be real (Kirby ancl Gosselink 1976),

because fitted curves did not adequately represent fluctuations (see

below) in the primary data (Cramer e! AL- 1981) and becat¡se not aLl

variability was accounted for (Groenenclijk 1984) even though coefficients

of determination were greater than 0,97.

The words fluctuation and variation ag used in production ecoloqy

refer to up-down changes over short periods such as from harvest to

harvest. Kirby and Gosgetink ( 797Ð concluded that such fluctuations were

"real" because two sites fluctuated in the same way at the same time,

whereas Groenendíjk (1984) argued that fluctuations r.,ere a sampling

problem.

The second main problem, loeses from standing crop, affects accL¡racy.

Failure to account for mortality in live standing crop or losges front

dead standing crop means each standing crop fraction ig underest.imated.

Losses from live standing crop may be due to grazing or mortality.

Grazing is rarely important for freshwater emergents (Keefe 1972,

lJestlake 7975, 1982, Bradbury and Grace 1983) perhaps because they are

inaccessible to large herbivores, which are pre-dominantly terrestrial

(Thompson 1985). Field work is simpler if grazing losses do not have to

be measured so most studies accept shoot mortality as the principal loes

from live standing crop (!,lestIake 1982, Bradbury and Grace 1983).
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Emergents with seasonal growth lose 2-20¿, of annual production before

maximum standing crop (tJestlake 197Ð. In harvest methods, this loss is

measured by changes in dead standing crop. Logses from dead standi.ng

crop, sometimes referred to as lÍtterfall, can be caused by strong water

movements such as tidal action which can flush out significant amounts of

material (Kirby and Gosselink 1976, Linlhurst and Reimold 1978). This

type of loss is untikely in non-tidal or lentic wetlands. Logses from

dead standing crop can be measured as in Wiegert-Evans' method or

Lomnicki's modification as described above. Errors due to not measuring

litterfall may be overcome by reducing the sampling interval (Línthurst

and Reimold 1978).

Translocation is a different kind of loss. In rhizomatous plants such

, as most emergents, the rhizome is both carbon source and sink yet few

studies consider this, probably because of the considerable practical

difficulties of harvesting underground material (Bradbury and Grace

1983). tJhigham and Simpson (1978) suggegted unclerground biomass coul'd be

estimated from aboveground biomass and tried to establish a species

specific ratio. This approach is too simple for it assumes the ratio

remains constant. In some species, growth above and below ground do not

follow the same seasonal cycles and in ZtZenfqpglg DLllqqeq the cycles

are off-set by two months (Birch and Cooley 7982),

Negative production has been frequently reported (Kirby and Gogselink

!976, Shew et gl- 1981, Groenendijk 1984). It occurs when the sum of

changes in tive and dead standing crops is negative (the calculation is

explained below in 2.4 and Table 2.1) ancl may last 5-6 months (KÍrby ancl

Gosselink !976, Shew e! q!- 1981). Becauge it occurs at times of hiqh

mortality (Linthurgt and Reimold 1978>, negative production has been

attributed to losses from dead standing crop (Kirby and Gosselink 1976,

Groenendijk 1984) and to translocation into the rhizome (Birch and Cooley
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1982). Negatíve production means production is underestimated but by an

unknoç¡n amount. There have been no suqgestions as to how to cope with

negative production.

2.3 Growth hierarchíes

In production ecol.ogy, plant growth is measured by changes in weight.

In contrast, the population bioJ.ogist sees plants as a series of repeated

structural units and measures growth as changes in their number. These

structural units have been loosely referred to as modules (e.9. Harper

and BeII 7978, Silvertown 1982) but may be modules or metarners (tJhite ,t .\
i/,t'^''

1984). À modul.e is the product of a single apical meristem and may t-

comprise a set of metamers, whereas a metamer ie a repeatable unit strch

as a node. In 1yphg, as in most plants, a module comprises many metamers

so the terns are not equivalent. In this study, modules are the basic

unit for the demographic approach to plant growth. The usefulness of this

approach when studying clonal pLants is discussed below (3.3).

The demographic approach has three advantages. It can be applied

simultaneously to different organisational leveLs such as shoot and Ieaf

(e.g. Carpenter 1980). The dynamics of these levels reveal growth

processes within a stand which a production estimate conceals, thus

making it invaluabte for determing turnover. Finally, it can be used with

module or metamer dry weights to give an indirect estimate (2.2) of

production (e.9. Pierce 1983, Thompson et el, 1979),

2.4 Study approach

Characterigtics of the study organiem and field sité together

determine which methods are appropriate and what modifications may be

necessary. A production study of lyphe shouldcl consider the problems

discussed above (2.Ð. Previously published studÍes have shown that

mortality, variation and translocation were all likely to be important
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but gave little indication as to how much or under what circumstances.

Although over 50 measurements of maximum standing crop have been

published (Figure t.7), there are ìesg than 20 estimates of production,

of ç¡hich only four have attempted to correct for mortality (e.9.

Howard-tlilliams and Lenton 1975, Mason and BryanL 1975, van der Valk and

Davis 7978, Bernard and Fitz 1979). The highest estimate of mortality

losses before maximum standing crop r^tas 23% of. annual aboveground

productíon (Mason and BryanL 197ï. This was for T- êlqggtifqfie in a

temperate climate at 53"N where the growÍng season is well-definecl.

Standing crop variation within stands ie high. For example, the

coefficient of variation for f- Ietffsl¿e in southern USÀ was usually

20-30?. but reached 50% at times (Boycl and Hess 797O). In addition, there

is considerable variation between sites as shown by the range from a

single latitude, for example 42" and 43" (Figure 7.7). This is most

likely due to site dífferences in the major nutrients phosphorus and

nitroqen (Boycl and Hess 7970, Graneli 1985).

Starch stored in the rhizome is apparently essential to lyphq in cool

temperate zones. In t'lisconsin, aboveground production of T- Ielffqlfg in

spring was 304 g m-2 greater than could be accounted for by

photosynthetic rate, and a carbon budget showed rhizome reserves

accounted for 15% of aboveground matter produced durÍng the year

(Gustafson 7976). A seasonal cycle of starch concentrations decreasing

suddenly and rapidly in spring then increasing again in summer after

flowering is frequently reported for T.- LqLf[qlfq in coo]er parts of

North America (Linde C! e!- 1976, Kausch q! Al- 1981, Bieeboer'1984). The

importance of rhizome reserves in warrn areas has not been establighed.

The only data avai.Iable, for coastal Chile at 40"S, show a strong

seasonal increase then decrease (Ramirez and Anazco 1982). Starch

concentrations were not measured, so it is not clear whether this
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decrease was due to starch utilisation or rhizome mortality. The latter

seems unlÍkely as there is evidence of a tatÍtudinal gradient in Iyphe

(McNaughton 7975) with over-winter rhizome mortalíty decreasing as the

growing season lengthens. In colder areas of North America, it reaches

40% for I- fetffelia (Grace ancl !,letzel 1981c).

The study area near Griffith, western New South ['lales, is at 34oS,

which is a lower latitude than most production studies (Figure 1,7). The

area has mild winters (Butler 1979) and an earlier study measuring leaf

lengths (CSIR0 1980) found I- deninqe¡sÀg did not die back completely

during the colcler months. This indicated the growing season was likely to

be long or even continuous.

The production method had to take account of stancl variability,

standing crop losses through mortality, titterfall and tranelocation, and

an extended growing season. The method chosen was Smalley's. ]t.s

principal limitations, failure to adequately measure dead standing crop

and failure to account for stand variability, were overcorne by using a

short sampling interval, and statistical procedures as described below

(2.5). Thus its advantages, eaee of calculation and low sampling effort,

were maintained, Às a cross-check with previous studies, annual

production was also calculated by max-min method, and as an internal

cross-check, by an indirect method, For this, standing crop was estimated

from shoot height:weight relationship and population census, ancl the

accuraey of this estimate assessed by comparing estimated with actual

(harvested) standing crop.

Shoot and leaf demographic data were used to help interpretation of

dry weight data and production estimates. These were collected from a

permanent quadrat established withín the harvest area. Shoot height and

demoqraphy from this quadrat were compared r^¡ith harvested quadrats to

give a measure of stand variability. In adclition, growth of two shoots
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1.ras monitored intensively to cLarify the relationship between shoot and

leaf dynamics. Leaf dynamics in the permanent quadrat were used to

calculate a dead Ìeaf retention index to determine periods of high

litterfatl. Time limitations meant only one species was studied, I-

eErcDleus.

METHODS

2.5 Methods

grtc deeqriptrsu

Griffith, 34"18'S 14É'"04'E altitude 125 m, in weetern New South

t'lales is on the riverine plains and within the Murrumbidgee Irrigation

Àreas (MIA). The climate is warm and dry (Butler 1979). Mean daily maxima

for January and July are 32"C and 15"C and mean daily minima are

16t and 3"C. Mean annual rainfalt ig 404 mm, uniformly dietributed

throughout the year but erratic within a eeason. Mean annual evaporation

(US Class À Evaporation Pan) is 1889 mm ç¡ith monthrly maxima of. 287 mm for

January and 46 mm for June. The windiest time of the year is spring and

summer (recordg held at Centre for lrrigation Research, CSIRO, Griffith).

lJeather recorcls for 1980-81 were obtained from NSt'l Department of

Agriculture at Leeton.

the study site was approximately 12 km west of Griffith (cR cc 997048

on "Koorongal" 1:100,000 topographic map, Department of Mines and Energy)

where Mirrool Creek flows under Brogden'g Roacl. Mirrool Creek is the main

drainage channel and natural outlet from the MIA. It is typically

bordered with lvphq spp. The study site on "Kyeema" etas a fLat area

covered with T- ollcDlqLls, approximately 100 m r¡ide and 500 m long.

Sheep occasionally grazed the adjacent paddock but did not enter the

stand which was ctense. The stand was usually burned in winter to ciestroy
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habitat for "bald coots" which damage the rice crop, but had not been

burned in winter 7979 (Víe Browne of "Kyeema" pers. comm. 7987). Thus at

the start of the study the canopy was two growing seasons old. The gite

flooded when water Levels rose in Mirrool Creek, either in response to

rain or to synchronised releage from rice fields. ''

lJater in the Main Drain (Mirrool Creek) is turbid, high in,silvin and

slightly saline. Mean conductivity in the irrigation period is 985 É

cm{ s-r with sodium and chtoride the domínant anion and cation.

Àlthough water comíng into the MIA is low in nitrogen and phosphorus,

water in the Main Drain is slightly enriched, probably by fertiliser

leachates (CSIRO 1980). Soils were fine dark silt.

SerI geupfrl

Duplicate soiL samples taken from 0 cm and 20 cm in June 1981, çtere

dried at 110"C and stored in a desiccator. Organic matter was estimated

gravimetrically after 3 hourg combustion in a muffle furnace at 550{.

Total nitrogen, as KN, was measured by Kjeldahl technique and soluble

reactive phosphorus or SRP was measured colorimetrically using ascorhic

acid, ammonium molybdate method (Murphy and Riley 7962) after overnight

leaching in 5e¿ cold HCl. Nutrient analyses of single samples were done by

Àustralian Mineral Development Laboratories (AMDEL), FrewviIle, South

Àustralia. Results are given as mg KN or SRP g{ dry weight soiL.

Ere]d Eerhi ptreduq!Àqr

For the direct method, shoots of T. qqfÊDlglfg i.tere cut at grouncl

leve1 every two weekg from 9 June 1980 to 12 June 1981. No harvegts were

done on I December 1980 or 16 February 1981 when the site flooded as this

would have required a change in field technique which coul.d have affected

results. Harvest quadrats were 1 m by 1 m, randomly located within the

stand and at least 10 m from the edge and from previouely harvested
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quadrats. Five replicates were used because thie was the most that could

be harvested, processed and prepared for drying ovens in one day.

Only standing shoots were harvested. Shoots rotted through at the base

or which had fallen over were excluded. Harvests were sorted into three

fractions, live, dead and burned shootg, then dried separately in a

forced draught oven for 3-4 days at 75'C. Fresh and dry weights of each

fraction and of individual reproductive structures ( inflorescence and

peduncle) were measured. Shoots were clasged live when at Least half

(subjective assessment) the leaf area was green rather than brown, but

with two exceptions: shoots damaged hy rodents but with vigorous new

growth were classed live, and green shoots which were soft or limp to

handle were classed dead.

Data for underground standing crop were supplied by Mitchell and Chrick

(pers. comm.). Harvests were done at monthly intervals in a pure stand of

I- efienlqllg beside Mirrool Creek at Gum Creek Road, approximately 14 km

south of Griffith. Fíve randomly placed quadrats, each 1 x 1 m, were

subsampled twice to 25 cm depth using metal corers. The surface area of

each corer çras one sixteenth of quadrat area. Preliminary harvest.s hacl

shown this to be the appropriate samplinq depth. Harvested materÍal was

washed, sorted into li.ve root, rhizome and ]eaf fractions, and dried in a

forced draught oven at 75oC for 7 days. Dead material was not measured.

Dale qlqe¡rgqlrq! etd erelvslg

Standing crop data were used in two forms, primary and derived.

Primary data are the mean of five replicates and the coefficient of

variation was used to calculate annual V* for each primary fraction.

Derived data were got by fitting a splined regression to primary

replicates, thereby accounting for variation between and within harveste.

In splined regression a chain of cubic polynomials is calculated.

Neighbouring functions meet at knots. Because the number of knots
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determines the degrees of freedom and hence width of the confidence

Iimits and degree of fit (Parsons and Hunt 798!, Hunt 1982), it is better

to have as few knots as possible and to position them close to inflexions

(Parsons and Hunt 1981). Four to five knots may overfit (Hunt and Evang

1980) eo three knots were used. The program uged was HUNTXY, a shortened

modified version (N. A. l,lalker, University of Sydney, 1984) version of

HUNT (R. Hunt, University of Sheffield, no date). This program accepts

sequential replicates, fits curves to primary data and gives a derived

standing crop for each harvest date with standard errors and 95e;

confidence limits. Data are log normal transformed.

Ànnual production r.tâs calcul.ated either by Smalley' rnethod or by

max-min method using primary and derived data. For Smalley's method,

production between harvest dates is eetimated from changes ín live and

dead standing crop, and these are summed to give annual production. The

calculation for each harvest interval (TabLe 2.1) follows published

descriptions (LÍnthurst and Reimold 1978, Groenendijk 1984). Mortality is

the difference between production and net íncrease in standing crop

expressed as a percentage of production.

!ùhole ptant production is the sum of belowground and aboveqround

production corrected for tranglocation. This was estimated from maximum

and minimum rhizome standing crop assuming starch concentrations of 45't"

and 7% (Gustafson 7976) then converting net change in starch load to

equivalent dry weight using the factor 0.645 (Penning cle Vries e! eI-

7974).

To establish r.rhether all ehanges in mean standing crop were real .1s

assumed in Smalley's method, sequentiaL harvests were tested for

significant differences by one-way analysis of variance. Homogeneity of

variances was tested by F¡ru test. The effecl of sampling frequency was

determined by calculating annual procluction using both types of dat.a as
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if harvested at 4, 6 and 8 r^reek intervals.

Prsduqlreri indrrcq! nelbqd

For the indirect estimate of production, ghootg for height:weight

relationship were harvested near the permanent quadrat and measured and

dried as dèscribed above. Harvests were timed so as to cover a range of

heights but weré not extended beyond midsummer because height:weight

relationghips change once leaf loss and translocation begin (Ho 1979).

Regression analysis was used to describe shoot heÍght:weight

relationship. A number of standard models were tried, and the one with

the highest coefficient of determínation ç¡as used.

The weight increase of individual ehoots in the permanerrt quadrat (see

below) was calculated from height changes and annual production was the

sum of these. This estimate of aboveground production in the stand ç¡as

therefore corrected for shoot mortality before maximum standing crop ancl

production afterwards.

The accuracy of this method was assegsed by two comparisons. The fir'st

compared indirect estimate of standing crop in the permanent quadrat with

Íts harvest of 29 June 1981, done just after the study ended. The second

compared direct estimates of live standing crop for 15 quadrats,

harvested at three times in spring, r^¡ith indirect estimates for the same

quadrats, using demographic and height data of harvested shoots.

Denqqeephv end pherclqqv

Demographic data for harvegted shoots was collected at each

fortnightly harvest for each replicate quadrat. The following

measurements were made: height to tÍp of tallest green Leaf of each live

shoot¡ numbers of live, dead and burned shoots.

The permanent quadrat was 100 m west of the harvegted area. It

measured 2 m by 0.5 m. The first census ç,as on 27 l(ay 1980 and the last
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on 3 June 1981. On average, quadrats were visited every 2-3 weeks. t'later

depths çrere measured when possible. Shoots and leaves $tere labelled with

indelible waterproof ink. At each vj.sít shoot height r.,as measured to tip

of tallest green leaf and a census was made of live and dead leaves.

Shoots were classed dead when they had no live leaves. Leaves çrere

classed dead when Less than 501" of surface area was green.

The dead leaf retention index to define periods of high litterfall was

the ratio of observed to expectecl number of dead leaves in the canopy.

The number expected was the number observed at the beginning of the

previous month plus the number dying in the interval.

Population characteristics of the permanent quadrat l^tere compared with

harvested shoots as follows: shoot densiLy sras compared wíth mean density

by special application of the t-test (Soka1 and Rohlf 1981) and rnean

shoot heights urere compared by one-way analysis of varianee after testing

for homogeneity of variances with F¡,nx test.

Two shoots were randomly selected for intensive monitoring. For this,

leaf length was measured from leaf tip to ground for aII live leaves at

each census. This was set up as part of the phenoLogy study and a total

of eleven shoots were monitored in this way.

RESULTS

2.6 Results

Erel-d lqlcs

Spring weather qras warmer and drier than ugual. Mean daily

temperatures at Leeton, 50 Km south-east of Griffith, fot September to

January, were 2luo 4.8t higher than the long-term mean. Rainfall over

the same period was 1355 mm compared to the long-term mean of 179.5 rnm.

Downpours of more than 25 mm or rain within a 24 hour period occurrecl in
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Iate Àugust, early December and twice in FeÌ-rruary. For most of the study

period the harvested area was under shallow water, 5-10 cm deep, or else

the substrate was saturated as indicated by soft mudg underfoot. The

ground firmed up at the end of November, in January and at the end of

March. The site flooded (briefly) three times, in June 1980 to 30 cm, in

December 1980 to 80 cm and in February 1981 to 100 cm. lJater depths in

the permanent quadrat were congistently 10-15 cm shallower than in the

harvesled area. Lots of Litter was noted in early Harch and May.

9qrIs

Mean organic matter $ras 23,9% (s = 0.8143, D = 4) at 0 cm and B.7s¿

(s = 0.8723, D = 4) at 20 cm. Nutríent concentralions at 0 and 20 cm

respectively (n = 1) were 7.0 and 0.8 mg KN g'soil, and 0.30 and 0.10

mg SRP gr soil.

steldrnq srapi drres! eslruqte

StandÍng crops of aII three fractions, live, dead and burned shoots,

were quite variable. Live standing crop had the highest mean Vl( 0.35. For

dead standing crop mean Vìt was 0.27 and for burned standing crop it was

0.24. (Primary standing crop data in Appendix 2. )

Live standing crop was low during winter, 742-252 g m-2, increased

rapidly from September reaching 1306 g m-2 at the end of November and

remained at this level until late January (Figure 2.1 a). The low value

for mid December was not significantly different from preceding or

subsequent harvests. Dead standing crop also had a seasonal pattern but.

with the maximum in late summer and early autumn

(Figure 2.1 ù. In winter, spring and early summer, it varied between 902

and 1379 g m-2, then increased at the end of summer as live shoots died

off reaching the maximum of 2509 g m-2 at the end of April.

The standing crop of burned shoots was roughly constant in the first

six months then decreased in the next six (Figure 2.1 b). Mean standing

crop from June to November 1980, 744 g na, was significantly higher (p
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= 0.001) than for January to June 1981, 531 g m-2, which suggeeted the

burned material fraction was decreasing with time. However statistical

tests showed this was not so as the regression coefficient was nol

significantly different from zero.

Total aboveground standing crop was the most variable. It increased

between September and November as live stancling crop increased and

decreaged in May-June as dead standing crop decreased (Figure 2.1 b). The

maxÍmum, 3278 g m-2 at the end of November, coíneided ç¡ith maximum live

standÍng crop but was almost equalled at the end of Àpril, 3227 g m-2,

when dead standing crop reached íts maximum. The net increase in

aboveground standing crop from June 1980 to June 1981 wae 324 g m-2

including burned shoots and 710 I m-2 excluding burned shoots.

Live reproductive structures averaged 62 of. Iive standing crop from

November to March, range 0-16.4:¿. Àfter emerging, inflorescence weight

continued to increase whilst height hardly changed (Figure 2.2). Mean dry

weight of inftorescences in early November when still completely sheathed

by leaves was 11.63 q. Inflorescence maximum weight of nearly É'0 g r^las

reached in early January (mean = 57,4 g, n= 25, January-March).

Fitting a splined regression to prímary data dampened fluctuations and

clearly showed how the decrease in live standing crop was followed hy an

increase in dead standing crop (Figure 2.3). The decrease was 1553 q

m-2 and the increase was 7245 q ffi-2, â difference of 308 g m-2.

Live standing crop had t-he same seasonal cycle as primary data but the

midsummer peak was shorter and higher, 7673 q m-2 in mid December.

Fluctuations evídent in dead standing crop from June to November r"tere

smoothed to an Íncrease from the beginning of June to the end of August,

then a decrease untiL the end of November. Maximum dead standing crop wac

2283 q m-2 at the encl of April. Derived dat.a showed a net annual

increase in live plus dead standing crop of 797 g m-2 to June 1981.
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U¡derqreund gLendllq crop e! Qun ÇrseL Bsad

Live underground gtanding crop had a seasonal cycle which was offset

from aboveground standing crop by 3-4 months (Figure 2.4), with the

maximum 3562 g m-2 jn April and the minimum in October. In 1979 the

October minimum was 678 g m-2 and in 1980 it was 1254 q m-2, a net

increase of. 576 g m-2. Às most of the underground biomass was rhizorne,

changes in rhizome biomass determined the seasonal pattern. Throughout

the year live standing crop was greater underground than aboveground.

Because their seasonal cycles were off-set, the beláw:above rato was not

constant but ranged from 1.3 in January to 28.8 in July. (Original data

are in Appendix 3. )

The seasonal cycle and values of aboveground etancìing crop at Gum

Creek Road and Brogden's Road were very sÍmilar (Figures 2.7 a and 2.4).

At Gum Creek Road, maximum live standing crop in January 1980 was 1208 q

m-2 and minimum in June 1980 r.¡as €,3 g m-2, which r^ras very similar to

Brogden's Road in 1980-81. Becauee of this and the similarity in site and

location, it was assumed that underground production from Gum Creek Roacl

would give a reasonable estimate for the site at Brogden's Road.

Sle¡drns qrqpi r¡drrcql eeHnelc

0f the 74 shoots used to establish heiqht:weight relationships, e'4

were vegetative with a height range of 259-2345 mm. This was shorter than

shoots in the permanent quadrat, 2453 mm, and in I'rarvegtecl quadrats, 30É,É'

mm. Shoots were harvested on 13 Àugust (12 shoote), 10 September (30

shoots), 14 October (22 shoots). Shoots harvested on 9 December (10

shoots) were aII reproductive with a height range of 277O-2786 nn,

The dry weight of vegetative ghoots increased exponentially with

height (Figure 2.5 a). The highest coefficient of determination, t2 =

0.8916, s,as given by an exponential first order polynomial for log normal

transformed data, compared to 0.8468 and 0,8802 for exponential and power
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curves. High coefficients are usual for this kind of data (Hutchings

7975). The dry weight of reproductive shoots increased linearly with

height (Figure 2.5 b). Regression details are in Table 2.2.

Despite the hiqh coefficients of determination, Índirect estimales of

standing crop were not accurate. Comparisong with harvests showed that

the indirect method was an overestimate. The indirect estimate for the

permanent quadrat on 29 June 1981 çras 213.4 q which wag nearly 50ee more

the harvest on the same day, 147.5 g. Comparison of indirect estimates

with live standing crop of 15 quadrats harvested on 5 September, 13

october and, 27 November (Figure 2.6) also showed that the heiqhtlweight

relationship overestimated. A Iinear regresion r¡as significant'. The

regression coefficient of 0,4942 meant there was a consistent error of

almost 100s¿ (Table 2.3).

Auuef prcduqlreË drses! csllrcle

Ànnual aboveground production estimated by the max-min methocl was 1175

g m-2. Annual aboveground production calculated by SmaJ.ley's method

data was 3824 q m-2 using primary data and 2026 g m-2 using derived

data. Estimates of mortality before maximum standing crop and production

afterwards depended on whether primary or derived data ç¡ere ugecl. For

primary data, mortality was 7777 g m-2 or 50% of production to date but

for clerived data it was only 225 g m-2 or 13r¿ of production. Production

after the geasorral maximum q,as 934 g m-2 or 24v¿ of. annual total for

primary data, and 40€' g m-2 or 20% f'or derived data'

Underground production at Gum Creek Road in 7979-80 was 2884 g m-2

y{ estimated by the max-min method. The translocation correction which

was the Àprit to October decrease in rhizome bÍomass converted to canopy

equivalenL, was 839 g m-2.

Ànnual production for the whole plant at Gum Creek Road was 2BOZ q

m-2 if estimated by max-min methocl. V'lho1e plant production was 4071' q
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m-2 y-r when estimated as the sum of underground and aboveground

production corrected for translocation, 2884 + 2026 - 839 g m-t yt.

Reproductive production was only 75 q ¡-z yn, calculated by

multiplying mean densÍty (1.3 shoots m-2) by mean weight at mattrrity

(57 .4 q) .

Comparison of sequential harvests showed that out of 25 possible

changes in standing crop, only 11 live and 3 dead were significant (p =

0.10). By íncreasing the probability of a Type I emor from 0.10 to 0.75,

the number of significant differences rose to 25 for live and 24 for dead

r.¡hich was almost the entire primary data set. Thus production of T-

etrIC¡lglfs estÍmated with primary data was equivalent Lo a 75"¿

probability of falsely identifying two harveet means as different when

they were statistically indistinguishable.

Halving the sampJ.ing frequency reducecl annual production by almoet 50%

when estimated with primary data (Table 2.4), Production calcul.ated with

derived data was much Iess sengitive. Halving the frequency reduced

production by less than 10r¿.

There were five instances of negative production. In the primary data

set they were scattered through the year whereas with derived data they

were clustered between January and April (not shown).

À¡¡uef prcduçlrqri lldrrcsl eelrnele

Ànnua1 aboveground production eetimated by applying the vegetative and

reproductive height:weight relationships for vegetative and reproductive

shoots to height and census data from the permanent quadrat was 1570 g

m-2.

Denqqrepbv sf harvegted ghqqte

In the harvestecl quadrats, mean deneity of Iive shootg fluctuated

between a maximum of 33,4 ma in June 1980 and a minimum of.77.6 m-2
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in February 1981 (Figure 2.7). These fluctuations and their large

standard deviations make it difficult to detect periods of recruitment or

mortality. l.lean clensity of reproductive shoots dur'ing summer was 1.30 or

7v. of. Iive shoots. Dead shoot dynamics are easier to distinguish but

again there is considerable variability (Figure 2.7). Shoot mortality,

indicated by an increase in number, oscurred in July-August,

January-February and March-Àpri1. Shoot loss, indicated by decreasing

numbers, was erratic between September and January. Density did not

change smoothly with time implying recruitment and nrortality were

continuous or that the stand was variable.

Mean density of burned shoots frorn June to November (not shown), 44.0

shoots m-2, $ras significantty higher (p < 0.001) than from January to

June 1981 ,28.4 shoots rn-2. This was simiLar to trends in burned

standing crop. The increase in burned shoots at the start of the study is

attributed to irrcreasing care in the field. Some burned ghoots were

inconspicuous muddy stumps less than 15 cm high.

Height frequency ctistributions for six dates through the year show a

unimodal travelling peak from June to November (Figure 2.8) indicating a

single or synchronised recruitment period. There were additions to the

smallest height classes in midgummer which indicates recruitment at this

time. In November there $rere no ghoots in the two smallest height classes

but by January these contained 7ot" of. shoot population.

The travelling peak shows that shoot growth was not confined to epring

and summer. In June 1980, !Qe; of live ghoots were Iess than 1500 mm taII,

and the moclal heiqht class was 0-500 mm with 372 of. live population. By

early September, only 8% of. live shoots ç,ere in 0-500 mm height class,

and the modal height class was 1501-2000 mm with 352, of live shoots.

Height distribution in June 1981 wae similar to that of June 1980 with

J$?; of live poptrlation in height class 0-500 mm. Mean height of
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inflorescences was 1990 mm (n = 45, s = 203.1048). The shortest viable

inflorescence was 7777 nn. An inflorescence measuring 1375 mm was

aborted.

Pcrne¡el! quedml

Population trends were clearer than in harvested quadrats. Live shoot

density ç¡as faÍrly stable from the beginning of JuIy to the end of

December with 30-32 shoots in the quadrat, i.e. 30-32 shoots m-2

(Figure 2.9 a). At the beginning oF January, density began to increase

and reached 47 at the beginning of March then declined to 28 in mid-May.

After an initial inerease in June 1980, dead shoot density remained

stable until late Decernber (Figure 2.9 a) then feII to the lowest of the

year, 20. After this density increased, slowly in January and February

then rapidty in March, ApríI and May, reaching the maximum of 5€' at the

beginning of June.

The cumulative plot of shoot. recruitg and deathe shows recruitment

extended from January to June (Figure 2,9 h). This was also the main

rnortality period. At other times of the year, recruitment and mortality

were low, almost negligible. Thus the stability evident in shoot density

between July and December was reaI.

Comparison of shoot heights showed the same seasonal trends in the

permanent quadrat as in the harvested quadrats (Figure 2.8) but mean

shoot heÍght was significantly shorter (p < 0.01) in September to

January. Live shoot density irr the permanent quadrat was significantly

higher than in harvested quadrats (p < 0.05) but the number of

reproductive shoots $ras similar, 2 in the permanent quadrat compared to a

mean of 1.3 m-2 in the harvested quadrats (not tested).

The number of live leaves in the quadrat (Figure 2.10) fluctuated

between 64 and 104 during June and JuIy then increased from early Àugust

Lo 277 in early November which was the highest for the year. Numbers
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decreased during November and were roughly stable at 153-179 cluring

December, January and February. From the beginning of March, numbers

again decreased and reached the lowest value in May, 60. The gap between

recruitment and mortality was widest in spring indicating a net gain in

Ieaf number after being relatively constant in winter.

The cumulative plot showed leaf recruitment and mortalíty were

continuous except for a short period of two consecutive sampJ.ing dates in

Iate sprÍng-early summer. These events were not synchronised. Mortality

was zero 21-28 0ctober and recruitment úras zero 2-10 December. Slopes of

the cumulative plots show recruitment and mortality were hÍghest

(subjective assessment) at the same time, late January to early March, a

time when leaf populations appeared roughly stable.

The dead Leaf retention index was lowest, 0.75, at the beginning of

January and March (Figure 2.77), implyinq that ]eaf falL was highest in

December, January and February. (February was not recorded separately).

The tt¡o I* gfic¡lalis shoots chosen for inteilsive leaf monitoring $,ere

both grazed in August and do not show the growth pattern of Iyphc shoots

as well as ungrazed shoots. AIl shoots showed the same growth pattern,

regardless of species, so regults for a vegetative T- dgU!rygngig shoot

from Bringagee Road are used instead (Figure 2.7Ð. The diagram shows

leaf height for aII live leaves between June 1980 and January 1981, with

Ieaves coded D to P in order of age and appearance. The growth pattern

hag three important character'istics. Each leaf grows to its own maximum

height and eventually dies after a variable period which is longer in

spring and summer than winter. Each succegsive leaf grot.¡s taller and

faster than the preceding one, thus shoot height is determined by a

sequence of leaves. The last few leaves M N 0 and P do not fit these

generalisations because the shoot was droughted after November (3,7

Height). The maximum extension rate for this ehoot was 76 nn dayr in
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mid-November for leaves L and M. Maximum extension rates in winter were

much lower, 2-5 mm day{ for leaves E and F in June and JuIy, but did

not fall to zero.

DISCUSSION

2.7 Stand variability

Àlthough the stand of I- A5¡.C!!eUs at Brogden's Road was monospecific

it was not homogeneous. Mean live standing crop had high coefficientg of

variations, there was difficulty in statistically distinguishing between

succesgive harvests, and shoots in the permanent quadrat were both

shorter and denser than in harvested quadrats. This variability obscured

seasonal trends described simply as the mean of five randomly located,

fortnightly replicates. Interpretation of seasonal trends was made 
ì

possible by fitting a splined regression to standing crop data and by 
:

reference to demography in the permanent quadrat.

Àccounting for gtand variability clarified the problem of negative

production. In this study, two types of negative production ç¡ere evident.

One wag apparent even when derived data were used so was not due to

variability. It occurred in late summer and early autumn and masked

production from new shoots. This e¡as interpreted as the result of

downward translocation from leaves prior to senescence. A maximum

estimate of thj.s is given by the difference between dead etanding crop

increase and lÍve standing crop decrease, 308 g m-2. The second type of

negative production occurred at other times of the year but only with

prímary data. It was interpreted as due to variability.

The importance of accounting for variabiLity when estimating

production from standing crop changes is shown by the difference betç.¡een

estimates using primary and fitted data, 3824 and 2026 g m-a y-t.

Primary data gÍves the higher estimate because all changes in mean values

are treated as real and because of the way Smalley's method treats
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negative production. Àn apparent increage in mean standing crop is

counted positively as production but an apparent decrease Ís not counted

negatively and instead is set to zero (Table 2.L). À sequence of

statistically indistinguishable fluctuations thus leads to a compounded

overestimate. If the number of sampling intervals is high, production

will be overestimated more frequently. Thus the sensitivity of Smalley's

method to sampling frequency is another aspect of the effect of stand

variabílity on production.

The usefulness of the indirect method was algo limited by variabitity.

Annual production estimated by the indirect method, 7570 g n-2,

differed from the direct rnethod in that it referred to a small area of

the Brogden's Road stand, defined by 74 shoots and one quadrat with no

replication, whereas harvested shoots came from a more extensive area.

Thus in order to give valid estimates, the indirect. method must be

accurate, precise and be based on correct assumptions. This was not so.

First, the vegetative shoot height:weight regression did not give

precise enough estimates of shoot weight from height. The regression

fitted the data well and passed close to the orígin without being forced,

which seldom happens (Hutchings 1975, Hardisky 1980, Liefferg 1983).

Despite this, the error associated with weight prediction was high. The

estimate for a shoot 2000 mm taÌI was 42.76 g, with 997" conf.ídence limits

of. 26.76 and 66.35 g.

Second, regressions specific to one time and place were used at

another time and place. Some studies have reported that time and place

variations alter height:weight relationehips. Regressions for herbaceous

perennials such ag MercurÀqffg petrCDnÀs (Hutchings 1975) and $mflfrc

ellgfnfflora (Hardisky 1980) are time specific, changing with season or

month. This is probably due to changes in the number of live and dead

leaves per shoot (Hardisky 1980). This could equally apply to I-
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gflenlqllg which accumulates leaves during spring (Figures 2.10 and

2.12>. In addition, height:weight regressions reflect site quality. In

Canada, shoots of T- Ielffelfe from five ox-bow lakes differing in water

quality and history differed in density, height and height:weight

relationships (Lieffers 1983). In this study, shoots used for the

regressions came from an area which did not flood as deeply as the

harvested part of Brogden's Road stand. FinaIIy, thè vegetative

regression Í.ras used beyond its upper limit of 2345 mm. These limitations

r¿ere not evident at the time and may have been the source of the almost

100:¿ discrepancy betr¡een harvested and predicted sianding crop.

Third, the indirect method assumed shoot weíght was equivalent to

production. This is unlikely to be true as leaf Ioss may be gubgtantial.

In SpeUlf¡q eflgg¡fffqfe leaf loss from live shoots $,as 37v" of annual

production (Hardisky 1980). In T- qlleÉALrs, leaf mortality and

Iitterfall were virtually continuous (Figures 2.10 and 2.11) but t¡ithout

weight measurements for individual Ieaves, production cannot be

corrected.

2.8 Estimates of production

Four estimates were used to estimate annual aboveground production.

The max-min method assumes no mortality before maximum standing crop and

no production afterç¡ards. The demographic data showed both these

assumptions were false, so 1175 g m-t y-t was an underestimate.

SmaIIey'g method using primary data assumes stand homogeneity. Both

standing crop data and demographic data showed this was false. The effect

of variability was compounded by sampling frequency (Table 2.4), and

ironically the frequency choeen to best estimate dead standing crop gave

the grossest error.

The indirect method assumed height:weight relationships remainecl

constant and that shoot weight was equivalent to production. However
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there are several inetances when such assumptions are likely to be false,

most of which were relevant to this study. Comparisons between estimated

and measured standing crop (see above, Standing crop: indirect estimate

and Figure 2,6) showed the indirect method overestimated by nearly 100r¿.

This suggests the indirect production estimate of 1570 g m-2 ya for

the permanent quadrat was probably closer to 700-800 g ¡-z y-r, which

is less than the max-min estimate. This is very low and could be partly

accounted for by stand variability as shoots in the permanent quadrat

were shorter. The exponential character of height:weight relationship

means small height differences between taII shoots can result in large

weight differences (Figure 2.5 a).

Smalley's method using derived data was accepted as the most reliable

estimate. It does not assume stand homogeneity but instead accounts t-or

variability. Seasonal trends in derived standinq crop were corroborated

by shoot and leaf demography from the permanent quadrat. The method was

not sengitive to new shoot production during old shoot mortality or to

translocation but these errors $rere corrected as described above (2,7) Lo

give a final estimate of 2334 g m4 y-t. Using this revised egtimate,

whole plant production was corrected f.ron 4077 Lo 4379 9 m-z y-t.

2.9 Ànnua1 production

Àboveground standing crop of I- qllCllells at Griffith wae not high

compared with other [yphe spp. (Figure 1.1) but maximum standing crops

from the Griffith area, 1306 g m-2 at Brogden's Road in 1980-81 and

1208 g m-2 at Gum Creek Road in 1979-80, were close to 1300 9 ffi-2,

the value predicted for 345 by regression of standing crop and

latitude (not shown). Maximum underground standing crop, 3562 g m-2,

r¿as within the upper range reported in production reviews (Keefe 7972,

Bradbury and Grace 1983). Maximum total standing crop of 3810 q m-2 was

close to that reported for T- dgnt¡gqnsig in Malawi, 4400 g m-2
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(tJestlake t975).

In contrast, annual production of L- orienlqlls was 2334 g m-2 which

was high compared to data reported for lypbe spp. with one exception: a

record of. 2297 g m-2 for T-_qlaucq_in lowa, USA (van der Valk and Davis

1978). Both these are above the probable range of 2000 g m-2 suggested

for temperate zone freshwater emergents (Bradbury and Grace 1983).

The possibÍlity that high production $,as a species characteristic was

discounted. Claimg that lyphq spp. have exceptionaJ.Iy hiqh photosynthetic

rates are frequently based on measurements using isolated pLants or plant

parts in non-natural situations. In fact maximum carbon assimilation rabe

for T- q5rCDtgIIs communities is comparabJ.e to wel]-irrigated crops (Sale

and Orr 1986). High production indicates growing conditions were more

favourable at Griffith than at sites used in production reviews. In

general, alL wetlands are resource rich as they have abundant irradiance,

nutrients and water (Keefe 7972, Bradbury snd Grace 1983). Thus a highly

productive wetland site must be exceptionally rich in these resources or

else have a more favourable clÍmate.

Soil analyses showed that concentrations of available phosphorus at

Brogden's Road site, 0.10-0.30 mg SRP g{ were similar to other fyÉbq_

dominated wetlands, t-or example 0.05-0.20 in gJisconsin (Klopatek 7978)

and 0.14-0.46 near Ottawa (Bayly and 0'Neill 7972). In contrast nitrogen

concentrations of 0.8-7.0 mg KN gi were lower than two Typha_wetlands

in North Àmerica, 13.6-23,4 (Auclair 7977, Klopatek 7978) but similar to

Lake Chilwa, Malawi at 3.0 (Howard-gJilliams and Lenton 1975). Lower

values for warmer climates could be due to faster rates of

de-nitrification. Plant growth in wetlands is more Iikely to be nÍtrogen

limited than phosphorus (Barko and Smart 7979, Graneli 1985). Thus it
appears unlikely that soil nutrients, specifically nitrogen, could

èecount for high production.
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Field trials show that nutrient eupplements increase not just

production but also the standing crop of emergents (Graneli 1985) and

that nitrogen supplements lead to a larger canopy and a shift in the

above:below ratio (Boar and Crook 1985, Neeley and Davis 1985, Ulrich and

Burton 1985). However, aboveground standing crop of L qllelLelfs was not

exceptional.ly hiqh and in fact was close to the value predicted for

Griff ith.

Together these points indicate that hiqh production at Griffith wae

due to latitude-related factors, a non-specific phrase referring to

temperature, irradiance and daylength collectively. 0f these temperature

was probably the most important. Most metabolic reactions are markedly

influenced by temperature (Nobel 1974) and curtailed by sub-freezing

temperatures. At Norman Oklahoma, 35oN, Iate frosts in Harch killed off

all aerial shoots of T- fetiÍqlfe (Penfound 1956). Leaf recruitment

(Figure 2.10) and leaf extengion diagrame (Figure 2.tZ) show that

temperatures did not become limiting at Griffith nor was there any

evidence of winter related mortality in shoots (Figure 2.9 b).

High production for T^ gfeUqe in lowa (see ebove) was nearly double

the average for the region. Factors contributing to this were poJ.J.uted

waters rÍch in nitrogen and phosphorus, and removal of all standing

litter in the previous year which lengthened the growing season by

allowing the soiL to warm up more quickly (van der VaIk and DavÍs 1978),

2.10 Production in context

The regource allocation pattern indicated by dry weight s,as as

follows. Nearly half (532.) of total production û,as canopy but

approximately one third (36eó) was due to starch storage. Àt the end of

the study a large percentage (28"¿") of canopy production was stÍII
standing. Underground production was two thirds (66%) of whole plant

production. 0f this 802" was Iost during winter and only 20% accumulated
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within the ground. Reproductive structures lrere only 3.2% oÍ. aboveground

production and only 1.7?. of, whole plant production. This is not unusual

for herbaceous perennials (Silvertown 1982) and ie similar to T-

IelfËqlfq (Grace and l,letzel 1982a).

Canopy production Íncreased in each season after midsummer emergence

from 8% in autumn to 13% in winter then 52% of annual total in spring.

This exponential increase mirrors the increase in shoot heiqht and the

height:weight relationship. It is also evident within seasons, for

example September accounted for 77% of spring production, October for 31e¿

and November for 52:¿. Only 27% of. annual total occurred in summer, the

time of flowering and initiation of new shoots.

Àn ennual production of 4379 g m-2 represents a considerable carbon

input. Not aII of this becomes "available" as litter within the year. In

the Griffith conditions, 576 g m-2 accumulated underground or

approximately 20% of underground production, and 7tO q m-2 t.las retained

aboveground or 28% of. canopy production, making a total of. 7286 g na

of nearly 30?. of annual total. A hiqh retention rate has been observed

elsewhere (e.9. Ogden 1981) but may be related to the burning regime at

Brogden's Road. In lowa only 64% of standing dead T- g1quga material

present in October 975 had fallen by October 1976 (Davis and van der VaIk

1983). Burned stumps of I- q¡re¡Lqlfs reproductive shoots seemed

particularly resistant to decomposition,

2.11 Growth: phenology and demography

Each data set and each organisational level showed a slightly

different growth phenology. Àt the whole stand level, aboveground

standing crop (Figure 2.1 a) showed strongely seasonal changes indicating

growth in spring, ç¡ith autumn a time of die back, and summer and winter

as periods of quieseence. Production data (2.8) showed growth was not

confined to spring. Shoot demography showed that growth, as indicated by
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an increase in shoot numbers or shoot recruitment (Figure 2.9) occurred

in summer and autumn. The key to these contrasts is the way these growth

hierarchies inter-connect, leaf to shoot and shoot to stand.

The leaf to shoot relationship is characterised by the fact that the

shoot comprises leaves only, with no aboveground gtem. Internodes between

Ieaves are highly compressed and are underyround on the rhizome cro$rn.

Thus leaf numbers directly affect ghoot síze. Leaf numbers were never

constant. Recruitment was virtually continuous (FÍgure 2.1,0) therefore

each shoot was producing new leaf matter constantly from emeryence to

flowering and/or death. Continuous Ieaf recruitment combÍned with a

growth pattern where ]eaves are successively taller means shoot height

continuously increases, even if only marginally as in winter (Figure

2.7Ð. Dead and "supergeded" leaves accumulating on the shoot explain why

weight is a non-linear functíon of shoot height (Figure 2.5 a) and why it

is variable.

The shoot to stand relationghip was different. Changes in shoot

numbers occurred within a limited period betç¡een January and June leaving

a six month period of relative constancy. Because older shoots are so

much taller,snd heavier than newly emerging shoots (Figure 2.5 a) the

generation changeover in January-June has dramatic effects on Iive

standing crop. Conversely, because newly emerging shoots were short and

hacl short leaves, leaf recruitment in autumn meant production was only a

small contribution to annual botal. Production increased through the

seasons from autumn to spring as shoots and leaveg increased in height.

Leaf demography is thus the key to understanding growth in T-

atræIlqlfg. The only period when leaf recruitment ceased was between

shoot generations (Figure Z.tO). Production did not cease, as the pJ.ant

switched from vegetative to reproductive growth. Seasonal changes in

underground standing crop cannot be correlated with demography as
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individual rametg were not tagged. Nonetheless, high over-winter survÍval

of T^ q¡¡C¡lglis shoots suggests ramet survival was also high.

The process of downward translocation began before flowering and

before maximum standing crop. The 3-5 month lag between peak aboveground

standing crop and pealr belowground standing crop in I- efie¡talis was

Ionger than the 1-4 months lag for T- qtguglffg]ie in Chile, 40€

(Ramirez and Anazco 1983). Duration of peak standing crop and lag time

may help to determine underground production.
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Tab]e 2.1
ProduqliqD petr hervee! r¡lerve! þv s-nqllry-g Ds!Þed

Change in standing crop
L (IÍve) D (dead) P (production)

L is positive
L is positive
L is negative
L is negative

D is positive
D is negative
D is negative
D is positive

p=
p=
p=
p=

L+D
L
0
L+D

If this Last term is negative, then P is set to zero

Table 2.2
Heuh!:serqh! releltoÐshlps f.eu shqqls eÉ. I- elæltêIrs

Vegetative data fitted e first order polynomial for log normal
transformed data of the form y = exp(a + bx).
Data for reproductive ghoots fitted a Iinear regression.

x = shoot heiqht Ín mm

y = shoot weight in g

Vcqslclrvc shqeLs

y = exp(-0.109120 + 0.001925x)
99t¿ confidence Iimits of regression coefficient = +/- 0.000227
Coefficient of determination r¿ = 0,8916
Regression significant: p <0.001

Reprsduqlivc ebqsts

y=263.725+0.1513x-.
.-exÊ( - 0 .1t9-t2]'\!..0i. 0 01 9 8-5x ).

997" confidence limits of regression coefficient = +/- 0.070597
CoeffÍcient of determination r2 = 0.7532
Regression significant: p = 0.001



Table 2.3
Lrye s!end¡.!q stgpi squpstrteqn ef. drres! cnd rndireqt egLruetee

Data are harvested quadrats from three dates, each with five replicatee.
y = harvested standing crop g m-2

x = egtimated standing crop g m-2

y=156.0181+0.4942x

Coefficient of determination: 12 = 0.9851
Regression significant: p <0.01

Table 2.4
genpÞlq fresusnqv eD plsduqlrgD estruelcs

The effect of sampling frequency on two estimates of annual production

Harvest Harvests Productíon
interval per year aboveground
(days) g m-2 yt

Prrnerv dele
L4
28
56

Dcqrved dele
t4
28
56

26
13

7

3824 -

2066
1075

26
13

7

2071
2001
1957
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Seasonal changes in mean (n = 5) standing crop of I- qg¡g¡lellg ae
g dry weight m+, Mirrool Creek at Brogden's Road, near
Griffith, New South lùales, June 1980 to June 1981. Data are mean
(n = 5) with one standard error.

Figr.re 2.1
Abaycgrgund elen lng qEqp; ptrlllarv dete

(a) Live (e) and dead (o") standing crop
(b) Burned (è) and total (r.) standing crop
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Figure 2.2
greglb of lepEcdusllge gtzuslures

Growth of reproductive structures of f- g¡!q¡!q!is at
Brogden's Road, GriffÍth. Dry weÍght and height of
inflorescence and peduncle measured at fortnightly intervals
from flowering in November to beginning of die-back in March.
In mid-November, structures $rere entirely sheathed by leaves,
and theÍr height was not measured. Data are mean +/- one
standard deviation. Samp1e size is shown on the tirst
diagram.

(a) Dry weight in g, inflorescence (o) inflorescence and
peduncle (r).

(b) Height to tip above male inflorescence, in mm.
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Seasonal changes in aboveground standing crop, as g dry weight
m-2, of T^-orienËafiS-at Brogden's Road, Griffith, using derived
data r.¡ith 957. confidence Iimits. Points deríved from fitting
spline functíon to primary data (see text)
for live (O) and dead (O) standing crop.
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Figure 2.4
glendinq sæp af. I- orle¡lslre l9Z9=Ê9

Seasonal changes in mean Live standing crop with one standard
deviation of I* gfienle]ie, in g dry weight m-2,

at Gum Creek Road, Mirrool Creek, near Griffith, New South lila]es,
from September 1979 Lo October 1980.
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Figure 2.6
Velidslron of rn rrec! uclhsÉ

Validation of indirect method of estimating aboveground standing
crop, using regression to compare indirect estimates srith harvests
donã on three dates in spring 1980. Regression details in Table
2.3.
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Fígure 2,7
Denaqræhy sf. beryeeled sbsele: denslly

Demography of harvested shoots of I* qnCllqlfg, June 1980 to June
!98!, showing density changes of live (tr) and dead (I) shoots.
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Figure 2.8
shqe! deneqrcpbvi æpuleLrql s-tzuqt$e b: bersh! slege

Population structure of L- qfienlelig shoots, at 2-3 monthly
intervals from June 1980 to June 1981, based on height class.
The number of shoots per height class shown as a mean (n = 5)
percentage of live population. Height classes are equal
sizes, Ín increments of 500 mm. Harvested shoots shown by
histograms, shoots in permanent quadrat indicated by (r).
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Figrure 2.9
Shoo! Qemoqraphy

Demogrraphy of I- qefenlelfg shoots in the permanent quadrat from
June 1980 to June 7981.

(a) Density: number of live (o) and dead (r) shoots present
(b) Flux: cumulative number recruited (o) and dying (r)
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Figure 2.10
Leaf demogfephy

Demography of T* gEfgÐLqILg leaves in the permanent
guadrat from June 1980 to June 1981.

(a) Density: number of live (s) and déad (¡) Ieaves
present

(b) FIux: cumulative number of leaves recruited (o)
and dying (r)
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Figure 2.11
Deed leaf rele¡lisn indcx

Seasonal changes in loss of dead leaves from canopy of
f^ orientaLls_ at Brogden's Road indicated by O:8, the
dead leaf retention index. The Observed:Expected number
of dead leaves is calculated for the beginnÍng of each
month from July 1980 to .æ1" 1981. Quadiat waã not read
in February 7981. ll,r..\('l
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FiqvÊe 2.12
Gror¡th within e 9b99t

Sequential growth within a shoot shown by changes in leaf
ler¡gth for all leaves on a shoot from June 1980 to the end of
recruitment in January 1981. Data are for an ungrazed
L dgni¡gengís shoot from Bringagee Road, a site described in
the next chapter. Each leaf lras measured from first
appearance until death. Leaves are coded E to P Ín order of
aþpearance. The outer enveloppe, which is a sequence of
truncated curves delineating the height of the tallest leaves
E to L in succession, gives shoot height.
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Chapter 3

PHENOLOGY IN SOUTH-EAST ÀUSTRÀLIÀ

INTRODUCTION

3.1 Background and aims

Phenology is the study of geasonal timing of events in the life cycle

(Rathcke and Lacey 1985) and includes both vegetative and reproductive

events. If it is accepted that a plant'g life history is the result of

natural selection, then phenology is the key to understanding a species

in relation to itg environment. The premise that events such as

pollination, dispersal and germination are temporally optimised (e.9.

Rathcke and Lacey 1985) means community and evolutionary biologistg have

placed great emphasis on interpreting events Ín the reproductive life

cycle. ConsequentJ.y reproductive phenology has become a statistical

gcience. Parametric and non-parametric frequency analysis are used to

compare populationg etc. and events are described by distribution

statistics such as mean, mode, location, synchrony and skeç, (Rathcke and

Lacey 1985). Population sizes need not be large but sampling at 2-3 day

intervals is essential to statistically describe the distribution of

short events guch as anthesis.

Events in the vegetative Ìife cycle are not so distinct. They are

generally less critical to survival with the obvious exception of

establ.ishment (C'.1), the transition from heterotrophy to autotrophy

before seed reserves are exhausted. Studies of vegetative phenology

usually focus on processes important in community dynamics such as the

timing of canopy development (Al-Mufti C! gL- 1977). Defining the

beginning and end of a process such as canopy dominance is diffÍcult so

studies of vegetative phenology tend to be descriptive (e.9. Kunii and

Maeda 198Ð or investigative (Grace and Wetzel 1981a, 1981c, 1982a). The
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emphasis on life cycle events means quantitative phenology is close to

population biology. Special poínts to consider when doing a population

study of clonal plants are discugsed below (3.3).

Phenological data presented in the production study (Chapter 2) were

collected from one quadrat in a stand of I- g¡rCÉells and therefore give

no indication of inter- or intra-specific variability. Intra-specific

variations are likely to be small and probably due to resource

difÊerences between sites (Brown e! CI^ 1985), whereas inter-specific

variations may be important isolating mechanisms.

Variations in species' vegetative and reproductive life cycJ.e a¡e

known for Iyphq. In India T- elepbenlfne grows in March-August then

flowers whereas the sympatric T* q¡qgglglg gror^ls and flowers aII year

round (Sharma and Gopal 7977). 0f three Iypbg spp. distributed across a

latitudinal range of 26-49"N in North America, one flowers at a set

time regardlese of origin whereas flowering time of the other tr^¡o follows

a north-south gradient (McNaughton 1966a). In Australia no Iife cycle

differences, vegetative or reproductive, have yet been recognised at

species level (Briggs and Johnson 1968, Aston 7973, Sainty and Jacobs

1981). This coul.d be due to the difficulty of distinguiehing species in

the field. There is obviously some confusion as one aquatic flora reports

"PLants flower most of the year but less commonly in the colder months"

and the other "Flowering and fruÍting spikes present (Sept-) Nov-Mar

(-Àpri1)".

The aim of this study was to degcribe vegetative and reproductive

phenology of lypbe spp. for the Griffith area of New South t'lales. The

possibility of inter-specific differenceg meant both T- dengqengig and

I^ gfie¡lalis were included. Site-related variations were considered by

including sites of different water depths but chance events during the

year (see below) meant summer drought and grazing had to be recognised as
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treatments. Thus the two subsidiary aimg, retrospectively defined, were

to describe the effects of summer drought and grazing on Iyphe spp. These

were dÍscussed earlÍer ín general terms (1.3) and it was poinLed out that

water level wae of prímary importance in determining the distribution of

wetland ntalts and that grazing was unlikely to be significant except

whren herbivores were introduced. These are discussed more fully below.

3.2 ltater and grazíng

Eqtee

ûlater }evels in a wetland change in rèsponse to broad climatic,

hydrologic and geomorphologic influences, and thus are characteristic of

a wetland or region. llater level changes, here referred to as water

regime, include an array of characteristics such as duration, timing as

in geasonality, frequency, direct.ion as in up or down, magnitude as in

vertical change, and rate of change.

Vlater levels in naLural wetlands are rareJ.y stable but constantly

change, slowly or fast, seasonally, stochastically and even randomly

(Hejny 797!, Segal I97!, TaIIis 1983, Gopal 1986). lJetland ecologists

have been slow in coming to grips with this dynamic component. As yet

there is no universal model which can be used to define critical features

of water regíme. This means the norm is poorly defined, therefore

departure from.normality can only be assessed by changes in the

vegetation. Tþse can be classed as major or minor. À major change would

be a shift in species composition whereas a minor change would be a

change in species viþour or reproductive output without affecting

survival of the individual. This is a distinction of convenience, as

major and minor íntergrade over an extended time scale.

There are many examples of species shifts. Mostly these show the

difficulty of assessing vegetation change, the importance of time scale

and the need for a theoretical framework involving succession. Àn unusual
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drying out of Lake Chilwa in Malawi ar¡d Lake Naivaisha in Kenya provided

a transient niche for short-Iíved and poorly competitive species

(Howard-llilliams 1975, Gaudet 7977). Periodic drying out may even be

necessary to ensure the long-term presence of certain speci.es (Keddy and

Reznicek t98Ð. Conversely in wetlancls where fluctuating water levels are

common, such as shallow marshes of North America, periodÍc drying out

does not change the community (van der Valk and Davis 1976a) which h¡as

been selected by this periodic disturbance in the same $ray that fire

"gelectg" a community.

Minor changes describe processes such as competition, invagion and

die-back, and may explain co-existence. At Eagle Lake, Iowa USA, the

presence of four species of emergents, described as "polydominant", sras

attributed to irregular dry spells (van der Valk and Davis 1980) which .-,-''

affected species vegetative and reproductive vigour differentiaJ.Iy.

Grqzrnq

The impact of grazing on t"he individual depends on how much and ç¡hat

parts are removed. The most usual kind of grazing is defoliation. in

terrestrial plants, defoliation temporarily reduces root activity and

nutrient uptake, and repeated defoliation may lead to root mortality

(Crawley 1983). There are two types of herbivory, paragitic ç¡hich slows

down the plant's growth rate, and predatory which directly reduces the

probability of survival (Crawley 1983). Leaf feeding is parasitic t¡hereas

virus introduction via sap-suckers is predatory. This distinction

excludes ancillary effects such as trampling. Grazing can alter

recruitment and survival patterns so that the impact of grazing on a

population is frequently obvious as an altered age structure typified by

the Lack of younger age groups (Silvertown 1982).

The quantity of material removed by grazing is sometimes used as an

index of grazing intensity. It may be measured by comparing standing crop
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or production ín grazed and ungrazed areas. The preconception (1'3) that

grazing is unimportant in wetlands means estimates of grazing intensity

have only recently become available for emeryents. These show that

grazing Íntensity is high, but perhaps because the studies were done to

demonstrate the importance of wetlands to wildlife. In Utah, the activity

of geese, coots and muskrats had a grazÍng intensity of. 47,5% Eot

aboveground T- IeLrlque (Smith and Kadlec 1985) and on coastal

saltmarshes of North Carolina, snow geese had a grazínq intensity of SBe¿

on belowground biomass ot gq-rlpug Eqþuglug (smith and odum 1981). A

problem with this approach is that grazing may alter growth patterns.

possibly more important than the quantity removed, is the part

selected. Choice of species or plant part is determined by factors such

as availability, taste and nutritive value, specifically nitrogen

content. Again there are few studies of food- preferences in macrophytes

perhaps because low species diversity, typical of macrophyte communities

(e.g. Rice and tlestoby 1983), makes identification of target species less

important than identification of target communities.

3.3 CIonaI growth

The unit of information in population bitlogy and demography studies

is the individual. The signíficance of the clonal habit, especially when

the plant is rhizomatous and therefore partly hidden underground, is the

difficulty of identifyinq an individual. This can l¡e be overcome it- a

species has a visual genetic marker or is easiLy dug up, factors which

have probably contributed to the popularity of Irlfg]lUn æpCDg and sand

dune species for population biology studies. Iypbc does not have a visuaL

genetic marker nor is it easily dug up.

The alternative is to by-pass the plant as an individual and consider

its component parts i.e. treat the individual as a population of parts'

This is the modular approach to growth championed by Harper (e.9. Harper
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7977 , !979, Harper and BeII 197Ð which was used as ån alternative

approach in the production study (2.3). Àdvantages of the modular

approach for classical plant growth experiments have been overgtated

(Bazzazz and Harper 7977, Hunt 797Ð but it is invaluable for field

studies of rhizomatous plants. The unit of study is usually the ramet,

which comprÍses shoot and rhizome, and its demography is now basic to

ecologicâl studies of clonal plants (e.g. Silvertown 7982, Bell 1984).

The main disadvantage Ís that data analysis is Iimited to techniques,

mainly non-parametric, çrhich do not have independence as a basic

assumption. Consequently much population analysis is graphical otr uses

simple gtatigtical tests. Techniques for anaLysing grouped, dependent,

proportional data are still being developed, e.g. the proportional death

rates model of Bartlett and Noble (1985).

Another consequerice of the clonal habit relevant to demography is the

Iack of density-dependent mortality. Changes in shoot density-weight

relatíonships in thinning populations of 9 clonal species, mainly cool

temperate wetland species, did not conform to the -3/2 laç¿ (Hutchings

7g7g), aIleged1y the universal law describing self-thinning due to

resource competition (Silvertoç¡n 198Ð. This claim was indirectly

supported by studies of underground "adaptive architecture" in clonal

plants (BeIl and Tomlinson 1980). In many species, ramet branching

patterns are thought to have been naturally selected so that modules are

spaced to minimise inter-module competition. This view is not fu}ì.y

accepted (e.g. Harper 1985). Regular branching patterns which have been

theoretically described may not occur in a naturally heterogeneous world

(Cook 1985). Instances of density-reLated reductions in ramet weight ere

known (Pitelka 1984). The question wiII probably be clarified by

recognising that clonal growth encompasses a variety of growth forms with

different ecological and physiological implications. This recognition and
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classification process has begun. Lovett Doust (1981) saw two gtrategies

in BqnU¡qU]Ug lepqlg. one was "guerÍlla" characterised by an advancing,

invagive edge of widely spaced ramets and the other was "phalanx", a

tightly packed, monospecific, sIowly advancing formation.

À third consequence is due to stand longevity. Clonal herbs may be

several centuries old (Silvertown 1982, Cook 1985). Plants such as

PlefidfUn eqUfLIDU[ and Çqlex quglqqtq show a change of vigour from

oldest to youngeet parts of the stand with up to five demographically

distinct phases (e.9. Noble eL eI. 7979),

3.4 Study approach

À demographic approach with permanent quadrats wag chosen. This gave

continuity with the production study (Chapter 2). Emphasis $ras on shoots

rather than leaves because shoots are the visual part of the ramet arrd

therefore the natural sub-sampling unit for the whole plant. The

relationship between leaf and shoot was clarified earlier (2.71).

Demoqraphic analysis may be by age or size. Ànalysis by age assumes time

is the critical factor but population trends such as reproduction and

mortality are frequently size-related (Kirkpatrick 1984). Genetíc

differences, habitat micro-heterogeneity and competition mean pJ.ants of

similar age are not necessarily of similar size, even if they are the

same genotype. Therefore analysis was by age and size, with size defined

by shoot heÍght. Stand açle $,as consídered because rhizomes from the

middle of an established stand of T- q¡rg¡leLfs were shorter than

colonising rhizomes, had larger cro$tns and seemed to have fewer live

shoots along the connected ramets (Appendix 4).

The time requirement for surveying, marking and Iocating shoots and

Ieaves was high. Quadrats were sampled as frequently as possible but the

rigorous sampling required for statistical analysis of reproductive

events was not feasible. Study sites were chosen for ease of access and
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because they gave appropriate combinationg of species, age and water

depth.

METHODS

3.5 Methods

Ereld srtes

Two study areas were chosen, one at Bringagee Road and the other at

Lake gJyangan. The Bringagee Road sÍte was 25 km west of Griffith, just

beyond the irrigation area (GR CC853107, 1:100,000 "Koorongal"

topographic map, Dept of Mines and Energy, 1972) where a small creek

Iined with sparse blackbox EuqqlyplUe larqfflqfgry passed under the road.

There were cfumps of L denfngelglg and T- qffe¡lql¡.g, 7-75 m diameter,

in the creek bed and on ground adjacent to the creek. The soil was a

heavy grey clay. fJhen visited the previous summer the creek had water.

Conductivity of creek ç¡ater in September 1980 was 900 uS cmt. There

were three study sítes here, shallow I- dguingensis, shallow T-

gfiCnlqllg and deep T- q5fcllel1g. Shallor¡ sites were 1-2 m above the

creek bed and the deep site wag in the deepest part. úJater here wag 75 cm

deep in May 1980.

Lake l.lyangan, 5 km northwest of Griffith (GR DCt97t16, 1:100,000

"Gríffith" topographic map, Dept of Mines and Energy 1970) was a

canegrass swamp and ç¡as mined for gypsum (G. Bischard, pers. comm. 1980).

Now it is permanently Êtooded. A dense fringe of emergents, mainly T^

dqnlnqe¡gis and T^ erle¡lalis reach 3-4 m in summer. lJaterfowl are

abundant. From 1977-79 conductivity of lake water averaged 136É, É

cffi-r, pH 8.9 and the dominant ions were sodium and chloride (CSIRO

1980). There $ras one site at Lake Wyangan, deep T- dont¡gelgis, in an

area of 30-50 cm deep silt. In May 1980, water depth in the quadrats was

approximately 10 cm but $ras expected to be deeper in summer.

Rectangular guadrats, 2 x 0.5 m, were set up with metal posts and wire
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in May-June 1980 as in the production study (2.5: Demography and

phenology). Quadrats were in pairs, separated by 2-3 m, and referred to

as Centre and Edge because of their poeitions. Centre quadrats were

within the stand whereas Edge quadrats had their long face parallel to

stand edge and included as few shoots from previoug season as possibJ.e.

This gave a total of eight quadrats, 2 species x 2 depths x 2 ages. In

addition, there was one extra I- qtlgÉaIlg quadrat at Bringagee Road,

aligned at right angles to the etand edge and referred to ag Colonising

quadrat as well as the permanent quadrat from the production study at

Brogden's Road (Chapter 2).

This 2 x 2 x 2 study design wag subsequently modified for two reasons.

First, aII green shoots from the deep !- q[fenlqlÂg quadrats $rere grazed

in August 1980 and there $,ere no live shoots in this quadrat until March

7981. Monitoring was discontinued in September 1980 and data from the

permanent quadrat at Brogden's Road used instead. Second, the Bringagee

Road site dried out completely in summer and re-flooded in autumn

(detaits in 3.6) whereas at Lake tlyangan and Brogden's Road, ground in

the quadrats remained saturated. The original treatment designation of

deep and shallow became inappropriate so were amended to summer wet and

summer dry water regime, referred to as llet and Dry. This was recor'decl in

the field by presence of free water in each quadrat. Final study design

is summarised in Table 3.1.

À cengue was done in each quadrat at 2-3 week intervals from 27 May

1980 to 3 June 1981 as described previously Q.5: Demography and

phenology). Shoot positions were plotted onto a quadrat rnap which was

useful for finding small shoots and confirming losses. By late spring T-

g¡¡e¡lqlls shoots at Bringagee Road were too tall and brittle to measure

ç¡ithout causing damage. Consequently ehoot heights from November to March

were only measured intermittently when assistance was available. There
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was no difficulty distinguishing new ghoots from seedlings. New shoofg

are rigid cones of overlapping leaves which open to show leaves

approximately triangular in shape, thick, stiff and dull. green. Seedling

leaves are almost Iinear, thin, soft and vivid green.

Aft.er the study finished, the depth distribution of rhizomes was

charted by digqing a 25 cm deep trench along the Iong face of permanent

quadrats and mapping the interceptg. High water tabl-es and heavy clays

meant only three quadrats were dug, two at Bringagee Road and one at

Brogclen's Road. Àt the same time, single eoil samples were collected from

below the coarge litter layer and at 2ü cm depth. These were analysed for

organic matter, Kjeldahl nitrogen and soluble reactive phogphorus as

described above (2.5: Soil sampling).

Dole qrqsDrsslre! etd anelYere

Shoots present at the first census were of two types, shorter vigorous

ones and taller, yellowing ones assumed to be two age groups. An attempt

was made to distinguish these on the basis of height but it proved

impossible to be consistent so these are treated as one group called

pre-Winter shoots. Because their age was unknown, mortality for this

group is presented as a depletíon curve (Harper 7977, Silvertown 1982)

whereas mortality for shoots of known age is shown on a survival curve.

A cohort was all shoots emerging in one calendar month. This was the

most convenient time unit. "Natural" cohorts as recognised by Dickerman

and Idetzel (1985) could only be defined by pooling quadrat data but

results and treatments indicated this would lead to an information logs.

Only cohorts with 5 or more shoots are graphed or statistÍcalIy analysed.

The numbers of leaves were high and variable. Seasonal variations in

recruitment and mortality are standardÍsed and monthly totals given as a

proportion of the yearty total, p(yT) t¡ith mean coefficient of variation

Vx as an index of temporal variability between quadrats. Leaf recruitment
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rate is the number of leaves recruited per shoot per day, expressed per

10ù shoots as leaves shoot 102 d-r.

Grazing frequency was the number of vigits on which recent grazing was

noted or deduced from data analysis. Two levels were recognised, total

defoliation when whole shoots disappeared, and partial defoliation when

part of the shoot disappeared. Initially disappearances were regarded as

human errors but after carefully re-checking data records and

specifically searching for missing leaves and shoots using quadrat maps,

it became apparent these losses were due to animal activity. This was

later confirmed by finding marked leaves nearby.

Statistical analysis was made awkward by wide variations in sample

sizes and lack of real replication so most analysis is graphical.

Chi-squared analysis was used to determine if partial grazing affected

shoot survival. For Lhis monthly cohorts were sub-divided into grazed and

ungrazed and the proportion alive on successÍve months compared.

RESULTS

3.€, General results

Serfe

Soil analyses (Table 3.2) sholred that nitrogen and phosphorue

concentrations were higher at Lake tlyangan and Brogden's Road than at

Bringagee Road, probably becauge the first two receive drainage water

from irrigated crops. Organic matter $¡as also higher. Soils at Bringagee

Road showed no evidence of surface litter accumulation as might be

expected for a productive plant tike lypþq.

Trench excavation of T- dqni¡gengis quadrats at Bringagee Road showed

a coarse but well-defined litter layer, 2-3 cm deep, overlying a heavy

grey clay of uniform colour and texture. Most rhizomes lgQ%), dead and
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aIive, were 6-9 cm below organic layer (not shown). Rhizomes were not

obviously succulent but were shrunken, except for one at 14-15 cm. At

Brogden's Road the substrate was sloppy organic silt. Rhizomes were

larger (no measurements taken), succulent and deeper within the soil,

range 6-33 cm with 60:¿ in 14-20 cm depth range. Rhizome depth was not

established at Lake llYangan.

Weler qssluq

The table summarising water regime by presence-absence of free water

(Table 3.1) does not fully convey the dÍfferences between LJet and Dry

sites. ÀIthough there r.las no free water of any depth for much of the year

at Lake lJyangan, the ÍIet T* dqnf¡qeneis site, the substrate remained

saturated at aII times. ûJater levelg were highest over summer, reaching a

maximum depth of 35 cm in January, in response to irrigation over-flow.

At Brogden's Road, the llet T- A¡1ellelfs site, the situatÍon was similar

with the quadrat heing saturated for most of the year although lacking

free water for some of that time. In summer it alternateJ.y floocled and

firmed up (2.6) but ciid not reach the stage of cracking or hard muds. In

contrast, the Dry sites at Bringagee Road driecl out for an extencled

period in summer. This was because the creek level fell in spring, rose

again, then rapidly dried out during summer. By January the grourrcì in all

quadrats was hard and remained so until reflooded in autumn. The T'

dqn¿¡ C¡gi-s quadrats were on sliqhtly higher ground than T' g¡¡eDlg[g

quadrats and so flooded later (Figure 3.1) ancl not so deeply. Thus T-

dgUf¡qe¡eis quadrats fLooded in Àugust to 10 cm, in November to 25 cm ancl

in Àpril to 25 cm. In comparison I. gqfeÉelfg quadrats were flooded

almost continuously during winter, in October-November to 30 cm then in

March to 15 cm and in April to 35 cm. Autumn flooding at Bringagee and

Brogden's Road lras a response to rice fietd releases.

3.7 Shoot demography

DcngrLv
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The eight quadrats differed in ghoot density. lJhen first surveyed in

May-June 1980, live shoot density ranged from 9 to 42 shoots quadrat-r

and tended to be higher in T, dqnfnqglgiÞ c¡uadratg than in T.- qqfqDtqLLg

quadrats, 20-42 compared to 9-25 shoots quadrat-r (Table 3.3).

There was no uniform response cluring the year (Figure 3.2). In general

Centre and Edge pairs tracked each other. Dry quadrats at Bringagee Road

shoüred a density decrease in February-March (Figure 3.2 b, d) reaching

zero in I_ dgnrngeDglg centre quadrat. This decrease was followed by a

rapid increase in March-Apri1. Centre tlet quadrats of both species hacl a

population peak in February-March (Figure 3.2 a, c).Shoot populations Ín

I- qltenlellg quadrats were stable in winter-spring (Figure 3.2 c, d, e).

In most quadrats live shoot density in June 1980 was similar to June

1987 (Table 3.3) with the ratio of Final:Initial density being close to

unity. The exceptions were the two I. dqnfngCneig Centre quadrats where

density shoeted a net increaee at Lake lJyangan with F/I = 1.55 and a net

decrease at Bringagee Road with F/I = 0.59.

The density of dead shoots in June 1980 (Table 3.3) ranged from 0-33

shoots quadrat-t and was hiqhest in the two egtablíshed standg, 18-33

shoots quadratr at Lake FJyangan and Brogdens' Road. À11 quadrats

showed an accumulation of standing dead material with dead shoot density

in June 1981 exceeding June 1980.

Beqrur!ucn!

The number of shoots recruited during the year (Tab]e 3.4) ranged from

15 to 133 quadrat-t and ç¡as higher in T-_d9[ilqcngig_quadrats, 34-133

than in T qrienlqllg quadrats, 15-45 shoots quadrat-1. The number of

shoots recruited during the year was equal to or greater than t.he ilritial

shoot density (Table 3.4). For moet quadrats this replacement ratio was

7.2-1.8 except for the two I- deur¡qgnels centre quadrats. At Lake

tJyangan this ratio eras 6.65 indicating a high turnover during the year,
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and at Bringagee Road it was 1.0.

The timing of shoot recruitment differed between quadrats (Figure

3.3). In the T- dqminge¡glg quadrats at Lake lJyangan shoot recruitment

occurred in all seasong whereas in other quadrats there wag little to no

recruitment in spring. The Centre quadrat at Lake l'lyangan had two

recruitment peaks, one in August-September and one in January-February,

compared to single peaks in summer-autumn in other quadrats. In the T.

qElgnlglfs r¡Jet quadrat at Brogden's Roacl recruitment extended over six

months from January to June-July whereas at Bringegee Road recruitment of

I- denlngClglc and T- gg¡eDlelig l^,as concentrated in one month, March or

Àpril shortly after re-flooding (Figures 3.1 and 3.3). This wag the time

of maxímum recruitment rates in Dry quadrats (TabLe 3.4). In llet

quadrats, maximum recruitment rates were earlier, in January.

Uqrtelr!v

Depletion curves (Figure 3.4) show that most Pre-úJinter shoots, 192

out of 196 present at the start of the study, died cluring the year

regardless of species or water regime. The four exceptions which survived

longer than a year were all from the same I- dqUilqCns-ls Edge quadrat at

Lake Idyangan. AIl quadrats showed some mortality in early winter. It r.¡as

mogt evident in Centre quadrats because these had a higher proportion of

previous season shoots than Edge quadrats. In the two Centre T*

dgninqenCis quadrats mortality was fairly constant from midwinter onwardg

but in I_ qeienLqllg quadrats mortality was low in spring. Nearly all

depletion curves became steeper from December-January showing that

mort.ality $tas concentrated in eummer-autumn.

Cohort survival showed the same trends as depletion curves but. without

early wÍnter mortality (Figure 3.5). There was persistent mortality

during spring in I- denfnqengis quadratg at Lake lJyangan which contrasted

with high gurvival in I- qfleD!ÊItg poputations. Heavy mortality in
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Àugust-september for June and JuIy cohorts of T.- dqnfns.eUgig quadrats at

Bringagee Road (Figure 3.5) was due to cattle tramplíng in August. Shoot

death was strongly seasonal for both species and was concentrated in the

months following December. The majority of shoots recruíted betç¡een June

and December were dead by June of the following year. Exceptions to this

were aII in the same quadrat, f, deninqe¡eig Edqe lJet (Figure J.5 b).

Cohorts at Dry sites died earlier than cohorts from l¡let sites ancl thÍs

$,as more obvious for I* dqnf¡qgngig than I- qf!gnLê!!g. The June to

September cohorts of Dry L dqntlqengtg at Bringagee Road were completely

dead by the beginning of February whereas simiLar aged cohortg at Lake

t'lyangan survived to May, June or longer (Figure 3.5), Pre-llinter and June

cohorts at the Dry I- qlleDLqlls site at Bringagee Road were all deacl by

jêúril and May whereae at the fJet site they survived until June or beyonci

(Figure 3.4 b and 3.5 e-h).

Both species had an inverse rel.ationship between size and over-winter

survival (Figure 3.6) wÍth the same criticaL height class, 1001-1200 mm.

Shoots less than 1200 mm talI at the beginning of winter had a high

probebitity of successfully over-wintering, with p = 1.0 and only

occasionally less. No shoots taller than 1200 mm gurvived winter.

He-rsht

Mean height of each cohort and pre-VJinter shootg at the beginning of

each month is shown in Figure 3.7, The tallest was !- sfienlqlfg at

Bringagee Road where in midsummer cohorts were at least 2.5 m and the

shortest was f- dqmlnqengig Edge at Bringagee Road where midsummer

heiqhts were 1.0-1.5 m. ÀII other populations were L,0-2.0 m in

midsummer, Heights of T* dgUf¡qglgis in Lake !,lyangan qttarlrats were not

typical for the lake as elsewhere Typbe spp. reached 4 m (pers obs. ). The

exceptional shortness of this sÍte only became obvÍous in

August-September when spring growth began.
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Shoot growth as indicated by changes in ghoot heiqht was slow Ín

winter then rapid in spring reaching maximum height in midsumner when

growth generally ceased. This was the same groe,th pattern described by

intensive leaf monitoring ín the production study (Figure 2.72).

pre-l,linter shoots decreasecl in height during early winter due to the loss

of taII senescing shoots from the previous season. Shoots recruited

between summer and winter grew rapidly at first but by the beginning of

winter had not reached the heights of cohorts in midsummer (Figure 3.7).

Shoots of both species had high absoLute growth rates. Winter cohorts

from all sites except I- deml¡gq!Éig Dry quadrats averaged tB-37 mm d-r

in september and 0ctober, and autumn rates ç¡ere equally high.

Growth of T.- denuqengls shoots in Dry quadrats at Bringagee Road

(Figure 3.7 c, d) wag a little different from other quadrats. In the

Centre quadrat, mean height for June and JuIy cohorts did not have a

complete sigmoidal shape but appeared truncated, dying off before

reaching maximum height. In the Edge quadrat, pre-llinter shoots and JuIy

and Àuqrust cohorts reached a height plateau two months earlier than other

quadrats, in october. After the site re-flooded, the youngest cohort had

a growth spurt in November-December.

Pspule!-te! slzusturc

By midsummer the largest age group in most quadrats was the initial

pre-lJinter shoots which was 0.€,--0.9 of tive population (Table 3.5). The

exception was the T- dqUtngelgls Centre quadrat at Lake ú'lyangan where the

midsummer population was younger and the largest age group was shoots

recruited after ç.¡inter, 0.4 of live population.

population structure of Pre-ÍJinter shoots, based on height classes of

200 mm, Ís shown for two consecutíve years (Figure 3.8) for aII quadrats.

OnIy two quadrats, both Centre tJet, were the same (not tested) in June

1980 and June 1981 (Figure 3.8 a, e). Other quadrats, mainly at Bringagee
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Road, had similar shaped distributions but located at different heights

indicating temporal displacement with recruitment apparently earlier in

1981 (Figure 3.8 b-d, f, g) and this is further evidence of year to year

variations in growing conditiong at this site. In June 1980, eenescing

shoots of I dqnfnqengig were in the 2401-2600 mm height class so were

0.5-1.0 m taller than midgummer cohorts of the following growing season

(Figure 3.7 c and d, Figure 3.8 c and d).

À noticeable feature of t.hese height distributions was the differences

between quadrats, ranging from bell-shaped to bí-modal. These would have

been due to site history factors such as grazing, urater regime etc. An

additíonal factor was the time period over which recruitment occurred.

The bell-shaped distribution evident in June 1981 populations of I.

dqngqengie at Bringagee Road (Figure 3.8 d) resulted from intense

recruitment, 5 recruits in I days then 24 recruits in the following 7

days (Table'3.4). These differences clearly Íllustrates the dÍfficulty of

separating pre-lJinter shoots into aqe groups using height as a criteria

(3.5).

3. I Reproductive growth

Dcsgrrpltgn

IyphC ghoots changed in appearance before flowering, clue to the rapid

recruitment of increasingly narrower leaves. These formed a cylinder up

to 1 m tall around the immature inflorescence thus protectinq it. After

emergence, peduncles çtere soft and plíable then hardened. This

Iignification process is reflectecl in weight changes (Figure 2.2). Àt

Lake VJyangan eleven inflorescences matured successfully even though bent

at rÍght angles to normal orientation by high winds in late November.

Once emerged, peduncles extended rapiclly. Rates of 50-70 mm day-r over

a 7-70 day period were recorded in early November from all quadrats.

I- dqnttgg¡gtg and I- ql¡.q¡tqlfs had similar flowering times with
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anthesis from mid-November to early or mid-December. The overlap between

peak flowering period, the time when 75-70C't flowering shoots were in

anthesis, and the duration of anthesis (Table 3.É') shows that flowering

was fairly well sychronised within quadrats and within I grlcnle-hp

stand at Bringagee Road. During anthesis, inflorescences were attractive

to pol}en-feeding Rice Beetles (Drqrqnglqlug sp.) with up to 12 beetles

observed on one infloregcence at once. In 1980 dispersal began in autumn

after peduncles died (Figure 3.9 a).

Seedlings were rare in alL quadrats. Àt Brogden's Road, there were

extensive mats of dense seedlinqs at the edges of Iypbg clumps in June

and July (Figure 3.9 b) but none grew more than 5 cm or survived more

than 3 weeke.

Çggmrreq¡g

Phenological data were collected too infrequently, and population

sizes were too small for statistical analyses, so comparisons of phases

in the reproductive cycle are graphicaL. Reproductive cycles began at

virtually the same time, as shof^rn by the pre-flowering habit change in

tate Qctober. Successive phases, shown by colour changes and infloresence

swellings (not shown), were gradually separated as each T dqui¡qe¡s-Is

phase lasted slightly longer and thue started sliqhtly later. This is

evident in the first-Iast records of anthesis (Table 3.€,) and duration of

seed dispersal at llet sites (Figure 3.9), Dispersal of seedg forntecl

before the study lasted two months in winter for L- qtlgÉAllg and six

months in winter-spring for T. dqnrnqeEis, June-July versus

June-December (Fígure 3.9 a). Seedlings were mainly observed during

dispersal period (Figure 3.9 b), June to December at Lake Wyangan and

June-July at Bringagee Road. Seedlings at Bringagee Road in December and

lfarch were found after the site had flooded.

' Height class structure of quadrat populations in mid-October, before
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the habit change was apparent, showed that successfu)'1y flowering shoots

were the tallest in each quadrat (Figure 3.10), indicating ramets had to

reach a criticar minimum size before flowering. This minimum size

differed between species being height class 10 for T- dqm¡nge¡sis and

nearly double 18 for T- orle¡lefig, equivalent to 901-1000 mm height and

1707-7800 mm respectively. The proportion of the shoot population u¡hich

f lowered, p(R), was higher in I- gEfeDLÊIfg quadrats but the actual

number of frowering shoots was higher in T' dqmrnqengls quadrats (Table

3.7),In both species and ín seven out of eight quadrats, at leas¿ 5¡ra of

reproductive ghoots was recruited before June, p(pre) >0.05 (Table 3'7) 
'

and aII were recruitecl before the end of winter, p(post) = 0. in the

eighth and exceptional quadrat, L, dgnlngelglg centre at Lake ldyangan,

reproductive shoots were recruited much later, p (post) = o.2917 ' The

difference in the number of reproductive shoots reported in Table 3'7 ancl

shosrn in Figure 3.10, is due to the failure of some shoots to proper:ly

develop and set seed. This was nrost obvious in I- dquingcDslg Dry site at

Bringagee Road (Table 3.7).

The effect of a different summer water regime on reproductive

phenology was only evident in dispersal. In qr:adrats with dry summer,

dispersal began 1-3 months earlier than ín wet summer quadrats (Figure

3.9 a).

3.9 Leaf demography

The number of leaves recruited during the year varied l0-fold between

quadrats (Tab]e 3.8). More leaves were recruited in T- dquiwcngre

quadrats than in I- grienlqlig quadrats, 779-1059 compared to 139-435'

This was not reflected in the number of live leaves shoot-l (Table 3'9)

whichtendedtobehÍgheronl-q4c¡lqffsshootsandhighestat

Bringagee Road.

Most quadrate showed temporal variation in the timing of leaf
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recruitment (Figure 3.11). Peaks in the Dry quadrats and in !-

dSn¡nge¡glg t¡et Centre quadrat coincided with shoot recruitment peaks

(Figures 3.11 and Tabl.e 3.3). This was because an emerging shoot was a

tiqht conical cap which rapidly opened. Thus 4-5 leaves, all small, were

recorded at once. Leaf recruÍtment in Dry quadrats was neqligible to zero

once quadrats dried up (Figure 3.11 b, d). Temporal variations were

dampened in T- A5¡CDLqIIg and V++ for 12 months lower, 0.4631 (Tah1e 3.8).

SmaII troughs occurred in late winter, during the spring generation gap

(c.f. Figure 2.7ü and in autumn. SmaII peaks in spring and late summer

coincided with shoot recruitment.

Leaf recruitment per shoot is shown for just one age group, the

pre-l,linter shoots. All quadrats had low recruitment rates in winter,

increasing in spring then falling to negligible levels in December and

zero in January (Figure 3.12). However quadrats differed as to when

maximum and minímum rates occurred. T, domllqg¡Clg quadrats tendecl to

peak in August-September, with the exception of the Edge quadrat at

Bringagee Road (Figure 3.12 b). In T.- gg¡g! ÊLIg quadrats recruitment

peaked later in gctober. This was agsociated with the pre-flowering habit

change (3.8). Flowering s,as the end of a growth cyc1e, with no further

leaf recruitment. The Colonising I- gtrienlelle quadrat had the highest

recruitment rate, 21 leaves 100 shoots day-r (Figure 3.12 c, d). This

was 2-3 times the recruitment rate of L dsni¡sens¿g quadrats at

Bringagee Road. Recruitment rates for winter cohorts (not ghown) had the

same seasonal trends, reaching almost zero in January. The late spring

growth spurt in T- dgUinqg¡eis Edge quadrat was even nore pronounced with

a November recruitment rate of 14 compared to 5 and 2 in the preceding

months.

The seasonal pattern of leaf deaths also varied between quadrats

(Figure 3.13). Strong seasonal t.rends with peaks in December-January
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followed by troughs in February (presumably because most leaves $tere now

dead) and sometimes March, was typical of Dry quadrats (Figure 3'13 b,

d). In contrast, two tlet quadrats, f- dqurnqCnglg Edqe and !- QtrfeDlellg

Centre, showed Iittle temporal variation and V* was correspondingly lower

(Table 3.8). In the third tlet quadraL, I- dqur¡gelgls centre, Ieaf deaths

increased from spring onwards and peaked in February (Figure 3'{3 a)'

The leaf death rate for December for shoots of two age groups,

Pre-ttinter and lJinter shoots (Tab1e 3.9) was 2-4 times higher in Dry

quadrats than in ÍJet, but this was not evident in spring (not ghown)'

3.10 Grazing

ldsn!rflqeliqn

Herbivores were identified as follows. Àt the deep water gite at

Bringagee Road and at Lake LJyangan numbered Ieaves were found floating

near quadrats. In August and September bird scats of coarse green fibrous

material, similar to Iyphg, were found near quadrats at Lake t'lyangan.

These quadrats were always covered with prints of birds' feet. In

addition, an Eastern swamphen Porphylig pqfphyffq was seen pulling a

Iypbe rhizome out of soft mud at Lake l,lyangan and eating it on 12 Àugust,

18 March and 14 May. From these observations it was concluded that shoot

and leaf disappearance at these sites was due to grazing by waterfowl.

The diet of swamphens consists mainly of "tender young reed stems"

(Reader's Digest 1976).

Herbivores were easily identified at other sites by tracks and

behaviour. At Bringagee Road foraging cattle ate portions of younger

Leaves and knocked over shoots in June and August 1980' I- dontuqelgrg

quadrats were more affected as cattle trampled through them in August

1980. protective fences put up around quadrats in September were knocked

down by cattle in May 7987, At Brogden's Road ehoots çteîe grazed in a

distinctive manner, being eaten in from one side to the soft ínner
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tissues, 7-7O cm above ground. Rodent footprints and droppings were found

near shoots grazed this way in June, July and September 1980 and March

1981. This form of grazing killed off upper portions.

Ircrdc¡qe qld rqpqql

The highest incidence of grazing was at Lake lJyangan. In the Centre

quadrat, qrazínq was recorded on nore Lhan half the visits (Table 3.10).

Brogden's Road had the next highest incidence and Bringagee Road the

Ieast. Grazing was most persistent at Lake gJyangan where it occurred

throughout the year. Àt Brogden's Road, grazinq was mainly in winter, and

at Bríngagee Road a fence excluded cattle from September to May.

Total defoliation, the removal of a whole shoots, was most frequently

recorded at Lake tlyangan in the Centre quadrat (Table 3.1t1) where the

number of shoots lost $¡as 37 or more than t/4 of. yearly recruits. 0n a

monthly basis, this was 77"¿ of deaths in October, 33% in November, 77% ín

February, 45% in March and 402 in May. In other quadrats totally

defoliated shoots numbered 0-5, which was never more than 7/70 of yearly

recruits. Shoots selected were predominantly young but not always shtort.

At Lake Þlyangan, 100% of defoliation losses in October, 100:¿ in January,

60% in February, 82% in March and 100% in May were less than two monthg

old. Heights ranged from 15-1806 mm with the majority taller than 600 mm

(Table 3.10).

Records for partial defoliation are incomplete. The method used did

not distinguish between recent, not so recent and repeated grazing in aII

quadrats so total numbers are not shown. The rtumber of shoots affected in

Lake tlyangan quadrats was high, particularly in the Centre quadrat where

tO% of. Iive ehoots in JuIy, October and December and 39e, in March lost

one or more leaves. In the Edge quadrat, the maximum was 12,i., ín November.

partial grazing reduced shoot survival in the Centre quadrat at Lake

ûlyangan. Shoots of winter and spring cohorts which had been partially
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grazecl had significantly fewer survivors in November to February period

than ungrazed shoots. In the Edge quadrat, there was no association

between partial defoliation and gurvival.

In the Edge I- dqur¡qglgis quadrat at Bringagee Road, shoots damaged

by grazing and/or trampling, had lower eurvival than undarnaged shootg. No

such association could be demonstrated t-or other quadrats at Bringagee

Road because the numbers damaged were too few for gtatigtical tests.

Grazing had little impact on I* sElglleug shoots at Brogden's Road.

Àlthough rodent grazing meant the upper part of a shoot died, shootg

re-grew at the base from the rhizome crown. The number affected by

rodents was small, 72 in winter 1980 and one in autumn 1981. Their

survival r^ras not significantly reduced.

DISCUSSION

3.11 The annual cycle

The aim was to describe vegetative and reproductive life cycle of

Iypbg spp. using a population biology approach. The study was structured

so as to account for eome natural variation and the two factors

considered, stand age and water depth, were chosen because of their

relevance to lyphg as a rhizomatous herb and as a wetland species. This 2

x 2 x 2 study design was digrupted because of the loes of two deep water

I-eric¡lq]lgquadratsatBringageeRoadandbecauseremainingquadrats

were subjected to varying types of grazing. Grazing was particularly

íntense at Lake tlyangan, in the I- dqnlngens-Lg tJet quadrats. This meant

the number of quadrats that could be considered relatively undisturbed by

summer drought or grazing, r^¡as reduced from 4 to 1, the !- 9lfglLêIfg

quadrat at Brogden's Road. Shoot phenology of this quadrat was presented

earlíer (Chapter 2) within a production context and in relation to growth

hierarchies. The annual shoot cycle, described demographically below, is

based mainly on this quadrat but includeg results from other quadrats as
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appropriate.

Qne of the original treatments was stand age. In retrospect it is

apparent that Centre and Edge quadrats were noL an appropriate way to

investigate stand age at Griffith as the distance between pairs ç'¡as too

short. À distance of only 2-3 m is probably equivalent to only a few

years growth (see below) and therefore insufficient to distinguish age

phases within a stand. Àge differences between stands were probably

greater with stands at Bringagee Road being younger than at other sites.

Here fyphê qras in discrete clumps which is unusual and suggested

establishment was very recent. l,lhen visited two years after the study

ended, the clumps had extended and coalesced. In addition, a younger site

would have less time to accumulate organic matter in the soil, or deacl

shoots and leaves in the stand. These characteristics were evident in

Bringagee Road quadrats (Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.8). Ttrerefore stand age is

not discussed as a treatment and Centre and Eclge quaclrats are counted as

replicates.

Ycqelelivc qvslc

Except in heavily grazed quadrats, the main period of shoot

recruitment lasted from midsummer to lidwinter 
(Figure 3.3); This was

atso the main period of shoot mortality (Figures 3.4, 3.5). Unfortunately

the study began and ended in June whÍch was halfway thror.rgh the annual

cycle so typical shoot longeviby cannot be quantified. It appeared

however that most shoots had a maxÍmum life-span of one year, although

theoretically eighteen months was possible. There $¡as some indication

that T_ dqninqeneis shoots lived longer than T- qlÀelleus shoots.

Shoots recruited before ç¡inter had high mortality in I- grle¡lq-L¿g

stand at Brogden's Road where 18 out of 39 recruits were dead by June.

The probability of survivinq over winter was apparently size relatecl'

Shoots up to 1200 mm tall had a survivai probability close to 1.0 whereas
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for taller shoots it was zero (Figure 3.6). After winter mortality rate

dropped almost to zero except in grazed or trampled quadrats.

This sequence of early mortality (gummer-wínter) followed by a period

of high survival (winter-spring) then senescence (summer-autumn)

describes a Deevey Type III survivorship curve. This is typical for

seedlings of potycarpic perennials (Silvertown 1982) where early

mortality is often density dependent, i.e. due to competition for

resources. There are argurnents (3.3) for believing that early ramet

mortality in clonal herbs is not due to density dependent factors but

although frequently reported (e.g. Bernard and Gorhan 1978, Lovett Doust

7987, Dickerman and lJetzel 1985) reasone are not given.

The explanation is probably a combination of generation replacement

and internal competition. Generation replacement (Cook 1985) is a

one-for-one replaeement which assumes no juvenile mortality. Monocarpic

flowering stimulates a bud to develop and this acts as a resource sink

for the senescing shoot. However if more than one is stimulated, buds

would compete for apical dominance and for parental resources. Field

excavated 1yphg ramets usually have only one active shoot per rhizome

cro$rn (Àppendix 4) but ramets cultivated for a few months often have two

to three shoots.

A sequence oÉ flowering or death, then bud stimulation and internal

competiton could eventt¡ally result in one-for-one replacement after some

juvenile mortality. This wag the situation for I- qf!eÉe!!g at Brogden's

Road. In contrast, quadrats with a large generation gap had minimal

juvenile mortality (Figure 3.5). constant population size is a

characteristic of clonal plants (Cook 1985) which means the carrying

capacity of the habitat hag been reached and has not changed. In thie

study, five quadrats had relatively constant June population size in 1980

and 1981 (Table 3.3) but a replacement ratio higher than unity (Table
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3.4). Factors cornmon to these five were species and disturbance, in

common, being predominantly T, grlgnlqÀlg and wetter or less severely

grazed.

Size-related mortality over winter has been reported for wetland

clonal species but again no explanation has been given. Age may be a

factor but is not a complete explanation. In the probability diagram

(Figure 3.6) the tallest shoots inclucled reproductive shoots and were

therefore from the previous growing eeason, the shortest shoots were

obviously new recruits and therefore from the current growing season but

the age of the intermediate sized shoots, e.q. 1200-2200 mm was

indeterminate. The difficulty of equating shoot height with age is

apparent in the population height structure for !- glrelLÉUs in .lune

1981 (Figure 3.8 d). Eleven shoots recruited between 9-27 l(arch and

therefore of similar age had a height range of 1582 lo 2477 mm. Although

difficult to explain, it does seem that size as heÍght is the factor'

Both species had the same cut-off point, t20t mm, which was similar to

the cut-off point for T- lelffql¿e in Michigan, 1060 mm (Dickerman and

fJetzel 1985 ) .

BæqedueLtvc qvqlc

The reproductive cycle began in late spring to early summer when both

species flowered, and tasted to early winter or early spring, depending

on species, when dispersal was cornpleted. Anthesis began between 12-78

November for I- Aflellglis and 74-28 November for T* dsUfgelgis, days

316-322 and 318-332 of the year (Table 3.6). ÀIlowing for seasonal shit-t

between hemispheres, these dateg are similar to I* Ielff.qllq from Austin,

Texas at 30"N, days 132-142 (McNaughton 1966a).

Flowering was synchronised (Tab]e 3.6) within quadrats and within I.

grlcDlqus at Brinqagee Road, but less so for I- dqnl¡qcDstg. synchronous

flowering is common in wind-pollinated species where it is usually a
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response to unambiguous environmental cues (Rathcke and Lacey 1985) such

as photoperiod and temperature. The significance of dispersal timing is

discussed in relation to germination ecology (7.2).

Àlthoughfloweringphenologymaybesetbyenvironmentalcues,the

probability of flowering wag clearly related to shoot size' No shoots

below a critical minimum heiqht flowered, compared to most shoots above

that height (Figure 3.10). A minimum critical size for flor^¡ering, whether

meagured as shoot height or rosette díameter, has been reported for other

clonal herbs (Bradbury 19g1, pitelka g! e!- 1985) as ç¡ell as !- rqLr[errq

(Dickerman and fdetzel 1gg5). Thre usual ínterpretation is that flowering

is "costly", and is only possible if sufficient resources are available'

Grace and lJetzel (19g1c) argued that flowering must depend on rhizome

storage because it occurred so rapidly. The growth rate of peduncles was

exceptionatlY fast (3.8).

The timing of reproductive life cycle gave clear,evidence of species

differences.Thebroad_IeafedT-qtrÅg!!êIlsfloweredearlierthanthe

narrow-Ieafedf.dgulne¡gigyetitscriticalminimumsizewasalmost

double.Thissuggeststhatl-gllgulelrgg'asmoreeffectiveatregource

capture. This is supported by species differences in t'he timing of leaf

recruitment (Figure 3.12) and leaf recruitment rates (Figure 3'13)'

Species differences in critical minimum size and timing of canopy

development have parallels with sympatric species of North Àmerica'

cultivated ramets of !- aDquqlr[qllq require 10 days lese growing time to

reach flowering than I. Ielrlqlrc (McNaughton 196€'a) and in the fieid it

flowers at smaller weights (Grace and lJetzel 1982a) thus allocatinq a

greater percentage of biomass to sexual reproduction (Grace and lletzel

1982a). Despite this its canopy develops later than !- IeLr[qJ.le'

3.12 The water treatment

The three sites had different summer water regimes ag defined earlier
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(3.2). Lake tJyangan quadrats were under waLer continuously in December,

January and February, the Brogden Road quadrat flooded intermittently

over this period, and the Bringagee Road quadrats were completely dry

(Figure 3.1). There were also differences ç,ithin sites, with T*

dqninqg¡els quadrats at Bríngagee Road having a drier water regime than

I- qfteÉellg quadrats. However grazing meant not aIl inter-site

differences could be attributed to water regime'

In tlet sites, shoot recruitment coincided with alìd slightly preceded,

shoot senescence. This generation overlap was evident as large density

peaks in February-March (Figure 3.2 a, c). The summer Dry water regime

created a gap between shoot generations. Generation overlap was minimaL

in most Dry quadrats and zero in the quadrat with zero live density in

Iate March (Figure 3.2 b). Recruitment began in early summer, close to

flowering as in lJet quadrats but was not mainbained. It stopped when the

site dried out in January and was not regumed until March-April after

re-flooding (Figure 3.3) thus creating J.arye density troughs. Leat-

mortality rates for December (Table 3.8) indicate mortatity began earLier

in Dry quadrats. This was evident in the earlier death of Dry cohorts

compared to similar aged cohorts in !üet quaclrats (Figures 3'4 and 3'5)'

Reproductive lífe cycle was not much affected by the dry summer but

this was probably a question of timing as the dry months occurred after

flowering. Seed set and viability may have been affected but these were

not measured. Dispersal was advanced because of earlier shoot death'

Seeds only dispersed after peduncles had died'

Àt Bringagee Road, quu¿rut differences in trough size are probably due

to water regime rather than species. The T- gr.Àellleus quadrats clried out

in December at the same time as I- dqningcnelg quadrats but re-flooded in

March rather than April, giving a 3 month as opposed to a 4 month dry

summer. This extra month prolonged the period of mortality with ncr
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recruitment, creating a larger generation gap in I- denrngengig quadrats'

There were other species differences at Bringagee Road. November and

December cohorts survived 3 months longer in L- glfgDlgllg quadrat than

in T^ dgnrnge¡eis quadrat (Figure 3.5 d, h). Mean shoot heiqht in

midsummer was similar to the previous season for T- gflenlcLfg (Figure

3.7, Figure 3.8 f ) roh"t"u" T- dqmlngclgig ghoots were 0.5-1.0 m sltorter.

These differences are congistent with I- dqnrlqelgÀg having a drier waLer

regime in summer but spring conditions must also be included. Cohorts in

L deufnqeDs-Lg Edge quadrat almogt stopped growing in spring (Figure 3'7)

but the youngest cohort recruited in August showed a height increase

after the site re-flooded in November (Figures 3,12 b,3.13 b).

tdhen quadrats re-flooded, Dry quadrats responded quickly showing that

rhizome buds survived a 3-4 month summer drought quite well despite ttreir

relatively shallow position in the substrate (3.6). There was a

difference in the post-drought recovery wÍth T- orlcnlaLls quadrats

recovering better than T- dqnf¡qeueis quadrats. Shoots of T- dgn-f¡qe¡qlg

did not have the rapÍd height increase of T- qriellc]Is shoots (Figure

3.7) and I- dqni¡qelgig quadrats had a lower replacement ratio (Tables

3.3, 3.4). Àgain, this was probably due to differences in ç¡ater regime

than species. The significance of drought duration and timing are

discussed in the last chapter (7.2).

3.13 The grazing treatment

Lake f,lyangan quadrats were demographically distinct from other

quadrats. Shoots ç¡ere recruited in all seasons and there was mortality

throughout the year. The centre quadrat was further digtinguished by a

relatively younq midsummer age structure, huge density ehanges and high

shoot and leaf recruitment. These characteristics can be attributed to

grazing. They were not apparent in other grazed quadrats because grazing

at Lake tJyangan was much more severe. The incidence was hig¡her,
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continuous, and more shoots were affected. In addition, the grazing

action of waterfowl, the herbivores at Lake ÛJyangan, was potentially more

destructive.

In terrestrial plants, defoliation temporarily affects root growth and

nutrient uptake, and repeated defoliation may lead to root mortality

(Crawley 1983). Leaf feeders typicalty have leagt effect on plant

survivorship because this type of grazing is parasitic rather than

predatory (Crawley 1983). The three herbivores in this study, waterfowl,

rodents and cattle, were all leaf feeders but had quite different grazing

action, specifically the cutting position relative to water level'

Rodents grazed 7-10 cm above wet muds, cattle grazed leaves above the

water, but waterfowl cut shoots and leaves at the water or mud surface.

This would allow water to enter the plant with the result that the

ventilation pathway between root and leaf would be blocked. This can lead

to complete de-oxygenation of tissues below the blockage in as little as

eight hotrrs (SaIe and tJetzel 1983), resulting in tissue death in

meristems, roots and rhizome. It ís for this reason that cutting below

waterlevel is sometimes recommended as mechanical control for lvnhq (e'q'

Finlayson c! e!- 1983).,Thus in wetland plants such as Iypbe, the usual

effect of leaf feedíng are Iikely to be compounded if grazed by r'¡aterfowl

as leaf feeding becomes predatory than parasitic (3.2).

The consequence of interrral tissue damage is lower yield (Sale and

lletzel 1983) and the consequence of shoot death or removal is bud

development, eventually. Thus the cornbined effects of persistent grazing,

partial and totat, such as at Lake lJyangan is lesg biomasg, early shoot

mortality, continuous recruitment and a youthful shoot population' This

is in contrast with the more usual efËect of grazing, absence of yotmger

age groups (3.2), and is only apparent because of using clemography of

plant parts. A similar effect has been reported for fuqrll.Da qlLeÐrflqra
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in usÀ. In grazed areas shoots are shorter, denger and reach maturity

earlier (stanholtzer 1.974). A critical reproductive size of only 900 mm

for!.deur¡qc¡gigmeansshootscanflowerwhenrelativelyyoung,e.g.

six weeks (Table 3,7).It is questionabte whether I- $reDLqlrg with a

criticial minimum size of 1700 mm could recover as quickly, despite its

more rapid spring growth.

There r^ras a distinct preference for young shoots. In general, young

shoots are thought to be more palatable to herbivores because their

lignin content is lower than old ones so their nitrogen concerttrations

are relatively higher (Mooney and Gulmon 1982, Smith and Kadlec 1985)'

Nitrogen concentration in leaves of L. dgnfnqeneig and I- ettellêlis were

not measured in this study but in two month old shoots of !' qlqugLllgUe

itwas10_20mgg-t(MasonandBryant.T9T6)andthepercentageprotein

content of North Àmerican Iypha was 2.6-6.8?¿ (McNaughton 19É,6a). This is

lower than the palatable and important flood-plain plant Qynqdqn dcqLylql

r.¡hich has a protein cont.ent oÍ.6-7Be¿ (Furness and Breen 1986)'
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Table 3.1
Quedre! orçtqlÀsa!Àqn

The table shows location of quadrats and sites according to species and

water regime and the total number of quadrats in each category.
Centre and Edge are explained in the text.

Treatment - SPecies -
T. domingensis T.orientalis

TotaI

-1-J

-J
Dry

ÍJet

Site and
depth

Lake ÍJyangan
0cm
10 cm

Brogden's Road
0cm
20 cm

Bringagee Road
0cm
20 cm

Lake lüyangan
Centre + Edge

Bringagee Road
Centre + Edge

Organic

Brogden's Road
Centre

Bringagee Road
Centre + Edge
+ Colonising

TotaI =lt =1, -8

Table 3.2
9qr! cnelvgeg

Qrganic matter is tt¡e combustible percentage of dry soil, 0M as e¿

Nulrients concentratíons are given as mg g-t dry soil
Nitrogen is Kjeldahl nitrogen KN

Phosphorus ís soluble reactive phosphorus SRP

Nitrogen
KN

Phosphorus
SRP

22.7
22.3

4
5

1

0

9
7

8.4
7.5

23
8

4
9

0.20
0.20

7.0
0.8

0.30
0.10

0
6

0.15
<0.05



Table 3.3
Denqsrepbrq delc¡ls

Density of shoots m-2

T- domi¡qe¡Sig
l{et C

trlet E

Live shoots
IEEI!
20 31
32 37

Recruitment
No- BB

1s3 6.6s
s4 1.69

Dead shoots
IF
33 74
028

27 9 Jan-21 Jan
4 76 Jan-23 Jan

6 9 Àpr-16 Àpr
32 9 Àpr-16 Apr

Dry
Dry

6
5

c
E

2

t
0

0.94
0.93
0.89

1.s5
7.76

34 20
42 34

0.59
0,81

24
46

Maximum recruitment
No- Pcngd Belc

L errenlelie
lJet C

Dry C

DryE
Dry CoI

25 23 0.92 18 56

77
13
I

18
t4

9

77
2t
15

KEY
I-
F=

Initial density, June 1980
Final density, June 1981

Table 3.4
Besrurlue¡! deÈaile

I- dqninge¡gÀe
llet C

ûlet E

I- crrenleÞg
l,let C

1.0
7.21

c
E

Dry
Dry

50
64
67

34
51

1.75
0.57

0. 8É,

3. 43

0.89
0.92
0 .46

45 1.80

27
23
15

9 Mar-27 Mar
9 Mar-22 Mar
9 Mar-22 Mar

22 23 Jan-10 Mar 0.48

Dry
Dry
Dry

c.
E

CoI

7

t
7

t6
t2

6

KEY
Recruitment
No. = number recruited June 1980-June 1981
RR = Replacement ratio (Number recruited/Initial density)
Haximum recruitment
No. = Number recruited during period of highest recruitment
Period = Period of maxÍmum recruitment
Rate = Haximum rate as shoots daY{



Table 3.5
PepuleLrqn qqe sLtuqLlpq

Midsummer populations 18-23 December 1980

Nunþer plprÐ B!Ð B$ssl)
T- deml¡genElg

tJet C

trJet E

58
47

Dry
Dry

Dry
Dry

Dry
Dry

Dry
Dry
Dry

2t
39

c
E

0. 8571
0.6667

0.09s2
0.7795

0.1724 0.3448
0. s957 0.2340

0.4310
0.1702

o.0476
0.0256

0.00
0.3846

-Duration-
First

14 Nov-28 Nov
4 Dec-18 Dec

3 Dec-9 Dec
12 Nov-3 Dec

12 Nov-18 Nov
12 Nov-19 Nov
12 Nov-18 Nov

I- qrre¡leLrg
t.let C

Dryc
E

Col

I- dqninqclsis
t{et C

I'let E

I- qrrcnteLrg
l{et C

c
E

CoI

KEY
nc=

29
13

2t
13

0.9310
0.8462

0.7143
0.6154

0.2857
0.00

0.0345 0.0345
0.1538 0.00

KEY
p(pre¡ = proportion recruited before winter
p(ti) = proportion recruited during winter, June-August
p(post) = proporion recruited after winter

Table 3.6
gvnqhremsslre! s! enlheerg

Peak is the period when most (as a percentage of al'l)
flowering shoots are in anthesis
Duration is defined by census intervaLs which give the
first and last records of anthesis

40
nc

-Peak-
pcrrad

14 Nov-28 Nov
4 Dec-18 Dec

23 Dec-7 Jan
18 Nov-3 Dec

12 Nov-18 Nov
19 Nov
12 Nov-18 Nov

Leel

4 Dec-18 Dec
18 Dec

23 Dec-7 Jan
23 Dec

5 Dec
19 Nov-S Dec
18 Nov-3 Dec

C

E

43
50

89
50
88

nc 17 Nov-2 Dec 17 Nov-2 Dec 2 Dec-10 Dec

not calculated (sample too small)



Table 3.7
BærqduqLren denaqrephy qtd rsqlurLnenl Lrnee qf eepreduqlrvs ghqetg

p(R) Number p(pre) p(!J) p(post) Failures
I- deu¡ngc¡gis

tlet C

lJet E

0.3€,36 24
0.0196 3

0.0833 0.6250 0.2917
1 .0 0.0 0.0

t2
15

4

I
I
J

I-etrrgnte].le
tdet C

c
E

KEY
p(R) =
p(pre) =
p(tJ) =
p(post) =
Failure =

0. 1 250
0.3158

429
619
889

0.5556
0.7500
0.8750

0.16e,7 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.8333
1.0

c
E

Dry
Dry

0.6
0.7
0.8CoI

0.0667 3 0.6667 0.3333 0.00 7

0
0
0

Dry
Dry
Dry

9
t6
I

0 .4444
0.2500
0.1 250

0.00
0.00
0.00

reproductive proportion of live population
shoots recruited before June
shoots recruited June-August inclusive
shoots recruited September on$¡ards
flowering shoots which dicl not eet seed

Tab1e 3.8
tcef denqqrephv

Table shot¡s initial live and dead leaves per quadrat, the number
recruited/dyíng during the year, and leaf mortality ín December 1980 for
two cohorts, pre-flinter and tJinter. Mortality is number of leaves dyinçf
per 100 shoots day'.

I- deUinqCneÀg
Wet C 69
lJet E 257

250
320

I- erle¡lelre
Itret C 607

c92
E 776
Col 124

---Recruits---
IRVl(

1059 1.0123
457 0.6210

779 0.9532
391 0.6801

---Deaths---
IMVX

1115 0.7480
779 0.380s

--Mortal ity--
preLl çJ

290
€,3

2.31
4.65

6.O7
5.38

c
E

Dry
Dry

Dry
Dry
Dry

122
95

10.08
9.74

14.29
1rl . 20

406 0.9s32
744 1.0902

43s 0.4631 248 619 0.4631 A.sB 2.63

264
253
739

0.5808
1 .0780
0.9778

92
23
17

334
409
263

1 .0901
1 .0780
0 .5342

8.66
10. 96
10.88

12.72
11.30

KEY
I = initial number of live/deacl Ìeaves in June 1980
R = number recruited June 1980 to June 1981
H = number of leaf deathg June 1980 to June 1981
V* = seasonality (see text)



Table 3.9
Leef dc¡eÀly pcr ghqq!

Table shows maximum and minimum mean number of live leaves shoot-t with
month of occurrence for shoots of two age qroups, prel,linter shoots and
tdinter cohorts

--Minimum--
Prel'linter l,linter
No month No Month

--Maximum--
pret'linter lJinter
No month No month

T- dqmlngg¡gtg
tJet C

t'let E

KEY
Incidence =
No=
p(T) =
)600 mm =

1 .83
3.57

Àug
Àug

5.29
s.62

7.26
7.52

0ct
Nov

Dec
0ct

8.04
7.00

Nov
Decv

Ju
Ju

2.00
2.20

v

2.50 JuIy
3.57 Aug

4.33 July
3.00 Aus

10.43 Nov
11.77 Nov
11 .43 Nov

5.40 Dec
7.43 Dec

10.14 Nov
10.25 Nov

I
I

July
Aug

I- srieÉcLre
lJet C

July
Àug

July

Table 3.10
Grs¿l¡s deleilg

Incidence
I- deni¡gens¿E

l{et C t6/29 0. 5317
tlet E 70/28 0,3577

7/39 0.02s6
4/37 0.729ù

I- errent-eHg
trlet C

2.44 June 3. 45 Sept €'. 63 Nov 7. É,0 Nov

Dry
Dry

4.38
4. 36
4. 13

3
5

c
E

25
.18

Dry C

Dry E

Dry Col

Total defoliation
Nq p(Il ì6!! un

0.2782 23
0.0926 7

Dry
Dry

Dry
Dry
Dry

0
0

C

E

37
5

L

0

2
1

0

0.0588
0.00

70/36 0.2778 1 0.00 0

c
E
Co i

0/37
4/31
3/33

0.00
0. 1 290
0.0909

0 .07 47
0. 043s
ù.00

0
0
0

(Visits when grazing recorded)/(Total visits)
number of shoots lost by total defoliation
number of shoots lost as proportion of annual recruits
number of shoots taller than 600 mm
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Figure 3.1
f,eler tresrne o! fsur erlce

llater regime of the four sites defined by presence-absence of free
water fróm end oF May 1980 to June 1981, showing Centre and Edge

quadrats (c and E) at each site. sites are in lrJet-Dry sequence.

) I- deui¡qC¡glc. lJet. Lake lJyangan
) T- erienle]fe. lJet. Brogden's Road
) L- dqUtngeDglg. Dry. Bringagee Road
) I- eflCnLalfe. Dry. Bringagee Road

Key
o Free water Present. No free water

(
(
(
(

a
b
c
d



Figure 3.2
thoo! densily

Changes in density of live shoots of I- dgntnqCngig and L- qfienlelfg
in Centre (C) and Edge (E) quadrats from May 1980 to June 198t. Results
are presented in site sequence.

(

a
b
c
d
e

)L
)L
)L)r-)r-

dominqengig. l{et. Lake tlyangan
domilqensis. Dry. Bringagee Road
orientalis. t{et. Brogden's Road
orientalig. Dry. Bringagee Road
gtrrCntelie. Colonising. Dry. Bringagee Road(

Key
Symbols given here are in consistent use throughout this chapter unlegs
otherç¡ise stated.
. L- domfngensfgr L- orlentel:!.g
^ Colonising
- lJet
'. Dry
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Figr-¡re 3.3
SheeL regrultmgn!

Number of shoots recruited per quadrat in each month from June
1980 to May 1981. Centre guadrats shown by solid bars, Edge
quadrats by hollow bars. Results are given in site sequence.
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deUi¡ge¡Sie. !tet. Lake ïJyangan
denfngengÅs. Dry. Bringagee Road
grlgntefis. l,let. Brogden's Road
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eelCnleLig. Colonising. Dry. Bringagee Road
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Figr.re 3. 4
Shae! suq¿iyal: dæIeLiqn çun¿cs

Depletion curves for shoots present at first census showing the
proportion alive at the beginning of each month from June 1980 to
June 1981. Results presented in species sequence, symbols as for
Figure 3.2.

) L denlnqgDglg: Lake llyangan and Bringagee Road
) L oqigntelig: Brogden's Road and Bringagee Road
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Figure 3.5
thqeL gurvtyel.:_ ggtyrveL q.u5/es

Survival curves for monthly cohorts showing proportion surviving at the
beginning of each month for each quadrat, from June 1980 to June 1981.
À cohort is all shoots recruited within a calendar month, minimum size
five. Month of recruitment shown for cohorts alive at the end of study.
Results given in site sequence, Centre quadrats on the left (a, c, e,
f.), Edge and Colonising quadrats on the right (b, d, g, and h).

(a and
(c and
(e) I-(f and
(h) T-

b) I* 4qmrnqenglg. fJet. Lake l{yangan
d) L denÐqeneis. Dry. Bringagee Road
qrlg¡llelfg. llet. Brogden's Road
g) L qelentglfs. Dry. Bringagee Road
qelentelig. Colonising. Dry. Bringagee Road
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Figure 3.6
Oggrt¿f¡ler eUE/i:¿eI

Overwinter survival of pre-ÍJinter shoots of I- deUfnqenelg
and T- gEle¡telis by height class, as a proportion. Initial
sample size for each height class is also shown. Height
classes in increments of 200 mm, thus 2 = 0-200 mm,

4 = 2Ot-400 mm etc. Results in species order.

(a) !- dgmirye¡Sig, Bringagee Road only

(b) L qErCDlCIfg, Bringagee Road and Brogden's Road combined



Figure 3.7
ghqa! herqh!

beginning of each month from Junen each quadrat. À cohort is all
month, minimum size five. The
by a dashed line. Results are givents on the left (a, c, e, f ), andright (b, d, g and h).'
Úlyangan
agee Road
ad
gee Road
Bringagee Road
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b) T- domlngeng!9. wet. Lake l,lyangan
d) I._ dqmfnqeng¡.g. Dry. Bringagee Road
orleDlelfg. tlet. Brogden's Road
g) L- efiCDtalls. Dry. Bringagee Road
eelC¡lelig. Colonising. Dry. Bringagee Road
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to 20 30

lo 20 30

30

height class

Figrure 3.8
thselsi pæulêlien s-Lgsslure

Structure of shoot population in each quadrat by height
class, June 1980 (hollow bars) and June 1981 (solid bars).
Height clags increments are 200 mm, thus 10 = 1001-1200 mm

etc. Results in site sequence.
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Figure 3.9
leptoduglrqD pheDqlqqy

(a) Seed dispersal
Timing of seed dispersal at four sites. Data from Centre,
Edge and Colonising quadrats combined, where appropriate, to
give dispersal characteristics for each site. Duration of
dispersal period from time of first record to completion
shown by b¿tr length. Peak dispersal when 75-100'¡. flowering
shoots were dispersing shown by wide, shaded section of bar.
Sites in water regime sequence, ÍJet then Dry.

(b) Seedling occurrence
Presence of live seedlings at each site based on data from
Centre, Edge and Colonising quadrats combined where possible.
Sites in water regime sequence, lJet then Dry. Lyphq spp.
refers to seedlings found at Bringagee Road but not in
guadrats.
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Figure 3.10
s:hqots; Qqleþee perula!¡.ql e!ruqlure

Structr.¡re of quadrat populations in mid-October 1980 before the
pre-flowerÍng habit change, by height class. Shoots ç¡hich later
Èlor¡ered indicated by solid bars, shoots remaining vegetative by hollow
bars. Height classes in increments of 100 mm, thus 5 = 401-500 mm.

Results in site sequence.

(a and
(c and
(e) I-(f and
(h) T-

b) L domfnqClgig. Centre and Edge. !let. Lake lJyangan
d) L- dqUl¡qgtgis. Centre and Edge. Dry. Bringagee Road
qqfelLeLfg. Centre, tJet. Brogden's Road
g) T- $fCDLeIfg. Centre and Edge. Dry. Bringagee Road
glfg¡Éelfs. Colonising. Dry. Bringagee Road
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Figure 3.11
tee! eegrUrlmenil phenqLgqy

Temporal variation in leaf recruitment to pre-lJinter shoots
from June 1980 to January 1981, shown as a monthly proportion
of the yearly total p(yt) for each quadrat. Data for T-
Ar¡Cllq]is Colonising quadrat were very similar to f,
qEÅe¡telÀs Centre and Edge quadrats from Bringagee Road, so
are not shown. Results in site sequence.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

I- demi¡gCngÅg. 9let. Lake hlyangan
T- dgmÍnggngis. Dry. BrÍngagee Road
I^ qeig¡ÈslÀg. lJet. Brogden's Road
I- qEienÊelig. Dry. Bringagee Road
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Figure 3.12
teef. reqzurtment rete

Monthly variations in leaf recruitment rate to pre-lJinter shoots
from June 1980 to January 1981 for each quadrat. Recruitment rate
is number of leaves recruited to 100 live shoots per day. Reeults
are in site sequence and include Colonising quadrat (r).
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(c)
(d)

L dqnlnqCDsis. Centre
I- dqUlnqetglg. Centre
I- efrenlelig. Centre.
T- qqfCnlqLfg. Centre,
Road

and Edge. lJet. Lake lJyangan
and Edge. Dry. Bringagee Road
tJet. Brogden's Road
Edge and Colonisíng. Dry. Bringagee
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Figure 3.13
Lse[ nqllelrlvl phenqleqv

Temporal variations in leaf mortality shown by expressing the
number of leaves dying each month from June 1980 to May 1981
as a proportion of the total for each quadrat. Data
for T^ qglc¡telÅs Colonising quadrat were very similar to
L ggfe¡Lelig Centre and Edge quadrats at Bringagee Road, so
are not shown.
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T- dgmingCEglg. Centre and Edge. Ílet. Lake ÍJyangan
L denlnqg¡gtg. Centre and Edge. Dry. Bringagee Road
T- orleÉelfg. Centre. t{et. Brogden's Road
I- gflgnlellg. Centre and Edge. Dry. Bringagee Road



Chapter Four

GROWTH ON À NATURÀL VJÀTER GRADIENT

INTRODUCTION

4.1 Background and aims to gradient study

The factor most likely to limit upwarcl distribution of emergents was

identified (1.3) as water. t'later is an essential regource and

insufficient water causes redueed growth or even mortality. The previous

study found that shoot growth of T- dqnÐqengig was restricted when there

$ras no free water in spring, and that leaf mortality increased after

sites dried up in summer (3.11). These shoi^r high quantities of substrate

water are necessary for shoot growth and survival in IyBhA spp.

The relationship between growth and water availability has been

described for lvphA (Grace and tletzel 1981a, 1982a) and other freshwater

emergents (Thomas and Stewart 19€'9, Yamasaki and Tange 1981) using

distance, as depth to water table or height ahove water level, to

approximate water avaitatrility. Typically ttrere is a position of maximurn

biomass along a ç¡ater gradient, with biomass decreasing a$tay from this

optimum towards deeper water and towards drier conditiong. For Lypha epp.

in North America this optimum is 50 cm below water level (Grace and

l{etzel 1981a) and for PhfgqgfLeg gUgltqL¡g in Japan it is 0-15 cm above

(Yamasaki and Tange 1981 ). Distance ie a qualitative measure of water

which is useful for comparing species performance within a site (e.9.

Yamasaki and Tange 1981) but not between sites or plants. For this, water

availability must be measured quantitatively so that the distrÍbr-rtion of

Lyphq can be put into a broader perspective. Thus the first aim of the

study was to correlate growth of lypbe with water availability. The

second was to define resource levels that are growth limitinq for lypha.

In t.he terminolosy of Tilman (1982), these sre the resource levels belor'r
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R*, the resource equilibrium level where a populatíon is stable and

growth equals mortality.

The approach chosen sras a natural water gradient and the perfect site

was envisaged as a Typbe covered slope rising imperceptibly out of a

permanent waterbody thus giving a wide water gradient. A fieLd study was

preferred as this would give continuity with previous work. For the game

reason, growth $ras measured in terms of shoot and leaf demography.

The choÍce of a natural gradient had important implications. First,

the study $ras correlative rather than manipuJ.ative therefore it was

necessary to establÍsh that the prímary resource gradient was water and

not nitrogen or phosphorus which are the ot.her esgential resources rnost

likely to limit plant growth. Second, natural water gradients are complex

rather than simple. The transition from terrestrÍal to water-logged soils

is accompanied by physical changes which ín turn affect chemical

characteristics. Soil physical characteristics do not change smoothJ.y

dos¡n a r¡ater gradient as sometimes assumed (e.g. Byer 1969) but alter

abruptly at the land-water interface (Yamasaki and Tange 1981 ). This is

evídent Ín plant response (e.g. Grace 1985). Measuring this complex of

environmental change is not easy so a pragmatic approach w.as taken whlch

treats water availability as an integrative t-actor (e.9. Keddy 1984).

Third, defining growth in terms of ghoot and leaf demography assumes

ramets are physiologically discrete. However physiological independence

cannot be agsumed. It varies according to species (Àshmun e! el-- t9B2),

resource supply (Hartnett and Bazzaz 7983) and generation. In Carex

êlgDefie there is a decreasinq water potential from young t-o o1d shoots.

llater movement. occurs principatly in one direction from young to oLd with

virtually no translocation from old to younq (Tietema and van der Aa

1981 ). Therefore it L,ås necessary to establish whether translocation wag

continuous between ]ypbg ramets.
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4 . 2 fJater avai labi l ity

The relationship between plant growth and soil water ig cletermined by

soil water avaiJ.ability, water collecting ability of the plant and

transpiration which is driven by environmental conditions. The study

design using a natural gradient assumed water collecting ability and

environmental conditíons were constant. Iyphe's root systern is discuseed

below (4.3).

SLavik (7974) recognÍsed two types of definitione and concepts of soil

ç¡ater availability, "static", an instantoneous description of the water

potential gradient from soil to plant and "dynamic", a more complex

concept describing rate of water movement to roots, the quant.ity of waler

present in the rhizosphere, uptake rate and the total uptake area.

Qpinion is divided as to whether to account for the rate of water

movement or not. There is an unacknowledged pragmatic element in these

opinions as it is difficult to measure dynamic components accurately (see

below).Some definitions are circular with water availability defined in

terms of plant response, for example Permanent ÍJilting Point as the lor¡er

limit of soil water store and a proposal to re-define the lower Limit of

the soil water store as the point "when crops reach their maxímum

vegetative size without stress and then grow on stored soil water until

plants are visibly severely distressed" (Ritchie t98t). Circularity makes

species com¡nrisons difficult as it becomes impossible to separate soil

from plant factors.

The most commonly used concept is a static one, the unused fraction of

the soil water store (e.g. Benecke and van der Ploeg 7987, Greacen and

Gardner tgSZ) where the goil water store is the quantity of water present

in a given soil between an upper limit, Field Capacity, and a lower

limit, Permanent llitting Point. This definition is accepted generally but

specific applications are not uniform. Permanent tJilting Point is usually
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set at -1.5 MPa. Field Capacity which is the water content of a

thoroughly wetted soil after draining for 2 days (Marshall and Holmes

797Ð may be set at -10 kPa (Benecke and van der Ploeg 1981 ) or -100 kPa

(Greacen and Gardner 7982). This is not a problem when working with

terrestrial species as it. represents onì.y a small fraction of the total

but it could be important for emergents.

The most appropriate meaeure of soil water availability is one that

is dynamic, í.e. includes rate of water movernent but excludes plant

absorption factors. Flux density, which is the product of çrater potential

gradient per unit distance and soil hydraulÍc conductivity, is preferred

by workerg ç¡ho believe availability is limited by movement (Paesioura

7982). Àlthough this ig the most appropriate measure, Ít ig also the most

difficult to estimate. Measurement of hydraulic conductivity requires

considerable care when handlÍng eamples and great caution in the

laboratory (Marshall and Holmes 1979) otherwise errors invoì.ving several

orders of magnitude result (Ritchie 7981, Passioura 1982). Llhilet

recognising that water movement is important, a static definition was

used, the fraction of soil water store gtÍI1 available. This stas a

pragmatic choice, determined by the effort, difficulty and lack of

equÍpment for measuring hydraulÍc conductivity.

For this it was necessary to meaeure soil water content and soil

matric potentía1 in the field. In sub-saturated non-galirre soils, matric

potential is equivalent to water poterrtial. A study on a natural water

gradient could expect a wide range of matric potentials. There is a range

of commonly used techniques, each approçrriate to specific conditions.

Thus gypsum blocks are effective in clry soil over the range -0.05 to -1.5

MPa whilst tensiometers are limited to wet soils in the ranqe 0 to -0.08

MPa (Kramer 1983). Vapour equilibration techniques r-rsing thermocouple

psychrometers or hygrometers measure total water potential over a wide
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range but temperature sensitivity particularly in wetter soils limits

their field use to dry soÍIs with negligible salt content (MarshaIl and

Holmes t97Ð. The filter paper method (HambLin 1981) hag an operating

range from 0 to approximately -10 MPa, is easy to use and does not

require access to specialised equipment. The operating principle is

simple. The weight of water taken up by a standard fiiter paper in

equilibriurn contact with soi1, expressed as a fraction of filter paper

weÍght, is a function of soil matric potential.

4.3 Roots of lyphq

The most important characteristice of a root system are funct.ion and

architecture which includes rootinq depth. Characteristics may be

modified by plant-soil interactions for as soil dries out, there is en

increase ín meehanical impedance and a possible loss of contact with the

soil water pathway. For convenience this study agsumed that function and

architecture srere conetant across the gradient.

Roots of lyphg arise adventitiously from ttre shoot base and only

rarely from along the rhizome (pers. obs., L.Jeaver and Himmel 1930) thus

the upper limit of the rooting zone is set by the position of the rhizome

crown. This has ecological significance. In India the broad-leafed

species 1- Cfephellr¡e has rhizomes deep within the subetrate at 0.5-1.5

m and roots even rleeper whilst the narrow-leafed species I- algUslaLg has

shallower rhizomes at 0-0.25 rn and roots only down to 0.7 m. It is the

broad-Leafed species which gror^rs "Iuxuriantly" in drier areas (Sharma and

Gopal 7977). In most lypbe species, the roots are fairly shallow and

within 0.5 m of the surface (Table 4.1). Shallowness may be a consequence

of an annual shoot life cycle with the root system being replaced each

season. The rooting depth of annual crops such as corn and sorghum is 2 m

(Kramer t9B3 ),

Like most emergents IVphC has two types of roots, soil roots and water
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roots (VJeaver and Himmel 1930). úJater roots are formed only when the

substrate is under water or in very moist conditions (VJeaver and Himmel

1930) and are thouqht to be a r'esponse to anaerobiosis (Dean 1933) as

they are absent from aerated cuLtures. Ramets in conditions dry enough to
I

significantly reduce growth have no waLer roots (l,Jeaver and Himrnel 1930).

In the field, water roots are evident in spring (pers. obs. ) which

suggests a feeding role. Soil roots spread out and doç¡n in a

hemispherícal shape (Weaver and Himmel 1930). Root growth of Iypha,

whether measured as length, diameter or biomass, is thought to depend on

substrate type (Dean 1933, Merezhko et qL- 1979) hut this may simply be a

response to nutrient levels or mechanical impedanee. Nitrogen-fixing

activity has been reported in the rhizosphere of I- IeLfíqliq (Biesboer

1984).

METHODS

4.4 Hethodg

The study had three parts, a transect study and a zone study both done

in the field, and a dye study. The transect was only a preliminary survey

of the site to sampJ.e spatial distribution for guitability but the data

are included hecause they contribute to study aims. The zorie study used

areas of comparable height as treatrnents to sample for temporal changes

in plant growth and soil water. The dye st-udy was a brief laboratory

trial to determine whether there was inter-ramet continuity in the

transpiration stream.

9r!e degqrætrq¡

The perfect eite (4.1) proved hard to find in the Àdelaide area where

Iyphg occurs mainly in drainage channels or farm dams, sites which are
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grazed or else have steep slopes with abrupt gradients. The chosen site,

henceforward referred to as the Strathmont site, was near Strathmont

Centre in a paddock cropped by South Augtralian Department of

Agriculture. A f1at, not incised, natural drainage line in the paddock

was overgroç¡n with T- doUtl eleis, forrning a gtand approximately 400 m

Iong and 3-20 m wide. VJater flow in summer was supplemented by drainage

from the grounds and buildings of Hillcrest Hospital (Figure 4.1),

Ereld wqrE

For the trangect study, one 10 m traneect was laÍd out on 15 Novernber

1982 from paddock to creek at the widest part of the stand. At 1 m

intervals, surface soil sampleg were coLlected by coring and the height

of the four closest ehoots measured. Soils were analysed for water

content, matric potential, soil water conductivity and pH.

For the zone study, four zones with shoots of similar height were

recognised (subjectively) and rnarked out with Í}uoreecent surveyors'

tape. Zones were numbered congecutively with increasing heiqht. There was

an area with no lyphq shootg, Zone 0, as close to Zone 1 as possible.

Zones were irregular strips parallel to the creek and up to 5 m wide ancl

10 m long. Zone 4 was in the creek, Zones 2 and 3 were on eastern side

and Zones 0 and 1 on the western side straddled the transect (Figure

4.1). Cattle broke through the protective electric fence erected

voluntarily by the Department uf Àgriculture and grazed shoots between 21

March and 7 April. Shortly afterwards, part of the site $¡as excavated by

backhoe to 30 cm by Public Buildings Department for drain maintenarrce.

Sampling was done at fortnightly intervals from 6 January Lo 21' March

for plants and 18 January Lo 7 Àpril for soils. Rain disrupted sampling

in early March. The following measurements were made on Iyphg shoots.

Shoot height in mm was length to the tip of the tallest green leaf, and

green leaf length was J.ength to the green tip on the same leaf. The
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number and ídentity of live and dead green leaves on each shoot wag

recorded. Sample size was 50 shoots in each zone except Zone 4 where the

number was reduced to 35 because high winds in January caused lodging.

Shoots in this zone were too tall and dense to measure in the fielcl so

were measured on shoots harvested in December from a 0.5 x 0.5 quadrat in

the creek. The harvest was oven dried t.o give total stancling crop. Midday

irradiance was meagured above and within the canopy in Zones 4 and 1 to

indicate relative canopy density using a Li-Cor quatttum meter and sensor

(Lambda Instrument Company, Nebraska, USÀ).

Rhizome depth was the disLance from soil surface to widegt part of

rhizome cro$rn in mm. For this blocks of earth 20 cm cleep were cut from

around four live shoots in each zone in April.

t{ater availability and conductivity were monitored in soil samples

collected by coríng with a hand auger, dianleter 7 em. The maxirnum depth

was 40 cm but this was restricted to 30 cm in Zone 0 because the C

horizon was closer to the surface. In Zone 4, only surface samples were

collected because of the difficulty of sampling under water. There were

three replicates. Cores were cut into segments corresponding to 10 cm

depths, slit verticalty and a llhatman 4? f.ilterpaper ineerted in two

places. The core segment was then wrapped in industrial aluminium foil to

prevent water loss and placed in polystyrene containers to minimise

temperature effeets.

Soils were collected for chemical analysis on 16 February, dried at

105"C, ground in a ceramic mortar and pestle and stored in a desiccator

until used. Soils were described frorn observationg made during routine

sampling and analysis.

DeLq qsqarrsaLrqD

plant growth was mean shoot heiqht and mean and modal number of. c¿teerr

leaves shoot-r. Tissue death was indicated by the length of the brown
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tip which was the difference between mean height and mean green length.

The critical reproductive height for T* dqUf¡qenCÍs was 900 mm, taken

from the previous study at Griffith (3.10). Shoot survÍvorship was the

proportion of marked shoots alive at the end of the study. Leaf survival

$tas expressed as mean daily percentage depletion rate. This w.es the

regression coefficient of percentage of the original leaf population

alive on successive sampling days. Leaf recruitment was the number of new

Ieaves day{ for 100 shoots.

Scup]c qnc-Ivsts

Soil water content was estimated gravimetrically after drying for 3-4

days at 105"C as (Fresh-Dry)/(Dry) x 100. Each fieid replicate was

subsampled twice and data are mean (n = 6) percentaqe. Soil matric

potential was estimated from fractiona.L r¡ater content of a t'lhatman 42

filter paper (Hamblin 1981). The calibration curve was provided by Dr E.

L. Greacen, CSIRo DivÍsion of Soils, GIen Osmoncl, South Australia (pers.

comm. 1983). Filter papers had at least tfrree hours to equilibrate. In

the laboratory wet and dry filter papers were weighed in clean tared

glass petri disheg to minimise errors due to atrnospheric water uptake or

release. Each field replícate was subsampled twice. Data are mean matric

potential (n = 6) expressed as HegaPascal.s.

The resistance of soil water exLracts was measured with a Philips

Universal Measuring Bridge, Model Philigco E11, caLibrated with fregh

sodium chloride standards. Readings were converted to their reciprocal,

conductivity, and corrected for dilution using water cont.ent to give !n

g!!q soil water conductivity. Data are mean conductÍvity (n = 6) in uS

cm{ s{. Extracts were prepared by shaking approximately 20 g fresh

soil ín 50 mI of de-ionised water. This sample size was more corrvenient

in the 1aboratory than 1:5. The extract was gravity filtered and left
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covered overnight in the same laboratory as the measuring bridge so that

machine and solutions u,ere thermally equilibrated. Laboratory

temperatures çrere 20-23"C.

The pH of transect soils was measured on a 1:5 soil water extract

using a Radíomeber 29 pH meter. Extracts were prepared by shaking 20 g of

air dry soil in 100 mI of distilled water for t hour, then filtering

through a I'lhatman Number 1 f ÍIter peFer.

0rganic carbon was estimated by dichromate oxidation following

gJa1kley-Black procedure and using a correction factor of 1.33 (A11ison

1965). Chloride interference was eliminated by adding AgrS0..

Titrations were done amperometrically on a Metrohrn Herisau Multi Dosimat

8415. Dry soils did not reepond to HCI so were not pre-treated further

for bicarbonate. Two extracts htere prepared from one field replicate and

each extract wae analysed twice. Final value is the mean (n = 4)

percentage organic carbon.

Ànalysis for nitrogen as Kjeldahl nitrogen KN wae done by AMDEL as

described earlier (2.5). The concentration of soluble reactive phosphorus

SRP in soÍ1 extracts was measured using the ascorbic acid/ammonium

molybdate method (Murphy and Riley 19e'2). Extracts were prepared by

sha-kinq approximately 0.5 g dry soil for 30 minuteg in 2/1000 N

HzSo+. For nutrient analyses, three f ielct replicates r.Jere used with

no laboratory replication. Final values are mean (n = 3) mg nutrient

g' dry soil.

Sodium and potassium concentrations of 1:5 extracts were determined by

flame photometry using a Corning 400 flame photometer. Extracts were

prepared by shaking soil in glass distilled water for t hour, aLlowing

this to settle overnight then centrifuging and gravity fÍltering through

llhatman 44 filterpaper. Only one extract t.las prepared for each field

replicate. Data are mean (n = 3) weight expressecl as rng Na+ or K+ g-t
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dry soil.

À sample of creek water taken on 16 February was analysed for major

ions by Engineering and tJater Supply Department, Bolivar Laboratories,

ÀdeIaide.

Delq e¡elverg

ÀnaJ.ysis of variance (FÀCTAN) was used to test for significant

differences between zones in shoot height and depth to rhizorne crown, and

Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variances (H0M0V). Proportions of

reproductive shoots, survivíng shoots and surviving leaves $rere compared

usinq chi-squared statistic. Regregsion etatistics for Ieaf depletion

rates were tested for significance and compared following Sokal and Roh1f

(1981). Differences between zones in the number of live leaveg shoot-r

were analysed by frequency analysis using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for

qoodness of fit with a hypotheeis extrinsic to the data. For all

analyses, alpha was 0.05.

Correlations bet$reen soil chemical characteristicg r+ere estabLished

using multiple linear regression program (MULREG). Organic carbon was the

dependent variable because it reflected plant growth, and Kjeldahl

nitrogen, soluble reactive phosphorus, sodium and potassium, ulere

independent variables.

Dve lrenglqqelren sludv

Three ramets of T- dgUflqengiq from Strathmont field gite were

cultivated in nutrient solution for six weeks prior to use. Each ramet

had two generations, Irrrent and daughter. The trimmed roots of a donor

ramet, either parent or daughter, were immersed in the dye, basic cleared

fuchsin (Tietema and van der Aa 1981). Receiver ramets were water

stressed by leaving theír roots exposed to the air. Àfter 24 hours hand

cut sections were taken from leaf and rhizome of donor and receiver
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ramets. Pink colouration of vascular bundLes l^ras taken as evidence of

translocation.

RESULTS

4.5 Results

Weclher

The six months preceding the study were dry with beloçt average rain.

tleather during January and February continued dry ancl hot and culmínated

in the extreme conditions of 1É' February 1983 (Àsh tJednesday). March was

cooler with above average rainfall. Rain was particularly heavy on 3-4

March, 43 mm (Bureau of Meteoro).ogy).

Irc¡geq! eludv

0n 15 November, surface soil water availability where lyphe was found

ranged from 20-224?; and from -0.001 to -0.59 MPa (Figure 4.3). The pH

range was 5.05-7.55 which is within the range reported for lypþq

(Segadas-Vianna 1951). The reading for the 6 m mark seems low compared to

adjacent values on the traneect. The conductivity of soil water extracts

ranged from 165 to 3000,.S cm{. Soí1 condÍtions where no Ty¡r.l¡a¡as

growing were similar to soils with Typhq, 35e¿ water content, pH 7.3 and

conductivity 300 ..S cm-r, except for ntat.ric potential which was

lower, -0.70 MPa.

Shoot height decreased with decreasing water availability and the

shape of the response depencled on how this $tas estimated (Figure 4.3). A

normal plot of height v water availability showed that shoot height range

was approximately halved, from 2500-2800 mm to 1150-1600 mm, as water

content $ras approximately halved, from 224 Lo 98e¿, bul the equivalent in

matric potential $,as a thirty-fo]d decrease, from -0.001 to -0.03 MPa,
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MPa. Decreases below 70"¡, and -0.04 MPa had ver-y little effect on shoot

heisht.

Zene etudv

Iyphg grew vigorously in t.he centre of the creek, equivalent to Zone

4. Mean height of live harvested shoots was 2506 mm. Live standing crop

was 2615 g m-2 and total aboveground standing crop was 3590 g m-2.

The December canopy was so denee that the midday irradiance of 2100 uE

m-2 s-l above the canopy $,as reduced to 1 .5 ¡¡ ¡¡-z s-t at 0.5 m

above the grottncl. In comparison, Zone 7 canopy was much less denge and

irradiance at ground level wag 15110-2000 uE m-2 s-1. l'lean shoot

height in January ranged frorn 598 to 2506 mm in Zones 1 to 4 (Table 4.2)

and zones were significantly different. A decrease from 598 mm ín January

to 548 mm in March in Zone 1 was not significant.

The height decrease from creek to paddock meant the proportion of

shoots reaching reproductive gize (900 mm) decreaged from 1.00 in Zones 3

and 4 to only 0.07 and 0.60 in zones 1 and 2. consequentLy the

reproductive proportion also decreaged from Zone 4 LoZone 7, from 0.31

to 0.00 ç¡ith no significant differences between Zones 4, 3 and 2 (Table

4.2) .

Shoot survival during the study period was high in Zoneg 4, 3 and 2

with 94-96ot of. marked shoots still alive on 21 March (Table 4.2),

Survival in Zone 1 was lower at 84% but not significantly different and

was irregular with the numirer of live shootg increasing between 1 and 10

lfarch. This was not an error but was due to "resurr-ections". Five shoots

with only dead leaves on 1 March had 1-3 green leaves shoot{ on 10

Harch.

The number of live leaves shoot{ wae highest in Zone 4 where the

mean and modal number in January r^ras 7.44 and 6. This was twice as hÍgh

as in Zone !. In Zones 2, 3 and 4, mean live leaves shoot-r decreased

from January onwards and was significantly Lower at the end of the study.

However Zone 1 ghowed no significant change (Table 4.2>.
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The number of leaves recruited in Zone 1 was 106 which was 5-€' times

more than in Zones 2, 3 or 4. Daily recruitment rate (Table 4.3)

decreased from January in aII zones but increaged in Zones 1 ar¡d 4 after

the beginning of March. In Zone 4 this was due to a growth spurt on one

shoot with 5 new leaves or 3(r"¿ of total. Recruitment rates in Zone 1 were

consistently higher than in other zones and increased by 1-2 orders of

magnitude after 1 Harch. High leaf recruitment in late summer was not

typical for fypþq unless actively recruitinq (2,77, 3.9).

Daily mortality rate for leaves in each sampling interval ranged fr'orn

1.33 to 8.33 leaves per 100 tagged shoots d-r (Table 4.4). These !,ere

within the range for December shoots at Griffith (Table 3.9) with no

consistent difference between zones. Zonal differences become apparent

when data are expressed as a mean percentage depletion rate. In Zone 4

the depletion rate for leaves tagged in January $ras 0.5040'/" dayr (not

shown). This was significantly higher than depletion ratee f.ot Zones 2

and 3, 0.3460% and 0.32992¿ day-t, but lower than Zone 1, 0.6115%

dayr. Deptetion rates in Zones 2 ancl 3 were not significantly

different. (À11 regressions were significant and had correlation

coefficients greater than -0.8900. )

Rhizome crowns were 22 Lo 72€, mm below the surface with no significant

difference between zones.

Þerl wcler

Results are presented and discussed in Àppendix 5. Determination of

moisture characteristic was unsuccessful possibly because of changing

conductivity characteristics and/or sample storage methode. The

percentage soil water content and matric potential ç¡ere used as estimates

of soil water availabí1itY.

There was an increage in soil water from Zone 0 to Zone 4 which wag
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most noticeable in gurface soils, 0-10 cm (Figures 4.4, 4.5). Thus in

January the water content of surface soils in Zones 0 and 1 was t8-52%

and matric potentials were -0.20 to -0.57 MPa compared to 77-530e¿ and

-0.001 to -0.12 MPa in Zones 2, 3 and 4. Bel0w 10 cm there was less

difference between zones and at the bottom of the profile differences

were negligible. At 30-40 cm soil water Ín Zones 1, 2 and 3 was 35e¿, 47%

and 39% and -0.02, -0.04 and -0.003 MPa.

Soils in Zone 4 were under water at aII times and were thus above

Field Capacity (not shown). Matric potential was measured once, -0.0012

MPa, which was probably outside the resolution of the method. Changes in

water content from 419-573s¿ do not represent trenclg but show the

difficulty of sampling consistently when soils were under water.

In contrast to constant conditions in Zone 4, there was considerable

temporal change in Zones 0-3, agaÍn most obviously in surface soile.

Zones 0 and 1 dried out from 20 .lanuary to 1É' February during which time

surface matric potentials decreased by a factor of 10 Lo -7.0 and -3.5

MPa. Surface drying resulted in an abrupt change in soil water down the

profile. After rain at the beginning of March the profile wetted up,

reaching 37-73% and -0.003 and -0.025 MPa in 0-10 cm layer, and 28-45"t"

and -0.003 to -0.007 MPa below 10 cm.

Zones 2 and 3 did not d.ry out but instead wetted up and on 27 March

resembled a saturated sponge. Bet.ween 20 January and 16 February, the

water content of surface soils increased fron 77% Lo 229v" in Zone 2 and

fron 265% Lo 522t¿ in Zone 3. It is not clear when this wetting began but

it appeared to have been recent. The January subsurface water content in

Zone 2 was 30-41e¿ whÍch was similar to Zones 0 and 1 on the same date

r.lhereas surface water content was much higher. This was interpreted as a

recent wetting front with limiteci infiltration, and s,as presumably due to

increased garden watering in the hot dry summer. Because the creek wag
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overgroçrn with 1yphq, water spread out on the eastern gide into Zones 2

and 3. The blocked creek was the reason for excavation in Àpril.

Soil water conductivity data were not used to eetimate ln gltu osmotic

potential. Readings made on an extract obtained by dilution are likely to

be overegtimated as dilution brings more compounds into solution than

were present originaJ.ty (Slavik 797Ð. Thus conductivity data can only

indicate spatial and temporal differences.

Conductivity was consigtently higher in Zone 3 than in Zones 0 to 2

(Figure 4.6). Zone 3 was also the wettest zone and therefore leagt likely

to be affected by dilution overestimations. This coincidence of wetness

and conductivity implicated creek water which was saline (eee below).

Conductivity increased down the profíle to form a wedge sitting at or

above the bottom. In early February, conductivity of this wedqe in 20-30

cm layer of Zone 3 reached 13,000 r.S cm'which was 3-5 times higher

than other zones on the game date. This wedge was also present in Zone 2

but was less well developed. In Zones 0-2 conductivity increased in

surface goils during January and February which was consistent with

concentrating effects of soil drying but coulcl have bden due to dilution

(see above). Conductivity decreased after 1É' February in aII zones. This

coincided with March rains.T

gsrl qherqqlerrslrqs qld stslYels

Soil characteristics changed from Zone 0 to Zone 4 and from top to

bottom of profiles (Figure 4,7). In Zones 0 and 1 the surface soil was a

crumbling brown loam, in Zones 2 and 3 it was fibrous and peat-like

overlying silt and in Zone 4 it was fÍne black silt with abundant roots.

Bottom soil in Zones 0-3 wag a heavy sticky red clay which oecurred at

íncreasingly greater depths closer to the creek. Thus in Zone 0 it was

found at 20-30 cm and occagionally in 10-20 cm layer whereas in Zone 3 it

was only at 30-40 cm. Zones 2 and 3 had a distinctive transitional layer
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of dark brown silty clay with none of the sticky characteristicg of the

red clay below.

Soil organic carbon 0C increaged from Zone 0 to Zone 4 in surface

soils, 32-746 mg g'dry soil, and decreased with depth down the

profile to <10 mg g-1 dry soil in the red clay layer of all zoneg (Fiq

4.8 a). Hiqh 0C in surface of Zones 2 and 3 corresponded with t-ibrous

character (Figure 4.7),

Concentrations of Kjeldahl nitrogen KN and soluble reactive phosphorue

SRp also íncreased from Zone 0 to Zone 4 and decreased down the profile

(Figures 4.8 b, 4.8 c). Surface concentrations of KN were 2.0 rnqi g-1

in Zone 0 and 4.8-8.0 mg g-r in Zones 1-4, and SRP eoncentrations q¡ere

0.81 mg g{ in zone 0 and 1.5-3.9 mg gt in Zones 1-4. Sodiurn and

potassium had the same digtributior¡ (Figures 4.8 d, e) reachinq 199'6 and

5.8 mg ga resPectivelY in Zone 4.

Similar distributiong meant chemicaL characteristics were highly

correlated with each other with the exception of potassium (Table 4.5).

Together KN, SRp, sodium and potassium accounted for 9(,"t" of variation in

organic carbon. Phosphorus had the hiqhest standard partial regression

coefficient and was the only significant partial regression coefficient.

Organic carbon was highly correlated with soil water content (r =

0.9053, ñ = 16) but not wirh matric poterrtial (r = -0.1357, n = 15).

Çrech EqtcE

creek water sampled on 1É, February had a pH of 8.3 and was dominated

by sodium and chl.oride ions , 475 and 680 mg I-t respectively. These

s¡ere assumed to originate from bore water used in the hospital grounds.

phosphorus and potassium levels were low, 0.041 and 5 mg 1-r.

Ueter everleþrlrlv and p!en! qrqqlb

Growth of Typhg, as indicated by mean shoot height, the proportion
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flowering and the number of leaveg shoot{, glae lowest in Zone 1

(Figures 4.9 a, b). Height decreased wÍth decreasing water availabilÍty

and a linear regression of height and logro u¡ater availability in

January was significant. The regression coefficient for goil water

content was two times greater than for matric potential, -7e'37.8 logr¡

heiqht compared Lo -765,7 loqro height (differences significant at

0.05). The proportion flowering (Figtrre 4.9 a) and canopy size (Figure

4.9 b) showed a stepped response. Decreases in water availabÍIity from 77

Lo 265% or from -0.0023 to -0.1238 MPa (Zone 3 to 2) had less effect than

f.ron 77 Lct 52% or -0.1238 to -0.2Ù07 MPa (Zone 2 to 1)'

Length of the broç¡n tip on tatlest leaf per shoot was 135-18É' mrn in

Zone 1 or 0.25-0.30 of total leaf length. In Zones 2 and 3 it was

shorter, Z4-5g mm ancl 54-125 mm and never more than 0.08 of leaf length.

Zone 4 shoots were too taII to measure. In Zone 1 brown tip lenqth

decreased after March rains f.ron 777 mm on 15 February to 13€' mm on 21

March. Brown tip length cannot actually decrease as tissues do not

revive. This decrease was due to turnover in the leaf population. Leaves

which were tallest in March were not the same individuals as in February,

and had less necrosis. Brown tip length increased in Zones 2 and 3 (not

shown). This wag consistent wÍth low leaf recrr:itment (Table 4.3) and

with beinq the season for die-back and senescence (3.11).

Dve lrenelsse!æn sludY

pink colouration was evident in vascular bundles of rhizomeg and

Ieaves of all donor and receiver ramets. This showed that basic fuchsin

had been taken up by roots and transl.ocated between rarnet generations,

from daughter to parent, from parent to daughter and from dattghter to

daughter via the parent. The translocation distances in this last example

were 265 mm and 245 rnm, giving a total of 510 mm. The dye showed

preferred pathways. In leaves, central vascular bundles were more heavily
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stained than lateral ones, and stained adaxial bundles outnumbered

abaxial ones. The dye also showed transverse connections between vascular

bundles in the leaf. These were only seen at diaphragms. In the rhizome,

vascular bundles in the pith were more heavily stained than in the

cortex.

DISCUSSION

4.6 The resoLtrce gradient

The study premise r¡as that water wag the limiting resource gradient at

Strathmont and that growth across the gradient wae in response to this

limitation. Soil analyses confirmed a strong water gradienL between Zones

0 and 4 but found thaL soil characterietics were strongly correlated with

each other and with water. Thus nutrients and ealinity could also expJ.ain

observed differences between zones. The correlation between OC and water

was considerecl a summary of past and present root growth. OC arrd

nutrients qtere correlated because the majority of soil nitrogen and

10-852. of total phosphorus is organic (Alexander 1977>. The correlation

between OC and sodiurn was probably ctue to the correlation between 0C and

water and was due to the cl0minance of sodium in creek water.

Soil nutrients KN and SRP in the top soil layers at Strathmont were

greater than at the !- dqnfnqglgis site at Bringagee Road where shoote

reached 2401-2600 mm height class in 1979-80 (Figure 3.10). Therefore

nutrient concentrations per se at Strathmont were unlikely to be

timiting. This may not be true for nutrient availability which is water

dependent. Conversion of nutrients from organic to inorganic forms

suitable for uptake is dependent on microbial activity and is therefore a

water seneitive process. In acÌdition, nutrients can only be taken up when

in solution. Thig requirement for ç¡ater confirms the importance of water
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as the prirnary and driving resource.

In January and February the conductivity of the wedge reached

8900-13,000rrScm'equivalenttog0-140mMNaCl.ÀIthoughthigis

sufficient to signíficantly reduce growth ot T- deninqengis (Hocking

19g1) it is unlikely that conductivity is the explanation for shoots in

Zone 3 being shorter than in Zone 4. These high conductivity levels $,ere

reached in summer, after the main growing season, and were probably not

so high during spring. The conductivity wedge disappeared after March

rains (Figure 4.6) which sl¡owed its temporary nature and it ig likely

that ç¡inter raing would flush the profile in a similar way. Àccumulation

of saline water was probably a result of summer irrigation ponding above

the gticky red cIaY laYer.

The Strathmont site could therefore be accepted as a $rater gradient in

which zones had different water regimes. In Zone 4, water regime was

constant with soils always above Field Capacity. lJater availability in

Zones 2 and 3 was initially lower than Zone 4 but surface soils wetted up

and eventually reached Field Capacity. Zones 0 and t had an even lower

level of resource availability. Lletting up did not begin until March, at

least two months later than Zones 2 and 3, by which time matric

potentials in surface soile of Zones 0 and 1 and in subsurface soils of

Zone 0 had reached -1.5 MPa, recognieed as the Permanent t'lilting Point.

Species absence from a given site, guch as the lack of Typþq frorn

Zone 0, may be due to lack of propagules or unsuitable growing

conditions. Lack of propagules is discounted as a factor becauee mature

Iyphe was within 10 m of Zone 0. This distance cannot be congidered an

bbstacle to lyphq which hag wind dispersed seedg and is renowrred for its

colonising ability. In one growing season the plant can advance 3 m

(Finlayson e! eI- 1983). Unsuitabte growing conditions may be competitive

exclusion, herbivory or insufficient resources. There was no evidence of
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gr:azing in zone 0 or adjacent zones. The only competitore preserrt were

scattered Bung qElcpuc L- and Pqlyqqnun gv$ulqle L- but their cover

seemed too sparse to effectively outcompete young lyphc ehoots with

access to carbohydrate and nutrient storage in the rhizome. Thus the

absence of lyphg from Zone 0 was due to ingufficient resources, namely

water. Shrivelled dead rhizomes and rhizome crowns in surface soils

indicated that growth had been possible there in the past and showed its

absence was onlY temPorarY.

4.7 tJater availabilíty and growth of Iyphe

The soil depth avaitable to lyphe roots at strathmont was lees thran

0.5 m (FÍgure 4.7) and although shallow this was unlikely to be limitinq

as roots of lyphg are typically shallow (4.3). Rhizome cro$¡n position and

a hemispherically shaped root system (tJeaver and Himmel' 1930) mean the

top 10 cm was the most Ímportant layer for soil water and plant growth'

Surface soils in Zones 2 and 3 were a fibrous tangle of roots'

Decreases in resource availability in surface soíIs were accompanied

by a corresponding decrease in shoot height and canopy size as the number

of live leaves shoot-l (Figure 4.Ð. These decreases were evident when

goil water availability was cloge to Field capacity. The height

difference between Zones 4 and 3, 890 mm, was signífÍcant yet

corresponded to a relatively small drop in resource availability.

Module dynamÍcs clid not show the same clear trend between zones as did

shoot height. The death rate of ghoots and leaves was higher in Zone 1

than in Zone 4 which was consistent with Lower resource levelg but

results from zones 2 and 3 did not fit between Zones 1 and 4. Àlthouqh

shoot survival was similar to Zone 4, leaf depletion rate was

significantly 1ower. This inconsistency is attributed to the wetting

r^rater regime in Zones 2 and 3 where improvement in resource availability

postponed senescence. À similar effect was evident in Zone 1 r¡here a
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sudden increage in resource leve1s at the beginning of March resulted in

a burst of leaf recruitment, 5 shoot resurrections and a decrease in

brown tip length. In the previous study L, dcntngelg¡g showed a similar

response (3.12).

There were two instances where shoot heiqht was apparently independent

of water availability, both associated r.¡ith Zone 1. First, shoots were

present. and growing in Zone t in February at resource levels which were

similar or lower than resource levels in Zone 0 in January where there

$¡as no growth (Figure 4.10). This was particularly clear from the matric

potential data. IyphA was present on 1€' February in Zone 7 at -3.32 MPa

yet absent from Zone 0 where on 20 January matric potential was -0.58

Mpa. Second, transect results showecl no height decrease with decreasing

water over the range 15-352 or -0.1 to -0.€, MPa (Figure 4.3). Ueually

such a response inclicates another essential resource was lÍmiting but the

most likely candidates, nitrogen and phosphorus, were apparently

adequate.

These inconsietencies can be expLained by assuming that shoots ç¡ere

physiologically Íntegrated and that shoots in Zone 7 were supplied from

parent ramete. The dye study showed tranelocation was poesible between -/
generations and over a distance of 0.5 m. Although this does not prove

translocation occurred at Strathmont or could happen over distances up to

5 m, the explanation fits both examples cited above and is consistent

with the literature. Physiological integration between ramets is now we1I

documented (e.g. CaIIaghan !984, Pitelka and Ashmun 1985). Although

beneficial to a receiver ramet r.¡hen the plant is growing on a steep

resource gradient, there is a cost to the donor ramet which is evident as

reduced biomass (e.9. Salzman and Parker 1985).

Physiological integration means that growth and module dynamics in

Zone 1 were not a response to eoil wat.er in that zone. It is also
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possible that Zone 2 shoots were subsiclised from Zone 3 (Figure ¡1.1) and

that in a confined gradient such as at Strathmont none of the zones were

truly eeparated. Thug Zone 2 ghoots were probably gubgidised from Zone 3

which could explain the disproportionately large height differences

between Zones 4 ancl 3. Thus the relationehip between ghoot height etc and

soil water (Figure 4.9) at Strathmont was for connected ramets.

The second aim of the study wag to define limiting resource levels and

Rx, the equilibrium level for I- dgnfnqCnefg. The simplest definitions of

Iimiting resource levels are given by Zone 0 with no Typbq shoots. Thus

January water conditions oE !6% and -0.57 MPa at 0-10 cm, and 26% and

-0.2t MPa at 10-20 cm were below Rx.

The definition of Rx (Tilman 798Ð is the resource level below which

existing plants die and new individuals cannot establish. In the absence

of individuals, R* can be defined vÍa the modular approach as the leaf

population ghoot-r. This was stable in Zone 1 (Table 4:2) therefore

resource levels must have been close to Rx. However Tone L was probably

subsidised which makes Zone ! conditione unguitable for independent

growth and therefore below Rx. January conditions in Zone 1 can also be

used to define limiting conditions. Thege were 52e¿ and -0.20 MPa at 0-10

cm and 2S-BOI and -0.02 to -0.06 MPa at 10-20 cm. Another definition of

resource levels below R* comes from the November transect data. Shoots

showing independence of water availability were in soils as wet as 50e¿

and -0.13 Mpa (Figure 4.3). Questions of connectedness and subsidy make

it impossible to define R* more precisely but a lower timit can be set by

putting these clata together. For surface soils R* is wetter than 52e¿ and

-0.13 MPa.

4.8 lyphq in context

It ig difficult to compare theee results for I- dqnf¡qenglg with other

emergents because of the way availability has been measured (4.7). The
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problem is not merely one oÉ incornpatible units, distarrce versus water

potential, but of assumptions. Vertical dietance disregards the

importance of slope and assumes a position 30 cm above water level is

twice as dry as one 15 cm above. Moreover it is not clear how much

isolated pots with surfaces 10 cm a-bove the water level as used for

gqffpUg [qEIltDUc (Lieffers and Shay 1981) resemble fie]d sites with a 60

cm drop over 2 m (Grace and lJetzel 1981a).

In addition, studies of emergents on a water gradient have been

concerned with establishing the depth for maximum gro$,th (e.9. Grace and

tletzel 19814, Thomas and Stewart 1969) or response across a gradient

(e.g. Lieffers and Shay 798!, Yamagaki and Tange 1981) rather than

tolerance limits. In Sç.lrpug Dqr-Llimus a shift towards sexual

reproduction with increasing water depth was interpreted as a survival

mechanism to ftooding (Lieffers and Shay 1981). T- dqmf¡qengis showed a

similar shift but it is more likely this was a response to resource

availability rather than a survival strategy. The hiqh cost of flowering

was discussed earlier (3.11).

Àn equilibrium resource leveL above 52% or -0.13 MPa for I-

dqnlTlgc¡els is close to Fietd capacity (4,Ð. This seems high but is

coneigtent with reeults from Bringagee Road where December drying after

November floodíng was associated with increased leaf mortality (3.12). Rx

values cannot be precise because of ramet connecLednesg (eee above) and

because factors determining Rx are dynamic (Chapter 5). These R* values

represent water levels adequate for terrestrial or flood-plain plants.

Àmongst terrestrial plants, for example, seedlings of three t'lest

Austral.ian arid zone annuals do not gurvive at -1.5 MPa (Mott and McCornb

797Ð; dawn water potentials of two EUqelyplUs spp. in Victoria were

never higher than -1.67 MPa in three years (Myers and Neales 1984). 0n

the Pongoto flood-plain Çynedqn deqlylgn continued to grow even after
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soil moisture was below -1.5 MPa (Furrress and Breen 198É,).
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Table 4.1
BqqL shereqlesællqs q!. IYPha

Details from ramets of !-!ell!qliq cultivated for 35 days
(l¡ieaver and Himmei 1930)

SOIL TIATER TREATMENTS

Saturated Drained Moist DrY

l.later roots
Soil root:
Branching
Max Iength (cm)
Max width (cm)
In top 7-9 cn

Present Present Absent Absent

Tab1e 4.2
PIe¡! sEewlb

Zone 7 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4

No
28
15

Yes No

SHOOTS

Mean height in mm

18 January 598
21 March 548

Demography
Initiaì. pop 50
p(T) 0.0652
p(R) 0.0000
p(L) 0.8400

GREEN LEAVES
Initial pop 158
p(L) 0.5727
Recruits 101

Leaves shoot-r, mean
tB January 3.33
21 March 3.70

Leaves ehoot-1, mode
18 January 3
21 March 2

RHIZOUES
Mean depth in mm

41 .00

881
906

ß1e,
1618

49
0.5918
0.1630
0.9600

297
t .7 407

74

Ë'.06
4.79

49
1 .0000
o.2449
0.9600

311
0.7556

74

6. 3s
4.98

Profuse
4D-47

Yes

Regular
40-53
1 6-35

No

Denge

2506
nd

35
1 .0000
0. 31 43
0.9440

262
0.6183

7A

7.23
5.09

47.O0

5
4

5
4

5
5

KEY
nd
p(L
p(R
p(T

)
)
)

84.75 75.75

= no data
= proportion alive on 21 March
= proportion reproductive
= proportion taller than 900 mm



Table 4.3
teeE rcsrurlse!! tele

Mean numbers of leaves recruited shoot{ day{ x 102

zones 2, 3 and 4 were not sampled on 1 March because of rain

Period ending
!Ê Jen I Eeþ !5 Eeþ ! Ucr lQ Xar 21. Uer

Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

4
3
2
7

0.95
1.46

nd
3.78

0
0
0.39
8.20

.61

.1,7

.09

0
0
7

t

0
0
0
0

.41

.44

.32

.79

.52t
0
0
698 0.16

40
46

Table 4.4
Lcef nqrlelrlv rele

Mean number of leaveg dyirrg shoot-1 d-r x 102

Period ending
1Ê Jau 1 Eeþ 15 Ecþ lUar 10 Uer 2! Uer

Tone 4

Zone 3
Zone 2
Zone 7

3.34 5.92
7.76 7 .68

nd 8.33
6.33 2.78

3.06
7.44
4. 43
2.36 6.52

3. 35
1 .33
1 .38
3.68

5.71
3.13
4.18
3.32



Tab]e 4.5
9s¡I e¡elvcre

Multiple Linear regression (MULREG)

Dependent variable, as 26 dry weight soil
y = 0rganic carbon (0C)
Independent variables as mg gr dry weight soÍl
xl = Kjeldahl nitrogen (KN)
x2 = Soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP)

x4 = Potassium (K)

Multiple correlation coefficient, T = 0.9797
Coefficient of multiple determination, 12 = 0.9597

Çerrelelrql rqLrlä

OC KN SRP Na K

0c
KN

SRP
Na

K

i:
Source of

IT]1:]::

ü.9352
0.9521
0.9282
0.5293

t.8770
0.8786 0
0.4466 0

.9009

.6s25 0.54eÉ,

SS MS Fs Significance

Anova table

Explained 4

Unexplained I

Variable
KN

SRP
Na

K

32885.02
1380.07

8221.26 47 .66
172.57

l$(*

grqurlrqqnqc tqþIe
T-test of partial regression coefficients,
using n-k-1 = 8 degrees of freedom

Ts
1.7J91
2.5719
1.1755
0.7844

ÊrquIrqanqe
NS

*
NS

NS

Eredlctrql qquelren
y = 14.7859 + 6.1584xt +19.7976x2 + 0.181€,x3 -2.5181x4



Tab1e 4.6
gsrL nulgeÉs e! 9!ue!hue¡! [!e!d erLc

Comçnrisons with other study sites
NutrÍent concentrations as mg nutrient g-1 dry soil

Nitrogen PhosPhorus
0-10 cm 10-20 cm 0-10 cm 10-20 cm

Strathmont
Zone 4
Zone 3
Zone 2
Zone 7

Zone 0

Brogden's Rd 7

Bringagee Rd 1

33
03
63
80
03

00

00

7
I
6
4
2

4
2
7

0

nd
03
47
63
87

3.910
3.032
2.440
1 .490
0. 805

0.300

0.1s0

nd
3.700
0. 31s
0.17t
0.157

0.80

0.60

0.100

<0.05
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Figure 4.1
glrq!þmon! gludy sile

schematic map (not to scale) of study site near strathmont
Centre, Àdelaide, showing position of transect and Zones 0-4
for the gradient study (Chapter 4), Iocation of diurnal
stomatal conductance study (Chapter 5), and area of drain
excavated in Àpril 1983. glater draining from grounds of
Hillcrest Hospital flows northwards. Before drain cJ.earance,
a continuous stand of T- dqnfngCngis straddled the creek,
extending out into the paddock and ponding flow.
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Figr.re 4.7
Gradient studv: soil characteristics

Changes in soil characteristics from Zone 0 to Zone 4 ard dor¡n the
proflte, based on observations made during field sampling and sample
pnocessing.
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Figure 4.8
Aredient etudy.:- goíI s¡¡srals

Mean concentration of five minerals across the gradient from Zone 0 to
4 and down the profile. Sample sÍzes etc in text.
(a) Organic carbon, as ?o dry weight(b) Kjeldahl nitrogen, mg çr dry soil(c) Soluble reactive phosphorus, mg gr dry soil(d) Sodíuß, h9 g-t dry soil
(e) Potassiun, mg g-r dry soil
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Chapter Five

Í.IATER AND GROI']TH

INTRODUCTION

5.1 Study aims

The gradient study showed th¡at lyphq dq[ltqelsis shoots reached

heights oÍ. 2 n and flowered only in areas where soil. water was cloee to

Field Capacity. The equilibrium resource level was probabJ.y above -0'13

MPa which was hrigher than most terregtrial plants and at leaet one

flood-plain species (4.8).

In mesophytes mechanismg of aclaptation to water deficit can

conveniently be described as escape, tolerance of low water status or

tolerance of dry conditions by maintaining high water status (Turner

1986). The firgt íncludes timing life cycle to avoid dry condÍtions and

rapid "opportunistic" growth. (This is not relevarrt to understanding Rx

in T- dqUf¡qgneis so is not considered further.) The second includes

osmotic regulation and resilience of celis and membranes to degradation

and denaturation. The thirci irrcludes reducing water loss and maíntaining

or increasing water uptake. The second representg rather extreme

aclaptations ethereas the third describes baseline adaptations for

maintaining a positive water balance on land and are found in most

mesophyte species. Attention is focussed on this thircl category as lyphq

appears to have a Rx higher than most mesophyt.es.

The first aim was to confirm the gradi-ent study by measuring growth in

controlled water conditions, unaffected by connectedness. The second aim

was to interpret growth in terrns of facturs affecting plant water

balance, namely uptake and transpiration.
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5.2 Uptake, transçriration and lyphe

P]ant characteristics whích deterrnine water uptake are root

architecture, the proportion of the root surface effective in uptake, and

hydraulic registance. Root architecture refers to length, surface area,

degree of branching and volume of soil occupied.

plant characteristics which determine transpiration are ]eaf size,

shape, orientation and surface characteristícs, such as hairs and

waxiness. These incrJage the thickness of the boundary layer and reduce

Ieat- heat load. Most important are stomateg which directly regulate leaf

resistance to water vapour by opening and closing.

Stclmates affect leaf resistance to water vapour, not just becallse of

their opening-closing actions, btrt because they vary in pore depth and

diameter, density and distribution. Deep or sunken pores increase

cliffusion distance thereby increasing resistance (Nobel 1974). Leaf

conductance tends to increase with increasing number of stomates and

signifÍcant positive correlations between conductance and density have

been found (e.g. Reich 798Ð. This i,s equÍvalent to correlating

conductance r.¡ith the proportion of leaf area occupied by open stomates,

known as pore area. Stomatal density affects transpiration because

diffusion from a leaf surface ie higher for a given eurface area witl-r

many-small stomates than few-large (Ceulemans C! el, 1978), Stomatal

distribution is impor-tant because an amphistomatous leaf, i.e. one with

stomates on both surfaces, should have a higher transpiration rate per

leaf than a similar leaf with stomates on only one surface, epistomatous

or hypostomatous. Àmphistomaty does not correlate well with water

availability but Ís advantageolrs to plants of open, full sun environments

with high photosynthetic capacity (Mott e! aI- 19BZ).

g¡ater uptake can be increased either by continuous root growth "in

gearch of water" (Larcher 1980) or by osrnotic adjustrnent (Turner 19BÉ'),
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thus more of thre goil r¿ater present becornes available. À get water supply

will last longer if the transpiring surËace is reduced by leaf rolling,

absciseion or death, or if water logs ig reduced by stomatal closure.

This is discussecl below (5.3). High Root:Shoot ratios are not always

indicative of clrought tolerance or characteristic of desert vegetation,

possibly because woody material is included (Cowan 79Bl), but ratio

changes can be informative of a species response. Root:Canopy ratio is

more appropriate for understanding plant responses to water deficit as

this directly reflects the absorbing and transpiring surfaces. The

Root:Canopy r,atio for a mature mallee in semi-arid western New South

tJales is 4.3 (Cowan 1981) whereas for experimentally grown Lyphe

seecllinge and mature field populations, it was less than one for most of

the year (Table 5.1).

Althouqh the root system of lyphg is bulky and extensive (l¡Jeaver and

Himmel 1930, Dean 1933), it is ghaLlow (Table 4.1) so the plant is

dependent on surface and shallow soil water. It is not known whether the

plant can osmoregulate. The minirnum root water potential for water

plants, thought to be -1.0 MPa (Larcher 1980), would suggest not. Minimum

root potential for crop plants is -1.0 to -2.0 MPa, and at least -€'.0 MPa

for xerophytes. Iypbg leavee do not have bulliform cells so do not roll,

neither do they wilt like herbaceous Dicots (pers. obs.). Thus their only

mechanisms for increasjng uptake or making it more effective are root

growth and canopy reduction.

The leaves and stems of emergentg a¡e sometimeg said to have a

xeromorphic nature (Jones and Muthuri 1984). However- the function is not

ç¡ater conservation hut preventing entry of unoxidised iron which is

believed to occur when transpiration rates are high. Describing the

leaves of emergents as xeromorphic ignoree surface features of xerophytes

and hydrophytes. For example, unlike xerophytes, Ieaves of Typha are
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large, with an acute-to-vertical leaf orientation which is ve¡y ef

in energy interception (Jones 1983). The leaves of emergents are glossy

and lack surface features such as haÍrs whrich increase surface roughness

and boundary layer resistance.

Stomatal responses of freshwater emeçgents hrave been little

documented. There is a possibÍIity they are not sensitive to water

deficit as in some aquatics the stomates €tpparently do not respond to

abscissic acid (ABA) the drought messenger (Dorffling et aI- 1977) and in

others droughting prornotes very littie increase in ABA (Milborrow 1981).

On the other hand species such as Qypelug pqp lgg may be very sensitive.

A decrease in conductance when ray water potential fell belou¡ -0.5 MPa

was interpreted as a feed-forward response to vapour pressure deficit

rather than a feed-back reeponse to tigsue water potential (Jonee and

Muthuri 798Ð. The response of Iypbe is unknown. Conductance measurements

show that stomates of T- Àel$qlfq do not close completely at night (SaLe

and lJetzei 1983) which could explain its significant nocturnal

trangpiration (0tis 1914).

The transpiration capacity of leaves is highest in swamp arrd

floating-leafed plants (Larcher 1980). Maximum transpÍration rates for

hydrophytes in their natural habitat are 180-400 ,g mm-2 h-1,

references not citecl (Larcher 19811) which is not much higher than for

herbaceous dicotyledons in sunny habitats, t70-?50 rÉt rnrn-2 h-l,

Hígh transpiration rates for emergents may be a habÍtat rather than a

plant factor. Unlimited water supply means leaves of wetland plants are

less likely to suffer loss of turgor than are mesophyte leaves, so

transpiration is urrlikely to be restricted by stomatal closure.

V,lell-watered emergentg in warm-hot environments of Death Valley,

California and weetern New South r¡lales sho$, no evidence of reduced

conductance or transpiration (Pearcy et gL-1974, Sale and 0rr 198Ê'). The
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transpiration rate of well-watered rnesophytes equaIS and exceeds

emergente (Table 5.2).

In free-floating and floating-leaved aquatic plants, stomates are

conf ined to the upper surface, i.e. epistomatous (KauI 7976, t'lilImer

1gB3). Leaves of emergents are thought to be amphristomatous to some

degree (Hott et aI- t9BÐ. Monographs on Monocots (e.9. Dahlgren and

CLifford 1982) cJ.aesify stomateg by arrangement of guard arrd subgidiary

celIs and do not consider eize, frequency or inter-Ieaf distribution. The

stomates of T. ICLflqlfC have been described as "abundant on both sideg

of the leaves" (Otis 7914).

5.3 Transpiration and growth

Transpiration is connecLed to growth, rtot just because water is

essential for metabolic processes, but .because water loss and carbon gain

have the sarne leaf-air pathway. Thus maximurn conductance and

photosynthetic capacity are linearly correlated amongst plants r^¡ith the

same biochemical pathway (Cowan tgït). Tfrere is debate as to the

importance of stornatal regulation to growth but at the whoLe plant level

there is no doubt that reclucing leaf water loss whether by stomatal

regulation or leaf loss has a cost in terms of reduced growth and

production (Turner tg\e,).

The relationship between plant growth and trangpiratÍon is described

in two reciprocally related ways. The transpiration coefticient k is the

quantity of water transpired ("used"t Krarner 1983) per unit plant growth

usually dry weight. It varies between species, partÍcularly between I,
i.\.' 

' '

clifferent photosynthetic systerns. Typical values are 50-100ffor CeU

plants, 220-350 for C4 plants anci 500-800 for herbaceous CS p1ants

(Larcher 1980). tlater use efficiency VJUE is the quantity of dry matter

produced per unit water transpired. This can be measured Et different
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ternporal and spatial scales such as the canopy of whole pJ.ants and stands

over weeks and seasons versus gae exchange over hours and days. Larcher

(1980) suggests "çrater use efficiency of productivity" (g dry matter

It HaO) for the former and "water use efficiency of photosynthesis"
\- I '--','
.l -1 -r---rr --(mg COz q H-P'l fòr the latter. In practice, transpiration

coefficients tend to be used to measure water-growth relationships at a

coarser scaLe and IJUE at a finer scale.

Conductance and assimilation are higher t-or swamp than other C3

communities (Cowan 1981). Because they have unlimited $rater, emergents

miqht be expected to have high k vaLues and lor^¡ [JUE, but the evidence

shows the opposite. A two year study in Poland found that k = 275-5('5 f.or

T- qnguslrÍquc ancl T- lqlrfque (Bernatowicz eL al- 1976). In Griff ith,

Àustralia, T- q¡Ie¡lelfs had a tlUE oE 7.86-6.42 which was similar to

glasshouee tomatoes (SaIe and Orr 1986) and higher than sorghum (Ritchie

7g7Ð. No explanation for these conservative values was given br-¡t it

seems probable they are a consequence of transpirational cooling making

photosynthesis more eff icient.

To many physiologists, transpiration is the cogt or unavoidable curse

of. COz fixation with no physiologÍcal benefits (e.9. Milburn 7979,

Krarner 1983). Leaves in fuII eun rarely suffer therrnal injury as a resuLt

of stomatal closure (Kramer 1983) and the possibÍIity that plants might

benefit from tr.anepiratlon by cooling is hardly mentioned. However if the

emphasis is shifted from survival to growth it becomes apparent that hiqh

transpiration in warrn to hot environrnents can benefit emergents by

increasing net photosynthesis. The thermal optima for net photosynthesis

ig not high for ernergents being 30"C and 15-25"C respecti.vely for P.-

qgÊlEeflgandT^AlÀgllq]fs(Pearcyetaf-7976,SaIeandorr1986)'In

Death valley, california, the midday leaf temperature of P- qgg!¡qflg was

36.8"C which was 5.7.c below air temperature whereas adjacent desert
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shrubs had leaf temperatures within -0.9 and +1.Aoc of air ternperature

(Pearcy et qI- 7976),

5.4 Study aPProach

The most accurate method for determining the relationship betç¡een

growth and water loss is to measure net carbon assimilation ancl water

vapour loss uging gas exchange technic¡ues. These can be applied to plant

communities l! gllu (e.g. sale and 0rr 1986) but are rarely used for

extended periods. such techniques were not available and a eimpler

approach, lysimetry, was uged. This has the advantages of not requiring

specialiet equÍpment and being euitable for long-term experiments.

Although conceptually sirnple, rates obtained by lysimetry cannot be

extrapolatecl to canopies of natural gtands because canopy micro-climate

of isolated plants or lysimeters is Ínfluencerl by advectior¡ effects and

not representative of large natural stands./Thjs is algo true for gmall
':

stands of plants, such as a farm dam in a þãddock (Linacre 7976) and is

not just a scalinq effect. No attempt was made to overcome micro-clirnate

differences between lysimeters and natural stands ag the aim was to

compare treatrnentg rather than preclict transpiration of natural stands'

In droughting experiments, wûter availability in pots is mainta:'ned at

corrgtant level by daily rerplacement of evapotranspiration logses. In tl-tis

experirnent lysirneters were sealed so the only water Ioss was

transpiration. substrate waLer potential was controlLed by fillinq

lysimeters with polyethylene glycol, henceforward referred to as PEG'

Solutions of pEG are frequently ugecl to control water potentiaJ. in growthr

stuclies. Its use is gomewhat controversÍa1 (6.3), wÍth cl'aims that it is

taken up by plants and that the oxygen content is abnorrnaJ.Iy low. The

problem of uptake can be overconìe by using polymers with a molecular

weight greater than É,000 and ensuring no roots are damaged' Low oxygen in
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the rhizosphere is unlikely to be a problem for emergents as in wetlands

the substrate is normally anaerobic.

The relationship between growth and transpiration and tl¡e effect of

clifterent treatments were compared by the transpirqtion coefficÍent, k.

Usually this is calculated with growth as dry weight of live rnaLerial

present in the canopy. In this study leaf sLlrface area was also used

produced because indirect estirnates of dry weight were not succeseful.

Transpiration ratios $tere calculated for net and total production.

Àbsorption arrd transpiration capacity were not specifically measured but

approximated by dry weight, surface area and leaf characteristics (see

below) and their inter-relationship expressed by a RootiCanopy ratio.

Some background studies were done on Iyphq stomates. Diurnal changes

in stomatal conductance were measured in the field to estabLish whether

stomates of well-watered lyphq closed during the day. Stomatal gize and

density were measured, and distribution between leaveg and gurfaces

compared to estabLish the polential for transpiration. Stomatal behaviour

in relation to leaf water potential was not studied becauge the problern

of using soft-tissued aerenchymatous leaves in a pressure bomb was not

overcome.

METHODS

5.5 Methods for PEG studY

Vegetative T- deullqClglg was collected Érom StrathmonL on 27 November

1983. The plant was not yet in flower but new rhizomes were develpping.

Àll rnud was washed away, and plants trimrned to single ramets. The shoot

was trimmed to a datum line marked by roasking tape (Figure 5.1).

Pre-existing roots, unavoidably clamaged by digging, srere removed. To
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force new root growth and to test for viability, ramets were gror'rn for

one weelt in nutrient solutions. Previous experience had ghown not all

ramets re-grow aÊter cutting and imrnersion. Rametg were size matched

between treatments by visual estimate of crown dÍameter'and rhizome. This

trimrning, growing and matching procedure resulted in 3 sizes, small,

medium and large referred to ae S M and L. There were three treatments,

Control, High and Low (see below). By the beginning of the experirnent,

tu¡o ramets hacl developed daughter ramets and one was abouL to, therefore

these were not ramets in the strict sense of being one module. For this

reason plant material in this experiment is referred to as a clone

regardless of whether it had one ramet or two.

For the experiment, clones were sealed into plastic bags which could

be opened and re-sealed to change solutions and accornodate new lateral

shoots as necess,ery. These plastíc bags were lysimeters. Each lysimeter

had a gealed tube for daily re-filling (Figure 5.1). Induetrial weight

aluminium foil was wrapped around each lysimeter as insulation.

Hoagland's nutrient solution (Appendix É') and PEG were mixed Lo qive t/4

strength nutrient concentration and water potentiaJ.g of 0, -0.1 MPa and

-0.É,5 Mpa for Control, High and Low treatments respectively. These levels

were chosen to represent that part of the Strathmont traneect where

growth ç¡as apparently independent of clecreasing surface matric potential

(Figure 4.3 b). The water potential of PEG 20,000 solutions was estimated

from its concentration using a regression model (Àppendix 7). Fregh

solutions were given on Day 9 and Day 20. Clones were grown outside but

received direct sunlight only in the afternoon. The experiment was done

over 30 days Ín midsummer from 14 Decemher (Day 0) to 13 January 1984

(Day 30).
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EupeernenLe! prqqcdure

Lysimeters were waterecl to weight in the morning at the same time arrd

additional water given on hot days. Âfter Day 6 lysimeters were

re-watered daily. Bags were palpated to mix water rlith solution already

present. Length from datum line to tip of all green leaves was meagured

ever'y 3-4 days. Clone fresh weight was measured on Days 0 and 30 as well

as when solutÍons were changed on Days 9 and'20. At the end of the

experiment, clones were harvestecl for clry weighrt, ÇlaLer content and leaf

weight v area calÍbration. Initial and final water potential of PEG

solntions ç¡as read on a l^legcor 51008 vapour pr'essure osmorneter (lJescor

Inc., USA). On Day 28, the cliurnal course of water loss and changes in

transpiration rate were followed by weighing at approximately 60 rninute

intervals from 0945 to 1930 hours, Central standard Time.

DcLq er-qeruge rg!

Gr:owth indices were the change in clone freeh weight and green leaf

area, and mean relative growth rate. Leaf area was estimated from leaf

tength (see beloç¡). Leaf recruitment and mortality were the numbers of

Ieaves recruited or dying clone-r x 102 day'. Mean relative growth
\ì,

rate of the canopV in mrÀ\ mrn-2 d-l was the regression coefficient

of a linear regression of log.ro clone surface area (aI] Ieaves, both

surfaces) in mm-2 v tirne in days. Although relative growth rate usually

refers to dry weight iL can Lre used in a wider sense (Hunt 7982). Final

trarvest was dried for 3 days at 75"C to give dry weight and percentage

water content of rhizomes, roots and leaves, calculated as

(Fresh-Dry)/(Fresh) x 100. The Root:Carropy ratio was the ratio of dry

weight in g of live material.

Leaf surface area wag calculated from calibration curve of leaf length

v leaf area, based on green leaves from final harvest (n = 37). These
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were photocopied and length ancl area measur'ed using a Hi-PÀD digitiger

(Houston Instruments, supplied by Àpplied Data control Pty. Ltd. ) and

program DIGIT3 (Patrick Hone, Botany Department, University of Adelaicle)'

Measurements were corrected for operator error using a correctÍon factor

of 1.0376 estimated from rneasurements of known areas. Àrea measurementg

ç¿ere doublecl to qiùe both adaxial and abaxial surfaces. -.

The quantity of water lost frorn one clone in 24 hourg was daÍIy water

Ioss as q HrO clonen d-r. From this was calculated s mean daily

tranepiration rate, expressed as É HrO mm-2 d-r, using

interpolated clone leaf area. This was the gum of two gurfaces and thus

agsumed adaxial and abaxial surfaces transpired equalIy,. Transpiration

rate during the diurnal on Day 28 was an hourly rate, rg H4 mm-2

h-{. The transpiration ratio was the quantity in g of water transpired

in 30 days divided by the quantit.y of Leaf material produced, first as

dry weight in g and then as leaf area (two sidee) in mm-2.

The effect of environmental conditiong on transpiration was shown by

plotting mean daÍly transpiration rate as the depender¡t variable and

daily evaporation as the independent variable. The rationale for this was

that instantaneous transpiration ftux E is the product of leaf vapour

pressure deficit or lvpd and stomatal conductance or g, normally

expressed ag E = lvpd x g. This can be re-expressed as g = E/Ivpd. Thug

the regression coefficient gives a mean daily stomatal response' Data

used for this excludes dates on which golutions were changed and data

from Days 1-6 when lysimeters $rere read everY 7-Z days. Records of daily

evaporation in mm from a class A pan with birdguard were obtained from

the Adelaide Regional 0tfice of the Meteorological Bureau. The same

environmental factorg affect evaporation from a free water surface ag

from a leaf surface therefore daÍJ.y evaporation sJas a reasonable

integration of vapour pr'essure deficit.
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Dqle qnelvgre

Regressions were tegted for sÍgnificance and regression coefficients

were compared following Sokal and Rohlf (1981) with alpha set to 0.05.

Ànalysis of variance was used to compare water content of Low treatment

rhizomes and roots with Control and HÍgh treatments (pooled) and

Cochrane's tegt was uged for homogeneity of variancee.

5.6 Methods for stomatal studies

9lrslhnq¡L drurml

Diurnal resistance of T* dqnLnqengis at the Strathrnont field site was

measurecl from before eunrise to after sunget on 7 March 1984 using an

automatic diffusion porometer, DeIta-T Mark 3 (Delta-T Devices,

Cambridge, England). Resistances çrere measured on the adaxial surface, 10

cm from tip. Sample comprised the youngest and olclest green leaf on

eleven shoots, total 22 Leaves. Shoots were well-establishred vigorous

shoots at least 1900 mm tall in the centre of the creek at Strathmont,

with no indication of senescence (Figure 4.1). The leaf tip was used as

it is the flattest part of a Typha leaf and fitt'ed the porometer cup

better than the almost triangular lower portions. A count:resistance i i t..:
calibration was done before each run using the calibration plate strpplied

¡ -,

by rnanufacturers. Resistance Ì"ras converted to conductance c!, as crrl{ ,i 
\ 

t

s-r. Environmental measurements made during the day were irradiance

meagured with a Li-Cor quantum meter and sengor (LamLda Instrument

Company, Nebraska, USA) helcl horizontally, and temperature and relative

humidity using the poromet.er. Run time to calibrate poromeLer, take

readings and environmental measurements was 30-45 minutes.

9!que!q! neqeueeuelts

Stomatal impressions r.¡ere made by painting clear nail polish onto

Iyphg leaves. û'lhen set the impression was removed by pressing clear
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sellotape on top and peeling tape and varnieh off together'. This was

mounted on a glass slide and vieured directly under the mÍcroscope.

Sellotape proviclecl a firm backing which prevented the nail varnish from

distorting.

Impreseions were made of adaxial and abaxial surfaces, 15 crn from the

tip. The sample was nine green leaves from one vegetative shooL 2 m tall'

in St. peter's RÍver Park, Àclelaide. The two youngeet leaves were shorter

than the third youngest so ç,ere presumably not fully extended. Çqncrg

fUqfdg drawings were macle of ten open stomates, randomly selected from

each surface. Stomatal index was the total number of stomates, as a

percentage of aII epidermal cells (l,lillmer 1983) in a fieLd of view 140 x

140 r¡n, replicaled 7 times. A stomate was the stomatal cornplex of pore

and guard cells. Stomatal density was the number of stomates mm-2.

Stomatal climengions were measured on cgDe[a lUqfdg drawings using

Vernier calipers. Dimensions were external and internal length along the

line of maximum length, and maximum external and internal width at right

angles to length line. Stomatal pore area was calculated assuming an

e1J.ipse as internal length x internal width x 0.785 (Rawson and Craven

197Ð. Leaf pore area was stomatal density x pore area and expressed as a

percentage of leaf surface. À11 measurements were made in the intercostal

area which occupies 65% of leaf surface and Ëinal estÍmates of density

and pore area are corrected for this.

Dcle e¡clvere

Differences in stornatal index and density between leaf eurfaces and

leaves of different ages were tested by two-way analysis of variance

(FÀCTAN) and variances were tegted for hornogeneity using Cochrane'g test.
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RESL]LTS

5.7 Results: PEG studY

Wcclhcr

There was a cool period in the middle of the study when daily

evaporation sras less thran 6 mm, Days 16, 77, 18, 19 and 20. Days of

highest evaporation $rere Days 5, 6, 14 and 30 when evaporation exceeded

10 mm (Figure 5.Ð, Evaporation for the 24 hour period of the diurnal on

Day 28 was 9.2 mm.

I,later potentiaJ.s in lysimeterg remained close to treatment despite

transpirational loss. Calculations of changes in PEG concentrations

showed that the water potential in High treatment lysimeters before

re-watering was within the range -0.0067 to -0.0108 MPa except on Days 5

and 30 for High (S) clone when they fell to -0.0151 MPa and -0.0127 llPa.

In Low treatment lysimeters, mÍnimum water potential was never loç.¡er than

-0.7025 MPa except on Day 5 when it fell to -0.8320 MPa and Days 21 and

22 when Low (L) feII to -0.7996 and -0,7625 MPa. Osmometer readings

confirmed PEG concent.rations were fairly consistent (not shown). For

example the ogmolaiity of Low treatment solutions ranged from 259-264

rnosm for initials Lo 234-274 rnoem fcìr final solutions. Low values for Day

5 were partly due to transpiration losges in dry conditiong (Figure 5.2)

and partly cìue to the fact that rarnets were not re-watered on Day 4.

Çc]rþreHsns

Leaf area (sum of two sides) in mm-i änd leaf ]ength in mm were

linearly related (Figure 5.3 a). The regression L,as significant (alpha

<0.001) and passed cLoee to the origin. Leaf area and dry weight were

algo IinearJ.y related (Figure 5.3 b) but although the regreesion ç,as

significant (alpha <0.001) with a high coefficient of determinaLion (12

= 0.9497), it did not pass through, the origin. The intercept on the

x-axis was equivalent Lo 76, faO mnl¡ which meant leaf areag lesg than
t

this had negative weight. This affected transpiration ratios based on
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weight (see belor^,).

PIe¡! qrcElh

DurÍng pre-conditioning, the trirnmed shoot died back in most Control

and High clones and a daughter ramet developed either during the

experiment or during the pre-conditioning period. M sized clones in

Control and High treatmente died during the experiment which meant these

treatments had onJ.y two replicates. Shoots were shorter than field

populatíons. Àt the end of the experiment the heÍght range for each

treatment was É,08-915 mm for Control, 664-690 mm for High and 495-65€, mm

for Low (not shown).

Leaf area of Control and High treatment clones steadily increased

during the study (Figure 5.4) and final leaf area was 2.62 and 1.89 times

initial (not shown). ir¡ the Low treatment, Ieaf area increaged then

decreased thus f inal leaf area l^res only 1.07 trmes the initial. This

includes Low (S) clone which had a net decrease. The three Low treatrnent

clones had synchronous reponses with decreases on Days 2-6 and 23-27, and

maximum area on Days 20-23.

Tota] Ieaf area produced wae highest in Control treatment but

individuals in Control and High treatments were very similar (Tab1e 5.3).

Canopy turnover as indj.cated by thre ratio of Total:Net leaf area

production was lowest in Control treatmenL arrd highest in Low treaLment,

1.14 and 3.70. Large differences between treatmerrts in initial leaf area

(Figure 5.4) were canopy re-growth during pre-conditioning rather than

differences in clone size.

Initial fresh weights (not shown) of M clones which died were lower

than surviving clones, 30-38 g compared to 57-127 g suqgesting capacity

to re-grow was linked to size. Between Day 0 and Day 30 fresh weight of

Control clones increased by 7-29 g whereas Low clones decreased by 9-26

1'r
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g. In the Hígh treatment, one clone increased by 14 g and one decreaeed

bv I g.

Mean relative growth rate based on leaf area in Control and High

treatments was similar, 0.0149 and tl.0t€,6 mm*'3 mm-2 dr but was 7-8

times lower in the Low treatment, 0.0022 mm-2 mm-2 d{ (Table 5.4).

The high growth rate of the High (L) clone was probably the result of

shoot opening. The coefficient of regression of Logo leaf area v time

for Low (S) and Low (M) clones ç¡as not signíficantly different from zero

showing these clones had no net growth over 30 days.

The total clry weight of roots and leaves, the proportion of this alive

p(Live) and the percentage water content of live rnaterial ig shown in

Table 5.5. Roots of Low Lreatment clones had the highest total standing

crop but the lowest proportion alive and the lowegt water cont.ent. The

same trends were evident in leaf standing crop and p(Live) but were not

so clear for water content. An inappropriate weighing techrrique, paper'

bags, was used for 6 out 7 samples. These took up moisture from the air

whereas the glass vials uged for other samples did not. Root and rhizome

water content, was significantly lower in Low treatment clones than in

ControL ancl High clones. Mean Root:Canopy ratios increased from 0.08 to

0.19 with clecreasing water potential (Table 5.5) and r^¡ere lower than

field and cultured populationg (Table 5.1).

There $ras a net increase of 3-7 leaves cloner in Control and High

treatments but a decrease of !-2 leaves for Low clones (Table 5.€'). Mean

recruitment rate was 16,67-36.67 Ieaves clone-r in Control and High

treatments which wag 6-8 times higher than in Low treatment, 3.33-É,.67.

Leaf mortality rateg showed an odd dÍstribution beÍng highest for Control

and lowest for High treatments. Leaf deaths in Low treatment occurred

betç¡een Days 2-€, and 23-27, coincident with times when canopy area was

recluced and below average water potentials. In other treatments, leaf
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deaths had only a slight effect on canopy gize and only in the early part

of the study. Thus in the Control treatment, Ieaf deaths between Days 0-2

and 2-É, resulted in a decrease in leaf area whereag deaths on Days 9-13,

77-20 and 20-23 had no obvious effect (Figure 5.4).

I

Ueler uce

During the diurnal on Day 28-29, hourly transpiration rates for

Control and High treatment clones íncreased rapÍdly after midday reaching

maximum of. 2tA-366 19 rnm-2 h-l between 1330-1430 hourg, then

decreased during the afternoon (Figure 5.5). There was no obvious

stomataL closure during the middle of the day in Control and High

treatments. In Low (S) and Low (M) clones, the highest transpiration

rates of 19 and 49 rg mm-2 h-1 were reacl-recl earlier at 1230-1330

,, hoqrs and 1145-1230 hours respectively. The response of the Low (L) clone

was- different. Between 0945 and 1330 hours, transpiration increased in

the same way as for Control and High clones although at a lower rate,

reaching a maximum of. 144 rg mm-2 h{ at 1230-1330 hours. It then

decreased sharply indicatÍng stomatal action (Figure 5.5).

The quantity of ¡¡ater tranepired over 30 days decreased with

decreasing water potential arrd ranged from 3794.1 g for Control (L) to

777,3 g for Low (S) (Table 5.7). Daily water loss ranged from 32:1.5-3.34

g H20 clone-r d-t from live clones compared to 0.13-2.31 q for the

two dead M clones. Daily transpiration rates showed the same pattern

ranging from 2547 É HzO mm-2 d-1 for Control (L) clone on Day

29-30 to 95 ø HrO mm-2 da for Low (L) clone on Day 23-24.

Transpi,ration ratios based on weight were only calculated for ControL

and High clones. The indirect method gave a negative weight for Low

clones, and therefore a negative estimate of net and total production.

Transpiration ratios for net Production ranged from 638-2091 and were
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Lherefore much higher than lypbe in Poland (5.3). Ratios for net

production $¡ere higher than for total. Transpiration ratios baged on area

and net production were similar in Control and High clones but higher in

Low treatment clones. Mean ratios for total area produced were similar irr

all three treatments (Table 5,7).

Transpiration increaged IinearJ.y with increasing evaporation. Only one

clone, High (S), is given as an example (Figure 5.6 a). Mean daily

etomatal response, as shown by the regression coefficients (5.5), showed

a 3-fold and significant increase from Low (s) to High (s) clonee, from

72,7960 to 208.4294 (Table 5.8). Regression coefficients were not

significant for two clones, Low (M) and Low (L). A scattergram oË

transpiration v evaporation for Lor^¡ (L) revealed two trends,

transpiration increasing as evaporåtion increased and transpiration

constant, which corresponded to different time periods, Daye 6-21 and

Days 22-30 (Figure 5.6 b).

Because of this, transpiration v evaporation data for these time

periods were analysed separately. In Control and High treatments,

regressions erere significant for both time periods (not shown). There was

a tendency for regression coefficients for the second time period, Days

Zz-¡¡O, to be higher but the difference $ras not significant. This wag not

so for Low treatment clones (Table 5.9). Regression coefficients for S, H

and L clones were similar for the first time period, range 60,6-73.6.

During the second time periot-ì, Days 22-30, aII regression coqfficients

were 1ower, and coefficierrts for M ancl L clones were not significarrtly

different from zero.

5.8 Results: Stomatal studies

ÞlrsËhns¡! drurne!

VJeather on 7 March was sunny and stíIl except for a emall cloud patch
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which shaded the sun for 10 minutes in mid-morning and evening breezes

from 1700 hours. Irradiance increased sharply after gunrige and reached

its maximum of 1800 r,E m-2 s-l just trefore midday. During the first

set of readings at 0555 hours irradiance increased from 0.5 to 80 uE

rn-2 s{, and during the last run at 1855 hours it decreased from 14

to 0.2 ¡¡E m-2 s-t. SunlÍght reached leaf tips at 0€,30 hrours between

first and second runs. Temperature at the beginning of the first run 9,as

78.7t, reached a maximum of 32.0c at 1445 hours and at the end of

the last rLln was 1É,.0"C. Relative humidity.decreased from 57:¿ at 0545

hours and was lowest after midday, 22-27et,

The leaf population did not have a uniform response. Three responses

were recognised based on the number of peaks evídent in a plot of diurnal

conductance, one, two-plus and norre. In responses with one and two-plus

peaks, stomates $rere closed at dawn and rapidly opened.rs irradiance

increasecl. In no-peak response stomates eJere already partly open at dawn

and clid not open much wider during the day (Figure 5,7). The number of

Ieaveg in each response type was 5, 10 and É, reepectively thug the

majority of leaves (15 out of. 27) had one or two-plus conductance pealts.

À11 leaves wj.th no-peak response were o1d, e,/6. In cont.rast, leaves witfr

one and two-plus peaks çrere pre-dominantly young, 4/5 and 6/10

respectively. Thus these responses correspond to an age gradient.

Elqnelel measuremgnts

Stomatal indices for adaxial and abaxial surfaces were similar,

11.06-15.64 and 9.53-14.99 respectively. The three oldest and tç¡o

youngest leaveg had lor.¡est indices. Stomatal deneity was the same on

adaxial and abaxial surfaces, mean = 296 and 299 stomateg mm-2, V* =

0.7620 and 0.7886. This ç.¡as similar to another shoot from the same gite,

273 stomates mm-2. llithin the intercostal area stomatal density was 456
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anct 460 stomates mm-2. Mean external stomatal length on adaxial and

abaxial surfaces was 21.08 and 27,45 un and mean internal width was

5.24 rfn on both surfaces. Open pore area was similar on both gurfaces,

61 .9 and 59 .6 r¡n-2 giving a leaf pore area of 1 .85 and 7 .77v'

including coetal region.

DISCUSSION

5.9 Interpretation of results

Analysis and interpretation was limited by the small number of

replicates and treatments. Results for ControL clones were consistent

(Tables 5.4 and 5.7) whereas results for High clones were variable. Thie

was probably due to Lhe different phenology of High (L) clone which had

no functional canopy at the beginning of the experiment (Figure 5.4) but

later produced two daughter ramets. Low replication meanL the role of

clone size as s H or L could not be statistically confirmed.

Ramet number was important in demographic data. VariatÍons in leaf

recruitment rates amongst Control and High treatment clones (Table 5.6)

vÍrtually disappear if expressed per ramet rather than per cLone. The

highest recruitment rates, 33.33-36.67 leaves clone-l x 102 d-1,

were for clones with two functional ramets, such as parent and daughter

or two dar-rghters. This is equivalelrt to a recruitrnent rate of.7(',67-18.33

leaves ramet-t rl{ which is similar to High (S) clone with only one

ramet (Table 5.6). Ramet numberg aLso explained variations amonget Low

treatment clones (Tat¡Ie 5.6). The Low (L) clone had two ramets, thus

recruitment rate for aII Low clones was 3.33 leaves ramet-l cl-l, five

times slower than in Cohtrol and High treatmeilt.

Leaf mortal.ity per clone was also affected by ramet nurnber. 0n newly
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opened shoots the outermost leaves are rapidly deciduoug after the shoot

opens and thus make an important contribut-ic¡n to the number of dead

Leaves. Cloneg affected in this $,ay were Control (S), Control (L), and

High (L). In Low (L) the daughter ramet was recruited on Day 30, too late

to corrtribute to mortality rates. Mortality in Control. (L) which had two

daughter ramets was fur{,her boostecl by complete die back of the original

sh¡oot. In comparison, leaf rnortality in Low treatrnent was for one rarnet

only yet was marginally higher than in Control and High Lreatments.

There was no eviclence to suggeet that the observed effects were due to

pEG toxicity. Reports of PEG enteririg plants are typically associated

with smaLl PEG polymers or clamaged root systenrs. When PEG uptake doe'q

occur it has a dramatic response. ÀZgf-Le spp. became necrotic and died

within 24 hours of exposure to PEG 1000 (Zimmerman 1985). In Solanaceous

plants and kidney beans, PEG appears on the leaf sr¡rface ancl petioles as

a "whÍte efflorescence" (Lagerwerff gt aI- 1961, Yaniv and t¡ierker 1983).

Leaveg of Iypbg were not analysed for PEG content becar¡se care ülas taken

to initiate new roots before e:<posing the plant to PEG and to use a large

poJ.ymer, PEG 20,000. There $ras no eviclence of white secretions.

Transpiration v evaporation plots showed a markecl change in stomatal

response in Low (M) and Low (L) clones from Day 22 onwards (Figure 5.7

and Table 5.9), just after solutions were changed on Day 20. However tfre

fresh solution $ras probably not the reason for the aberrant behaviour of

Low (H) and (L) clones because all Low clones were qiven solutions made

from the same PEG ancl nutrient stock. 0n the other halid, all Low clones

had similar and syrrchronisecl leaf responses over Days 20-23 , 23-27 artcl

Z7-g0 with a sequence of no growth, mortaì.ity then growth which looked

very J.ike shock and recovery (Figure 5.4). The osmolality of solutions

used for Days 9-20 and Days 20-30 was similar.

An explanation for thege inconsistenciee is that in t.he days preceding
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Day 20 transpiration exceeded absorption in Low clones arrd that the two

largest failed to rehydrate adequately. Calculations of changes in PEG

due to transpiration losses showed the water poterrtial crf PEG on Days

20-27 and 27-22 was 0.06-0.09 MPa lower in the Low (L) clone than on

other days even tlrough these were rtot as dry as Days 5-B (Figure 5.2).

The dÍfferent effect of Days 5-B cornpared to Days 20-22 can be explained

by eanopy size. By Days 20-23, leaf area in Low treatrnent clones was

40-50:¿ higher than on Day 6 (Figure 5.4) which woulçl have greaLly

increased transpiration clone-r. The Low (S) clone sraÈ-, not so affected

because of its lower leaf area.

5.10 Transpiration in I- dqnfnqengfg

comparison with published values shows that stomates of !- dsrlillqelglg

with a density ot 296-299 stomates mm-2 and measuting 21' ¡¡n long ancl

5.25 Un wide, are denser arrd smaller than equivalent pla¡t groups.

Published values for terrestrÍal Monocots, mainly crop species, range

f.ron 2('-!75 stomates mm-2 (Milburn 1979, Jones 1983, t'JiLlrner 1983). In

free-floating and floating-leafed aquatics, stclmatal density rani-Jes front

7O-t7O mm-2 (l(aul 197O. In the emergent SmtqqltUr!-spp., the other

genus ín Typhales, it is 110-250 mm-2 (KauI 197Ë,) and in Ca¡ex-

gsUg$fÀg it is only 48.5 mm-2 (Standlev 1986).

Stomatal measurements are reported even less frequently tharr clensity.

Typical lengths for Monocots, mairily crop species, given in monographs

are 24-7O r¡n long (lJillmer 1983) with É' urn accepted as standard wi'dtl'r

(Milburn !979, LJiIImer 1983). Ttre pore area of T- dgmtnge¡:glg,

1.85-1,77ei, was not exceptionally high but is at the top of the reportecl

range, 2.O-2.!ot", if re-calculated using thre standard width of €, r¡n

2.0-2.1% (Milburn 1979, Vlilrner 1983).

This combination of gtomatal characterigtics is significarrt when
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considering transpiration. Many-smaÌI ig the combination qiving less

resistance to water vapour for a given pore area. In T- dSni¡¡qglgle this

pore area is relatively large and occurs equally on both sides of the

leaf. These chraracteristics add up to a leaf with low re-qistance to water

vapour and a high transpiration poterrtial. in addition the leaf lacks

surface roughness and stomatal depth ig shallow, only 10 ¡¡n deep, not

sunken and wit.h only a stight lip (pers. obs. ).

It is not known if all emergents hrave these cltaracteristice. JUlqUg

trqC[etiqDUg, â saltmarsh species, is partly similar in that etomatee are

not recessed ancl leaves have no surface roughness but differs in that the

sub-sLomatal cavity is tined with protective ceIIs (Eleuterius 1976).

Stomatat density of Qqtel CqUqlflfË is much lower but unfortunately sizes

were not reported (Standley 1986). The plant ig highly variable, r'¡ith

amphistomatous and epistomatous populations with adaxial :abaxial ratios

ranging from 0.5 to 44.0. These clifferences have not heen correlated witl-r

habitat differences. The habitat of ÇarC¡ êzuetlffg is freshwater marshes

but the plant is described as "Although generally terrestrial, plants m.ay

also be emergent" (Standley 198É').

The stomates of L- dqulnqelglg h¡ad a typicaL mesophyte response for

hot sunny weather, witli rapid opening at dawn and partial to cornplete

closure during the day (Fig'1¡g 5.7). Thus even in a we1l-waterecl

environment, individual leaves apparently have a water def icit. l,lil-hotrt

further experirnentation it is impossible to determine whether thís w.rs an

uptake problem or stomatal sengitivity such ae t.he feed-forward response

of Cyperus pspyrus (Jones and Muthuri 1984). However when transpiration

rates are high, water supply may becorne lirniting because the size of the

root system in lypbe ie small relative to carropy (Tables 5.1 arrd 5.5).

Some species have a distinct loss of stomatal mobility with aEe and

this appeared to be Lr-ue for T- dsu¡¡qeteie (Figure 5,7). In savanna
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grassee, leaf ageing means increasing lack of control over leaf water

balance as old Ieaves transpire uncontrollably until withered (Larcher

1980). The effect of leaf age on pì.ant water balance obviously depends orr.

Ieaf poputation age structure and phenology of canopy development. For

Iyphq, midsummer is the rnost vulnerable time being the season of lowest

leaf recruitment (Figure 3.12), oldest shoots and leaves and hiqhest

water stress.

Further evidence of mesophyte-Iike behaviour in lyphe gtomates is that

unlike some aquatic species (5.2) they do respond to the "drought

messenger" ÀBÀ. Exogenous application to I- dgnfnqCngiÉ clones was

followed by a marked clecrease in.conductance and assimilation 12 minutes

later (Dr, Brian Loveys, CSIRO, pers. comm. 1984).

In the diurnal study, maximum transpiration rates of 21 4-36Êr g

nm-2 h-¡ were within the range for emergents and well-watered

mesophytes (Table 5.2) and lhus not high expected for a Lrarm dry clinrate

or from stomatal features. This was because calculation of the

transpiration rate treated water loss from both surfaces as equal (5.5).

In fact, this is most unlikely even when gtornatal density is identical.

PosÍtive correlations between conductance and clensity (e.9. Reich 1984)

are established under constant laboratory conditions. These do not apply

in the fieid where each leaf surface has a very different

micro-environment. Moreover, adaxial and abaxial stomates clo ncrt always

have identical responses (Mott and 0'Leary 7984). The variabilil-y and

magnitude of inter-surface differences is indicatecl kry conductance ratics

(Table 5.10) which show that concluctarrce of exposed adaxial surfaces may

be three times greater than shaclecl abaxial surfaces. Thris mearrs adaxial

transpiration could be under-estirnated by as much as 50r¿ giving maxirnum

rates of 320-550 ¡g mm-2 h-r for Day 28 of diurnal (Figur'e 5.5).

This is relatively high for a leaf surface (Table 5.2).
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Lyphq forms dense natural etandg with high maximum standing crop ('1.5)

wtrich intercepts nearly all irrcoming irradiance becauge of itg leaf

orientation and high projected foliage area. Midsummer estimates of leat-

area index for broad-leafed lypþq species frorn USÀ and Àustralia are 7.64

and 6.8 (Gustaf.son !97€,, Sale arrcl 0rr-198É,). The rarrge for ternperate

crops is 2-10 (Hunt 7982). LAI values are based on one surface only but

IyphC is equally amphist.omatous. Thrus whilst stomatal rneasurernênts show

that lypþq has a potentially híqh trarrspiratior¡ rate per unit leaf

surface area and measured rates are probably high if calculated

appropriately, amphístomaty means transpiration must be high when

calculated on a whole leaf basis, and because lypbg has a tneclium sized

LÀI, transpiration rate ramet-r must also be high.

5.11 llater potential and plant growlh

!,later potential in Hiqh treatment lysimeters fel] below -0.010 llPa on

only three days, thus this t.reatment was higher than the water potential

commonly used to define Field Capacity, -10 and -100 kFa (4.'¿)' It was

also within the matric potential range for'unrestricted transçrirat.ion

thought to lie between -0.010 antt -0.05/0.10 MPa (Benecke and van cler

Ploeg 1981 ). Therefore it is not surprising that Control and High

treatment clones were so similar in growth responses and transpiratÍon

coefficients (Tab1es 5.4, 5.€' and 5.7).

In Low treatment lysimeter.s, water potentÍals were set at -0.€'5 MPa

and fell below -0.7O MPa on only tl-rree days. Low water potential had a

greater effect on canopy growth than on canopy mortality, Growth in

Control and High treatmenLs $ras very similar with an RGR 7-8 tirneg

greater than Low treatments clones ancl a leaf recruÍtment rate 5 tilnes

greater (Tables 5.4 and 5.É, but see aknve, 5.9). In contrast leaf area

turnover ç¡as 3 times less ancl leaf mortality wrl,s,xpproximately the same.
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Às anticipated, Root:Canopy ratio increased with decr'easing water

availability but only when net production was used. Thís is consistent

with changes in R:C ratios observed when seedlings of T- A¡rqlLqllg are

grown on a decreasing resource gradient (Table 5,7), Unlike xerophytes

where R:C shifts are cauged by an increased root systern and leaf

abscission, this change in T* dquf¡qg¡gis was caused by lack of canopy

growth rather than abscíssion.

Contrary to expectations and early work on !- lqlflqLfA (TabLe 4.1)

live root system was not larger at lower water potentiaJ.s. Hoç¡ever total

root standing crop suggests that root production $ras higher in Low

treatments and survival was loçrer (Table 5.5). Lor.r oxygen in PEG

solutions was not expected to be a problem (5.4) because emergents

oxygenate the rhÍzosphere. However for t.his to be effective, stomates

must be open. Hourly transpiration rates (Figure 5.7) and non-significant

regression coefficients (Table 5.8) show this was unlikely in Low

treatment clones thus r'hizosphere hypoxia probably contributed to low

survival.

In the field, a situation of decreasing water availability and

decreasinq substrate oxygen would not arise. Transpiration can continue

even if roots are experimerrtaLly kitled (tJeatherly 1982) tl¡us dead r-oots

may have a minor role in absorption. Re-calculating R:C ratios using

totaL root stancling crop and live canopy gives meanc of 0.2754,0.3345

and 10.226ê' for Control, High and Low treatrnents respectively. These show

the same trend as I- qq¡glLqlfs seedlings grown on a decreasing nutrient

resource and are closer to field R:C values (Table 5,1).

Leaf area in Low treatment clones showed increases then decreases, and

Ieaf recruitment and mortality were nearly equal. Interpreting these as

oscillations around a mean suggests that -0.É'5 MPa was close to

equilibrium resource levels. Thig is lo$rer than pr'obable Rì( eet in the
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gradient study.

5.12 Í.later as a limitinq resource

The canopy of lypbq has architectural characteristics which rnean eacl'i

ramet has a potentially high transpiration rate thus water will have to

flow rapidty into the shoot if the plant is to maintain a positive water

balance. This is only possible at hiqh¡ ç¡ater potentials. Consideration of

the diffusive properties of soil water lecl Passioura (1'982) to the

conclusion that a dense root system $ras essential if water was to be

extracted rapidly from soils with matric potentials below -0.1 MPa.

Simi1arly Benecke and van der Ploeg (1981) betieve tfrat only at matric

potentials higher than -0.05/0.10 l,fPa is transpiration unrestricted.

Iyphq does not have an extensive root system. Instead its roots are srnall

relative to the calìupy Lherefore the quantity of water that can be

delivered to the shoot is not large. In fact the actual quantity suppJ.ied

appears to be marginal even for well-watereci shoots as ghown by stomatal

closure during the day (Figure 5.8). i

The quantity of water loet by tranepiration is roughly the Srroduct of

Ieaf surface area ancl transpiration rate. Because of thÍs, the water

balance of a ramet in water conditions just aclequate to rnaintain a

positive water balance wiII become negative if either factor increases.

Thus there is an inverse relationship between supply ar¡d leaf area. This

means when supply is fixed a¡rcl the errvironment is uniform, a larger r.1flìêl

will becorne resource limited before a smal.ler one, as for exarnple Low (L)

clone in the diurnal study (Figure 5.5) or Low (M) and (L) clones versus

Lor"¡ (S) (Table 5.9). Shoot Lreight and therefore canopy size exp].ain why

R* values for the gradierrt and lysimeter studies are diFferent.

Similarly there is an inverse relationship between suçrp]y and

transpiration rate, which although regulated by stomates is largely
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determined by environmental conditions. An increase in transpiration rate

means that a shoot of a given canopy size wiII be resource limited at a

higher resource level or that a particular water supply will support a

smaller canopy size. Thus in $tarmer and clrier climates, the transition

from abundant to Rx will be shorter than in cool moist ones. In Africa

Iyphe is described ae "a reLiable inciicator of prolonged waterlogging in

the root zoïìe" (Thompson 1985). Given the high evaporative dernand of the

semi-arid Adelaide climate, it is perhaps not surprising that the perfect

site for the gradient study could not be found.

Àn imbalance in plant water status Ís probably maintained because the

plant fails to re-hydrate overnight. Stow overnight re-hydration was

noticed in Çynqdq¡ deqlylSn which only reached satr.,tration levels tov¿.rrds

6 a.m. (Furnese and Breen 198€,). Tt¡is çras attributed to shallou¡ root

system and low soÍl water hydraulic conductivity as at other times the

plant showed rapid and opportunistic uptake in response to dew and rnist.

Low water content in T, dgqinqgrcis roots and rhizomes in Low treatment

clones indicated a net water loss and inabiLity to rehydrate at -0.7 MPa.

In addition natural standg may be "leaky". Qtig (1914) reported

significant transpiration losses over-night from floating lysimeters of T.

_Lelrfsue and sale and wetzel (1983) reported that stomates of T-

Ielffqlfe did not close at night. The study showed a lose of function in

old stomaLes and in summer, an ageing leaf population would mean

uncontrolled water loss. The 30 day water loss from dead M clones was

smaLl but showed that dead leaves are potential leake.
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Table 5.1
Beq! !q canopy Eelfqg

Table 5.1 a

Mature clones of L- q!qus_!lf.al!q near Kíev, ussR, field populations
Date of harvest not given (Merezhko cL qL- 1980)

R:C= 0.50 0.49 0. 46 0.23 0. 32

Table 5.1 b

Mature clones, field Fropulations
I* sriellq-hg at Griffith

MONTH OF HARVEST

Feb Har Àpr May Jun JtrL Àug Sep Oct

R:C = 0.54 0.62 1.36 1.96 2.93 2.27 4.É'0 1.48 0.48

Table 5.1.c

The effect of nutrient supplements on RiC ratios of cultivated seedlings
CalcuLated from data in Tables I and II (Cary and I'teerts 1984)

NUTRIENT SLJPPLEMENTS in mg 14

35 cÍt

Nitrogen N

0.02 0.20

IJATER DEPTH

50 cm 70 cm 135 cm 150 cm

2.0

R: C = 0. 9545 0.9722 0 . €,481 0. 3341

Phosphorus P0,,.P
0.01 0. 10 1.0 10.0

R:C = 0.5324 0.4545 0.2981 0.2571

20.0



Table 5.2
Irangpuqlls¡ latqg ql uell=qqLeæd pLqlts

ÀII transpiration ratee are expressed as 6 HrO mm-2 h-l
and are maximum values or the maximum range

EMERGENT E REF OTHERS E! REF

Typha latifolia
Phragmites australis
Phragmites australis
Juncus roemerianus
Cyperus papyrus

119-213 a
600-840 b

150 c
150-35ü cl

290-3É,0 e

Sunflower
Corn
Populus deltoideg
Vigna unguiculata
Zebrina pendula

É,00 À
300 A

30-310 B
432 C

1OBO D

REFERENCES and localitY
a otis 1914

llisconsin, USA

b Pearcy eL eL t974
Death VaIley, California, USÀ

c Larcher 1980
Netherlande

d Giurgevich and Dunn 1978
coastal Georgia, USA

e Jones and Muthuri 1984
Kenya

A l(auf man and HaL L t97 4

B Regehr eL gL- 1974

C osonubi 1985

D Jarvis and McNaughton 1986



Table 5.3
Leef erce pæduqcd

Table shows production as leaf area in mm-2 for clones for each
treatment

Treatment Net Total Total/Net Mean (sd)

Control

Hiqh

Low

43,410
85,066

34,859
41 ,503

-3,772
1 823

C',698

47 ,36L
101 , 40€,

45 ,496
47,1.55

8258
8463

1 B, 483

:11

nc
4.64
2.7e,

7.14
(0 .0707 )

4 îaL.¿,)
(0.1202)

3 .70
(1.3294)

c

L

S
L

S
M

L

7

7

I
7

09
79

47

KEY
nc
Net
Total

= not calculated, data incomPlete
= difference between final and initial area, live
= difference betweeen final and initial live and dead area

Table 5.4
Uecn relslrve ffaulb rele ql qlenss

RGR of Ieaf area as mm-2 mm-2 d-r
showing mean and stanclard deviation

Treatment RGR Significance Hean (sd)

Control S

Hiqh

0.01 49
0.0149

0.01 49
(0.0)

**ìt
*t(i(L

õ

L

NS
NS
*

Low

0.0099
0.0233

s 0.0035
M -0.0008
L 0.0039

l+**
*tÉ*

0 . 01É,É'
( 0. 0095 )

0.0022
(0.01126)



Tab]e 5.5
Hcrvce! dele

Dry weight in g, ancl percentage water content

Treatment Total Mean (sd) p(Iive) Mean (sd) %WC Mean (sd)

ROOTS

ControL

LEÀVES
Control.

0. 39
1.45

0.54
0.47

s 7.22
M 0.93
L 2.58

s 1.56
L 7.39

0.9200
(0 .7 495)

0.5050
( 0. 0495 )

7.57ç,7
(0.8809)

0.20s1
0. 3586

0. s1 8s
0.3404

0.0388
Ù.0105
0.0097

0.9412
0.6878

0.6157
0 . 195t'

0 .0481
0.0121
o.0778

0.2819
(0.1085)

0. 4295
(0.1259)

0. 01 97
(0.01€,6)

0. 81 45
(0.1,792)

0. 4057
(0.2971)

0.0460
( 0.0329 )

c

L

Ê

L

96.7
92.6

94. É'5
( 2 .8991 )

92.00
(0.8485)

84.37
( 5.8731 )

91.4
92.6

Hiqh

Low 81
BO

97

7
3
t

91.1 e
89.8 e

BB.0 e
93.0 e

High s 0.62
L 5.01

Lor+

R0OT:CANOPY RATI0S (live tíssue)
Control S 0.0544 0.0784

L 0.7024 (0.0339)

High

Low

95.8 e
98.6 e
85.5

2.91
4.74
9.51

S

M

L

KEY
e
TotaI
p( Live )
%wc

s 0.1035 0.1309
L 0.1582 (0.0386)

s 0.3371 0.1890
M 0.1960 rc.2147)
L 0.0338

= water content data possibly in error (see text)
= Iive and dead material, in g

= the proportion of total that was alive at harvest
= percentage water content



Table 5.6
teef densqrephy

Recruitment (R) and mortality (M) rates
Number of leaves recruited/dying clone-t x 102 d-l

Ch.trg" refers to the difference between final and initial

Treatment change R rate Mean (sd) M rate Mean (sd)

Control S

Hish

Low

33.33
36.e,7

35.00
(2.3617 >

26.67
nA.t427)

4,44
(1.9283)

10.00
¿J. JJ

10.00
10.00
10.00

16 .50
( 9.1924 )L

S
L

c

M

L

7
4

3
5

6.67
6.67

6.67
( 0.00 )

-2
-2
-7

76.67
36.67

3.33
3.3s
6.67

10.00
(r1.00)



Table 5.7
Irensprrslrsl rel¡qg

Tables show mean transpiration ratio k calculated for net and total
production using estimated dry weight and Ìeaf area'
È i* tot.I watei transpÍred iñ 30 daye in g, estimated dry weight in g

and leaf area in ¡¡i;,] of adaxial and abaxial surfaces

Table 5.7 a

DRY V',EIGHT: k = q H-Ð g' dry material

NET Production
Treatment E q k

Control S

Control L

Hish
Hiqh

Low
Low
Low

Control
Control

s 1631 .19
L 682.57

2097
É,38

1164.32
31 94 .08

171.30
204 .7 4
393.60

1.15
2.96

tù72
7079

5€,5
870

1315
s21

mean

778

9180.78
t.o7

mean

7046 06
67

1 365

-ve
-ve
-ve

mean

TOTÀL product.ion
cl Jt

2

J

1 .24
1 .31

S
},I

L

-ve
-ve
-ve

Table 5.7 b

LEÀF ÀREA: k = g HÐ nm-2 leaf area

NET Production
Treatment E area k

TOTÀL production
area k mean

L
1764.32
3194.08

43,4i0 0.0268 0.0322
B5 , 0É,€, 0. 0375

34,859 0 . 04É,8 ll. 0316
41,503 0.01É'4

-J,772 -ve
1,823 0.1123 0.0856
6 ,698 0 .0588

47 ,367 0 .024€' 0.0281
101,106 0.0315

45,496 0.0359 0.0252
47,155 0.0145

58 0.0207
É,3 0.0242 0.0221
83 0 .0213

Hish
Hish

S

L

S

M

L

1631.19
682.51

171 .30
204.7 4
393.60

Lor^¡

Low
Low

8,2
8,4

't8,4



Tab1e 5. B

IrÐgprralrel rcLe srrd eyqPqætrq!

Regression analysig Éor alI daYs
y = Mean daÍIy transpiration in \rJ Hzo mm-2 d-r (x10-¡)

x = Evaporation in mm f.ot 24 hours

Control S

Control L

Hiqh S

Hiqh L

Low S

Low M

Low L

y = 50.9037 + tZZ. B0€,Bx

y=132.1405+172.6386x

y = -472.2974.+ 208 ,4294x

y = -222.0999 + 151.1990x

y = -56 .1324 + 72.79F,0x

y = 48,4Z7Z + 43.8523x

y = 147,9695 + 36.5565x

TREÀTMENT

---C0NTROL--- ---HIGH---
Small Large SmalL Large

r = 0 ,681,9
Fs = 15.É,4 x**
r = 0.6966
Fs = 16.97 l(*ì(

r = 0.8604
Fs = 48. É,5 *xì(
r = 0 ,8216
Fg = 39. 46 ltl(ì(

r = 0.6277
Fs = 11.97 *x
r = 0.5634
Fe = 0.18 NS'

r = 0.2295
Fs = 1.0É, NS

-LOtJ-
SmaI I

Comparison matrix
Pairwise comparison of regression coefficiente

TREATMENT

Control S

Control L
Hiqh S

Hish L
Low S ì(

NS
tÉ**

NS
NS
*

tt
NS

NS

NS



Table 5.9
IrcnsprueLrel s! ÈrlferenL linq perLsde

Mean daily transpiration rate ag a function of evaporation.
Regression details, for x = evaporation in mm

y=1
r=0
n=9

v-r=
fl=

y=9
r=0
n=1

DAYS 6-21
Smal I
y=-86.5936+73.2095x
r = 0.5938
n=12
Fs = 7,75 *

Medium
y=-3.35395+60.5945x
r = 0.8762
n=12
Fs = 18.00 *

Large
8. É,061 + 73.5655x
.8162
2

DAYS 22-30

y=59.9539+62.i742x
r = 0 ,7248
n=9
Fs = 7.75 *

54.3333 + 18.3986x
.5476

Fs = 0.18 NS

97 .9792 + 2.8277x
0.2055
9

NS

NS

NS

Fs = 19.95 ** Fs = 0.31 NS

Pcrrqres qanpqltsq! qf. leqressrqD ç.qqE[rqlsntg

Day €,-21
Smal I
Medium

v Medium
v Large

= 0.1339
= 0.1080

Fg
Fs

Small clone
Days 7-Zt v 22-30 Fs = 0.0061

Table 5.10
9Ðduqlenqs trc ¡.q

Conductance ratio = adaxial corrductance/abaxial cor¡ductance
Leaf sequence is from the oldest A to the youngest G

LEÀF SEQUENCE

-À- -B-
Ratio = 7.47 1.68

-c-
3.16

-D-
2.54

-E-
1 ,64

-F-
1.37

u
.361
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Figure 5.1
Lvgrneler

À strong plastic bag containing treatment solution and one
pre-conditioned I- dgni¡qe¡gis clone (see text) comprising
shoot, rhizome crown and rhizome, is sealed along the top,
and around the shoot and the capped re-filling tube with
tape. À datum line on masking tape round the shoot base is
the reference point for leaf measurements. The lysimeter is
insulated by a skirt of aluminium foil which also stops Iight
reaching the rhizome, thus ensuring that photosynthesis only
occurs in the leaves.
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Figure 5.2
EnvrrernetLel qqn rlrsne

Daily evaporation as mm of water lost in previous 24 hours
from Ctasã A pan with birdguard at Kent Town, Adelaide, 1.5
km away (Adelaide Regional Office of the Meteorological
Bureau) from Day 1 to Day 3û, 15 December 1983 to 13 January
1984. Days when treatment solutions $rere completely changed
are indicated by +.
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Chapter Sì.x

I'ATER AND GERMiNÀTION

INTRODUCTION

€,.1 Perspective

The regeneration niche cornprises six stages (Grlrbb 1977), frorn

flowering, pollination and seed set (on the parent) to dÍspêtrs.1l,

germination and establishrnent of the rrew individual. The entire sequence

from floç¡ering to establishment can be r.¡ritten as a tran.sition matri:<,

but because this requires copious data, only one or two stages,

recognised as crÍtical, are usually sttrrlied. The life cycle of n¡ost

perennials is characterisecì hy a Deevey Type III survivorship cjllrve

(Silvertown 1982), This means germi.natir¡n and establishment are periods

of highest mortality, and are critical stages rn the life cycle.

Establishment is the phase "when seedli.ngs have expanrled a photosynthetic

surface and are theoretically capatrle of putrsuing an existence

independent of their seed reserves" (Harper 7977, p.132).

Germination has beerr e:rtensiveì.y studied as a pl'¡ysíoloqical procese of

dormancy release but the probability that a disrpersed seed wiII becomÉ an

establi-ched seedling is cìeterrnined kry a range crf factor-s of which

,dormancy release is just one, Some factors are "haz,1rcls" (Harper 1977)

guch as predation, competiticrn, unfavourable seed orierrtaticrn and

unsuitable patches in a micro-heterogeneüus environment. A viable

seedling means all conditions for a successful transition from seecl tu

seedling have been met presumably because the seed was in a "safe site"

(Harper tg77). The term "safe site" is unfortunate becauge it emphcrsises

a spatial dimension at the expense of a temporal one.

Non-hazard factors are seed size, composition, capacity to remain

viable through tÍme and vari¡rbility, Size expresses indirectly the

72t,



quantity of cotyleclonary reserves avaiLable. These are an envirÛrmental

buffer for seedlings (Silvertown 1982). The benefit of large reserves in

sub-optimaL conditions has kreen demonstrated for terrestrial plants by

comparing performance in ehadecl ancl unshaded situations (Gross 1984) and

for wetland plants along a water gradient (Keddy arrd Constabel 198É').

Seed size is usu.elly expressed as çs{r1ht, It has a wide range covering 10

orclers of magnitucìe from 10* g to 10r q (Silvertown tgBZ). ChemicaL

composition is another form of environmental buffering. The n'-ltrient

conterrt of Australiarr ProLeaceous seecls is 2-3 times higher than

non-Proteaceous species includirrg legumes (Pate et.a!- l'98É,). Lonc¡

viability is an essential charact.eristic for specles dependent on its

geed bank, as occurs when germination conditions are irregular crr wiclely

separated in time ancl space. Thr-¡s longevity is another kind of

e¡vironmental Lruffering, Usua1Iy intra-population variability is an

expression of natural variation. The few known ineLarices of extreme

intra-population variation such as geecl and qermination dimorphis¡n j.n

Àlf¡p1g¡ ancl lqllqqf¡Ia (SÍlvert.own 1984) represent cliffererrt "opti,rÍrs".

Inter-population differences are interpretecl as ecotypic variations.

The typical safe site for Iypbe is a mudflat or an area exposed by

falling water levels (1.3). In warrn climates w:ith predorninantly winter

rainfall guch as much of struth-east Australia, these can he e:<¡rected to

dry out rapidly thus wat.er av.1ilabill.ty to seed and seedlirr,¡t is J.iliely to

be a hazard. Falling water leveLs mean ions are ir¡creasingiy corrcentratecl

in the remaíning waterbody and soil water. Fur example, cotiductivity ir,

Lake Merrimajeet, $restern New South !,Jales, increasecl six-fold j-n five

monthdryÍng-outperiodfrorn3TSrnhocm-rinSeptember1977Lo'2511)

únho cm-r in February 7978, (S. V. Briggs, tgï7, pers. comm.).

Therefore another hazard is salinity, particularly in endorhreic and hì.gh

concluctivity wetlands. This can affect the regeneration nir:he ancì

1.27



subsequent vegetation clynamics of wetlancls. The failure of !- dsuuge.ncrg

to colonise the exposed floor of Lake Chilwa, Malawi, was.ettribul-ed to

high sodium content in residual water. Conductivity reached 12,000 unho

cm-r cluring the ciryÍng phase which was shown to inhibit gerrnination ancl

eetablishrnent (How.ard-!'lilliams t975) .

Salinity Ínhibits germination ejt.her because an osmotic potential

prevents water uptake or because ions entering the seed interfere with

cellular processes. Soctium chloride s¡d i-lypsum are recognised as

inhibitory whereas nitrate etimulates gerrnination (Koller ancl Hadas

1982). The inhihitory effect c.1n hÊ reversed by retr-rrninrJ s;eeds to

freshwater but reúovery terrclg to be poor for seeds previously irnrnersecl in

highly salÍne solutions (Bewley ancl Blaclt 1982). Germination is probatrly

more sensitive to salinity than are sukrsequent growth stages (BewLey arrcì

Black 798Ð. Popr-rlations vary in galt tolerance with seeds fron nrother'

ptants in saline habitatg being rnore salt tolerant than seeds of

non-sal ine provenance.

Thris overview shows that the regeneration niche is a cornplex

interaction of environmental and plant factors, and that an investigatÍorr

of it mugt consider more than water availabiiity. The following -cections

present studies on the reqeneration niche of Iyphg (6.2), water as rt

relates to germination witl: a summary of techniques (€,.3) arrd specific

aims and experimental approach (6.4).

6.2 Typha: literature review

The extengive literature on the regeneratiorr niche is rnostly on

germination of the cooi. ternperate species I- lelrÊque. studies of

Australian species are lirnited to temçrerature effects (Prtrnster 1941).

Flowering, pollinat.ion and fert.ilísation have been described for

symçntric species in Switzerland and USA (Marsh 7962, Krattinger 7975).

The male inflorescence is above the female arrd rnost poll.ination is by
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gravity thus self-pollination is clominant except in windy conditions with

at leagt 50s¿ of floç¡ers setting seed (Krattinger 7975). Seed number per

inflorescence is typical).y more than 200,000. Seeds are small and liqht

(Finlayson e! al* 1983). The fruit hae hasaL hairs giving it a

pappus-J.ike appearance. Propagules may fall next to the parent or be

dispersed by wind. At Lal<e Chilwa, Malawi, at the encl of the dry season

"Iarge cloucls of seed may be seen blowinqi around the Lake and swamps"

(Howard-çilliams 1975). Despite current sceptism (Silvertown 1982) about

the efficacy of tong-cligtance dispersal, Lyphe geeds travel ]arge

distances. The presence of T- dqnr¡qe¡gig at Purni Bore, 60 km easL of

Dalhousie Springs, central Australia, prompted the following comment:

"The two species of QypgtUg and lypÞq now occur about almost all bores

and springe in Central Australia where free water is avaiLable and

obviously have efficierrt methodg of dispersal" (symon 1984).

seeds of !ypþ4 spp. stored dry will maintain viability for 51/2 but

noL !2il2 yeqrs (prunster t94t). This is relatively short. lJater

content is the most critical factor qffecting long-term seed viability

(Mayer and poljakoff-Mayber !975) so it is likely that longevity of wet

stored seeds, such as wetland muds, will be everr shorter. Longevity has

not been questioned in seed bank studieg of wetlands (Mclntyre 1985, van

der Valk ancì Davis 1,976h). The seed coat is approximately 15 t¡n thick

and extremely resistant to concentrated HagO+ which was thought to be

the reason germination was diff icult (Marsh 1,96Ð. This is a minority

vieç¡ as most studies report lyphe seeds germirrate profusely and rapidly.

IyphA seeds have aleurone graine (Sifton 1959), a generalised term for

protein bodies (Bewley and Black 1978). These swe1l in response to water

uptake and their expansion forces off the cap (sifton 1959). The

protruding primary root is "weak" (Boyd 1932). The extending hypocotyl

arches liftinq the seed then the "plumule" (Boyd 1932) emerges Ërom a
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basal slit in the hypocotyl sheath. Leaves develop on a ehort axis givino

the young seedling a tufted appearance (Boyd !932, Sharma and Gopal

7g7Ð. Experimental gtudies of environmental factors affecting

germination and establ.ighment are presented beIow.

Qlygen Germination is highest in hypoxic conciitions of 2.3-4.3 rng

oxygen lr and is completely inhibited in anoxic or oxygen-rich

environments (Morinaga 1926a, Bonneweii g! aI- 1983). Oxygen requirements

of seecllings have not been studied exeept indirectly as submersion (see

rdater regime below). T.yphq seedlings do not produce a long vertical leaf

through the water to air, described as a snorkel (Bewley and Black 1978,

p.133) as does grYZg Ee!-tye.

IqnpefAlUle Atternating ternperatures were once thouqht to be essential

for germination (Morinaga 192É,b). This was disputed (Prunster 1941,

Sifton 1959) and now most germination studies ot ]ypbq are done at

constant temperatures. Germination increaseg with increasing temperature

with an optimum of 20-25qC is indicated for Àustralian species (Figure

6.1). The optimum temperature for North Amerj.can species is higher, up to

30o and 35"C (Sifton 1959, Bonnewell eL-aI,-1983). Thre critical

minimum temperature, near 15t, is similar in atI stucìies (Sifton 1959,

Bonner¡ell q! at- 1983, Figure (,,7). Stratif ication irnproves germination

according to some experimer:ts (Galinato and van der Valk 1986) but rrot

all (Bonnewell e! al- 1983) and is frecluently a pre-treatment for cool

temperate species.

Liqht Liqht requirement, intensity, duration and quality have alL been

studied. Germination ig increased in presence of light (e.9. Galinato arrd

van der VaIk 1986) and liqht is sometimes described as obJ.igatory with

germination in the dark being close to zero (Sifton 1959, Gopal and

Sharma 1983, Bonnewell e! ef- 1983).'Liqht has much less stÍmulatory

effect on germination of Australian species (Prunster 1941) which have up
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to 45% germination in the dark.

Germination in Lyphe is phytochrome controlled (Bonr¡er¿ell CL qI-

1983). Factors which alter the Pn (inactive) to Prn (active) ratio,

such as light:dark duration and light qu.elity, affect gerrnination because

these affect synthesis, reversion and deetruction of phytochrome. In T-

lglffqlle one red light exposure of. 1,2 hours or 4 exposl¡res each 30

minutes long in a 12 hour period give a ç'3-65% germination whereas one

exposure of 2 hours results in only 7e¿ germination (Bonneç¡ell et g-!-

1983). The inhibitory effect of blue iiqht (Sifton 1959, Gopal and Sharma

1983) is presumably due to sliqhtly higher absorption of Prn irr the

blue part of the spectrum (Nobel '1974),

$elfnfty The germination responses of two epecies, T.- lqlifqlfq on the

9lashington steppes and !* dqUfnqenglg in Lake Chilwa, Malawi, to sorlium

sal.inity have been studied to tegt. hypotheses of regenerat.ion processes

(Choudhuri 1968, Howard-Williams 1.975). Germination of I* f-altfqlÍa was

only 10e; at an osmotic potential of 4.50 atmospheres, approximately

equivalent to 0.1 molal NaCl or -0.4É, MPa. Germination of L- dqniruglg¡g

was only 22e¿ in 108.7 m mol Na+, equivalent to approximateJ.y 0.1 molal

Na+. Unfortunately thege species cannot be ranked for salinity

sensitivity because the experiments ç¡ere not eomparable. Seeds of T.

IeÊffqlie were in pure NaCl whereas T- domtnggngfg seeds were in a

mixture of NaCI and NazCO3 plus nutrients. The effect of sodium on T.

Ielifqlte was anion specific with NaCl being slightly less inhibitory

than NaaSOa and much less than Na{O¡ (ChoudhurÍ 1968).

Sodium concentrations of 108.7 m mol dm-3 or more inhibited root

growth in I- dqnfnqengis seedLings which were mostly dead at the encl of

20 days (Howard-fJilliams 7975). Seedg of I- e¡qqgLrf.qlia and I* IeLrlqLrq

survived 4 nronths inrmersion ín 2e¿ NaCL and maintained viability (McMillan

1959). Seedlings from a salt flat in Nebraska, presumed to be galt
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tolerant, germinated ín 1s¿ NaCl but did not survive when concentrations

were increased Lo Zet (McMillan 1959).

Eqlef The differenL components of water regime cliscussed earlier (3.2)

have not been systematically investigated. Early gtudies clocumentecl

recruitment flushes aEter drawclc¡wn but lacked details of subsequent

environmental changes and vegetation dynamics (Kadlec 1962, Ilarrig and

Marshall 1963). Vertical distance to water table has been used to

approximate water availability in studies of germination and seedling

survival (Grace 1985, Keddy and Constabel 1985, Keddy and Ellis 1985) ancl

seedLing growth in constant and fluctuating conditior¡s (Bedish 7967,

Sharma and Gopal 7979). Seedlings can eurvive to 160 days in 20 cm water

(Grace 1985) but have high mortality if subjected to 40-5tf cm floocl or

25-50 cm drawdown (Sharma and Gopal 1979).

Þfelfq lOqleee A number of biotic factors have been experirnerrtally

shown to reduce germination, sLrrvival and growth but their inrportance in

fÍeld situations is unknown. For example, tubificid worms active enough

to re-deposit 3 mm sediment over seeds will significantly reduce

germination and seeclling survival of I- Ietffqfie and I' dqUi¡qenEts

(Grace 7984) but it is not known whether this activity level is normal

for tubificidg. AJ.Ielopathy has been an issue. Concentrated samples of

Ieaf extracts inhibít germination (McNaughton 1968, Grace 1983) yet

natural s$ramp watere do not (McNaughton 19É,8, Sharnta and Gopal 1978).

seedlings of I- lclrfslie and I- denilqcnsfs differ in competitíve

ability with the outcorne dependent on water depth (Grace 1985).

Competitive interaction with other murlflat seedlings is unknoç¡n arrd in

drawdown situations ig usually complicated by changes in water level

(Howard-tdilliams !975, van der Valk and Davis 1979),

€,.3 tJater and germination

VJater is essential for germirration. OnIy when a seed is adequately
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hydrated can metabolic machinery be hydrolyeecl. The amount of ç^rater

required for hydration is "ffìinute" (Koller and Haclas 798Ð, probably 2-3

times seed dry weight (Bewley and Black t97Ð but represents a huge

change in seed water status. Dry seeds have an enormous matric and very

tittle osmotic potential. seed ç¡ater potential before imbibition rnay be

-100 MPa or lower rising to -1 MPa at germination (Bewley and Black

1978).

ûlater uptake occurs in three phases referred to as inÍtial, transition

and growth (KoIler and Hadas 1982) or inrbibition, lag and germination

(Bewley and Black 197Ð. The initial phage ig one of rapicl upt'ake and ig

accompanied by rapici leakage of cellular contents until membrane function

is re-establighed. In some species this may occur within 20 minutes'

opÍnion is divided as to whether this phase is entirely physical (Bewley

and Black tg7Ð or not (KoIIer and Hadas 1982). In the transition phase,

water uptake gradually becomes negligible. Seecls are metabolically active

and remain in this phase until released by an environmental stirnulus or

increased water uptake in response to metabolicalty prompted decrease in

geed water potential (Bewley and Black 797Ð. In the growt'h phase, water

uptake is again rapid and leads to radicle protrusion'

The level of hydrat.ion reached is cletermined by the qr'rantity of water

entering the seed. This can be sirnply described as FIow = (LJater

potential gradient)/(Resistance) where water potential gradient ig the

difference between seecl and soiI, and resistance includes hydraulic

conductivity of soil and geed, and thre clegree of goil-seed contact

(Bewley and Black tg78). The lowest water content at which a seed can

germinate is its critical hydration level (Ko}ler ancl Haclas 1982). This

is a species or cultivar attribute (Bewley and Black 1978, Koller and

Hadas tgïÐ. The only data available for wetland species are for rice,

-0.7g Mpa (Kol1er and Hadas LgïÐ. The critical water potential for
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germination is lower than that at which radicle extension occurs (Bewley

and Black 7982).

Many field studieg (Lazenby 1955, Grace 1985, Keddy and Ellis 1985)

have related germinat.ion to water table position. This approach is useful

for species comparison or gradient analysis but replication and

manipulation become difficult. The timitations of usÍng distance to

approximate water availability were discugsed earlier (4.1). Techniques

available for maintaining a constarrt and controlled water potential in

Iaboratory experiments include sintered glass ptates (Harper arrd Benton

796Ð, soils calibrated for water contelt and water potential,

atmospheres of controlled hr-lmidity and solutions of ltnown water

potential.

Solutions have an advantage in that they are easy to çrrepaçe and

reproduce. More importantly, the effects of water availability and salt

can be inveetigated by the same methrocl giving experimental uniformity.

The use of iso-osmotic solutions of clifferent composÍtion means osmotic

effects can be dietinguished frorn specific ionic effecte. Substances used

are dextran, mannitol and polyethylene glycol or as PEG. Mannitol and

dextran are Lees commonly usecl because they are taken up and affect cell

function (Slatyer 7967). In contrast, PEG is widely used in experiments

on plant growth (Zimmerman 1995), seed germination (l(aufman 19Ê,9, Shrarrna

7976) and tissue culture (Bressan et aI* 1981 ). PEG is arr inert non-ionic

long chain polymer (steuter e! el, 7987) previously known as carbowax.

Due to its colloictal-Iike pr-operties the water potential of large PEG

poì.ymers is almost entireLy matric with onJ.y a srnall osmotic cornponent

(Steuter et aI^ 1981). This makes it especially useful as a comparison

with osmotic potential but its use to give corrtrolled water (rnatric)

potential is not straight.forward. A review of PEG follows.

The ç¡ater potential of PEG solutions increage-c (becornes Iess negative)
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with increaeing PEG concentration and changes with ternperature (MicheI

and Kaufman 7973) and polynrer size (steuter e! aI- 1981). In addition,

estimates of water potential vary according to method used, freezing

point depression, vapour pressure osmometry or the¡rnocouple psychrometry

(Michel and Kaufman 1973, Steuter et aI- 1981, Michel 1983). Differences

between methods are leasL noticeable when concentrations are low and when

large polymers are uged such as PEG 20,000 (steuter eL gl- 1981). No

explanation for thís has heen put t-orward but the surface-air properties

of PEG solutions may be a factor (Michel and Kaufman 1973). Vapour

pressure osmomeLry has been singled out as being "in error" (Micl-rel and

Kaufman !g73, Michel 1983) but thre error seems small, 0.04 MPa at 0.1

molal for pEG g000 (Michel 1gg3). steuter e! qf- (1.981.) were not prepared

to favour one method over another.

Some workers have reported a synergistic effect between PEG and

nutrients (Michel and Kaufman 7973) and between PEG and NaCl (Lagerwerff

eL ql- !961I, Michel 1983). The ç¡ater potential of a mixed solution was

more negative than the sum of the pure eolutions. No ¡eason has beerr

given as to why an "inert" polynrer should interact with sirnple salts

although it may be due to the "possible exigtence of cation-active

polyoxonium ions" (Steuter e! .al- 1981). Despite these problems, PEG

continues to be used (e.g. Bressan et aI- 7987, Zimmerman 1985)'

There have been several reports of PEG entering plants and having

toxic effects (Lagerwerff e! qI.1961, Lesham 796Ê,, Lawlor t970, Jartes

tg74). In nearly all of these, small PEG polymers were used or else roots

were damaged (e.g. Emmert 7974, Lesham 7970, Lawlor'7970, Yanív and

tJerker 1983). The importance of polymer size and root integrity in

facilitating entry of PEG has been clemonstrated (carpita c! a!- 7979,

Lawlor 1971Ð. Plasrnolysis ancl cytorrhysis showed that polymers wíth

narrost diameterg such as PEG 400-É'00 readily pass throlrgh ceII walIs and
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membranes r^rhereas large polymers such as PEG É'000 do not and intermediate

ones such as PEG 4000 do sometimes (carpita et al', 7979). Intact roots

have low permeability to polymers with molecular weights of 1000 or more

but damaged or cut roots are readily permeable to polymers as Iarge as

pEG 4000 (Lawlor 7g7ü. Thus plants with intact roots ghould not take up

pEG polymers larger than €,000. Inexplicable plant damage and necrosis

(Lawlor lg7tJ) is probably due lo hypoxic conditione around roots (Mexal

gL a!, 7g7Ð. The oxygen content of PEG solutions is inversely relatecl to

concentration and large polymers are more hypoxic than smaller ones.

6.4 Aims and aPProach to the studY

The aim was to investigate water as a factor in the regeneration nicfre

of lypbe. obviously this must also include salinity effects and

variability (6.1 and 6.2). Thus specific airns were to cietermine the

critical hydration level for fypþq spp., to compare matric and osmotic

effects and to determine if there was evidence of population variation

either in germination responses or seed characteristicg knowrr to affect

germination and/or establ ishment.

Time constraints meant only germination studies could be done so it

was decided to also record early seedling survival and growth. Radicle

protrusion is frequently usecl ag a definition of germination ancl as an

indication that growth has begun. This is not always an appropriate index

because it Ís usually due to cell elorrgation rather than mitotic divisicrn

and protein synthesis (Bewley ancl Black 1978). In species with epigeal

germinatíon such as Lyphq, extensíon of the hypocotyl may be the firsrt

sign of growth. In this study leaf presence, which appears after the

hypocotyl has extended ( 6,2) , was selected as unambiguous evidence for

growth.

Experiments were done in the laboratory rather than in the field'

Iyphe seeds are smalI (Finlayson et aI* 1983) and although theÍr location
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may be marked in the field, such marking advertises the experirnental

area. The field site available at the beginning of thig study was on

public land ancl could not be guaranteed to stay free of disturkrance. À

Iaboratory study had the advantage that conditÍons could be reprociuced.

The study is in three parts. The first ig a series of germination

experiments. The aims of these were firstiy to determine the critical

hrydration level, response to water availability and comparison of rnatric

v osmotic effects usirig T- dgml¡gglgig; and secondly to determine

response to water availahility, the ameliorat.ing effect of nutrients on

galt serrsitivity, responses to light intensity (irradiance) and cluraLiorr

(photoperiod), using seed from a number of sources. The salt-nutrients

experiment was included becauge natural waters include iong other than

Na+ and Cl- and these, particular'Iy nitraLe and calcium, have a role in

mitigating adverse effects of NaCL on cell melnbranes. Nutrients were used

as a non-specific ion source. Germination responses to irradiance and

photoperiod rlere studíed to ensure experimental settings did not favour

one population over another, These resultg are included because they

contribute to the study of the regeneration niche and variability.

PEG was used for matric potential and the initial step was to

calibrate solutior¡s and determine the most appropriate polymer for use.

NaCI was usecl for osmotic potential as t.his is the salt most typical of

saline waters in Australia (Bayly arrd VJilliarns 7973). Variation was

assessed using seeds collectecl opportunjstically in south-east Australia.

The second part attempts to iclentify the nature and significance of

inter-population variation. First, site charact.eristics ltnown to affect

seed characteristics, and seed characteristics known to affect seeclling

success are presented. Then a causal relationship is sought between site

and seed characteristics, and between seed characteristics and seedling

response using regression analysis. In t.he third part multi-variate
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analysis is used to define popuJ.ation groups with gimilar seed and

seedling resPonses.

For the firgt part, an experimentål ciesign was required which would

measure responses, variations and interactions. Consequently, experiments

were designecl as mr-¡lti-Ievel factorial experiments to be analysed by

analysis of varian"" ífRCteN ancl HCPAIR). This meant there was an

emphasie on replícation rather than on sample size. As the etudy

progressed, replication was increased in an attempt to reduce variability

and go conform to assumptiorrs of hornogeneity of variance.

METHODS

6.5 Germination exPeriments

9eedg

Seeds, henceforwar,l r'eferr'ed to as ecotypes, were collectecl from eight

sites in south-east Australia (Figure 6,Ð. Six were I= dom-t¡gqrrsls, of

which four came from South Australia (LP M P 5) and two from Lake

llyangan, New South Vtales (LllN and Lt^¡S). Two were L- Sf!en!q!!g indicated

by pre-fix "TO". Site locations and acronyms are given in Table 6't and

site details are given below (('.9: Seecl and site characteristics).

Inflorescences were stored in the dark for up to nine months before

separating viable seedg frorn acceseory gtructures and infertile geecls.

Separation technjque was similar to that used by Sharma and Gopal (7978) -

À handful of fruits was shaken and soakecl in tap s¡ater for 15-30 rninutes.

Heavier seeds sank to the bottom and $tere assumed to be the viable ones.

These were air-dried overnight then stored in the dark.

E¡perrne¡lel prqsedurc

Experiments were done in growth cabinets. Seede were gerrninat.ed in

elear plastic 1.5 mI or 4.0 mI autoanal.yser vials containÍng

approximately 1 mL or 3 mI of treatment solution. Capped vials were
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grouped into clear plastic beakers with screw-on lids. All beakers were

on the same shelf in a growth cabinet except for irradiance experiments.

Experiments ran for B-10 days. Changirrg the nurnber of seeds in a vial wae

not considered important as previous trials had shown no detectable

difference in germination between 1 and 25 seeds vial-l. In eome

experiments it was impossÍble to harvest ancl process aII treatments in

one day so "roIling" replication çlas used. This meant replication çJas

staggered with a complete replicate starting on successÍve days'

solutions of PEG, NaCl (AR grade) and Hoagland's nutr'ient medium

(Appendix 6) were made using de-ionised water. vJater potentials of pr-re

and mixed PEG solutiong were estimated from calibration curves usirrg a

vapour pressure osmometer (methods and results in Appendix 7). The water

potential of NaCI soLutions $¡as taken from publiehed tables (Lanc¡ 1967),

Sodium chloride concentrations are molaI for t{igh SaIt treatments but

elsewhere are molar. Space restrictions ancl a diminishing seed supply

meant less than eiqht ecotypes were used for some experiments.

Experiments are not in chronological order. Details of each experiment

are given below.

Growth cabinet conditions wÉre as follows except when varied as a

treatment; temperature was 20-22"c', irradiance was 220 uE m-2 s-r

except for the photoperiod experiment which was done in a different

growth cabinet at 250 uE m-e s-1, and light:dark cycle wag 16:8

hours. Liqhts were Sylvania cool white liqht and photon flux in 400-70C

nm range was measurecl with Li-Cor quantum meter and quantum sensor

(Lambda Ingtrument Company, Nebragka, USA).

Dele qrqc¡¡Eelfs¡

Gerrnination was rupture of the testa by the protruding radicle. Green

seedlings were counted as live, brown or white seedlings as dead' For

most experiments there are thrree data sets, germination, survival arrd
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gror.rth, each expressed as a pr'oportion. Germination is the proportion of

seeds that germir¡ate or become seedlings, p(g): survival is the

proportion of seedlings that survive to the end of the experiment, p(s):

growth is the proportion of seedlings that survive and develop a first

leaf, p(L). To gave multiple labelg on diagrams, axes are labelled onJ'y

,,p,,. Results are presented using eggregated data for graphs, arrd using

means with gtandard deviat.ion for tables. Details of repLicates and

sample sizes are given below (Experimental details).

DcLe Ðqlvere

Experiments were anaJ.ysed in two r"¡ays. The first wae factorial

analysis of variance (FÀCTÀN) wit.h Bartl.ett's test for homocJeneity of

variances. Hultiple q pqgLgLlqll cornparieons ftere done using an

experimental error of 0.05 (I,ÍCPAIR). All ciata were arcsin transformed

prior to analysis.

The second used GLM (Generalised Linear Moclelling) to fit a linear

model to the clata. D.ata were aggregated ancl transformed to log odds

ratio, Ioq(p)/(1-p), and the fit agge*qsed from the scalecl deviance and

degrees of freeclom. Output ie a table showing the estintate, ite stanclard

error and ratio of (estimaLù/(standard error) for each level tegted

where level is treatment such as ecotype or interaction such as ecotype x

irradiance. This ratio is approximately normally distributed and its

significance can be assessed with reference to a normal appro:<irnat'ion of

Z statistic. separate rnodels were fitted to qermination, survival and

growth data.

ErpcrrmeÉel deLarle

PEG bioassay

Three PEG polymere $Jere comparecì, PEG €,000, PEG 10,000 'rrrd PEG 20,CI00,

at concentrations of 0.1 to 0.4 molal PEG. The control was de-ioníged
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urater with no PEG. This gave a water potentiaJ' range from 0 to -1.71 HPa'

One ecotype $ras used LP which is T- dqnlnqeneig from Little Para River,

South Augtralia. There were 4 replic.ates of 15 seeds. On].y germinatiQn

was recorded.

Matric potentÍal

Solutions of PEG 20,000 were made up with nutrientg to give four

matric potentiats -0.6, -0.84, -1..11 and -1.4 MPa with 0 MPa ag control.

FinaI nutrient concentration was 7/4 H. AII eighrt ecotypes were used.

There were ten replicates of 4-€, seeds. Germination and survival were

recorded but not leaf gr:owth.

Osmotic potential

Treatment golutions were 0.05-0.4 motal NaCl, equivalent to -0.23 to

-7,87 Mpa (Lang 1967), with a control of 0 molal. NaCi. Because there was

a catastrophic decrease in seedling survival between cont.rol and 0.05

molal NaCI, the experiment was repeated using lor¡er NaCI concentrations,

1-75 mM NaCl. Tl¡ese are ref erred to as High and Low Sal,t treatrnents. This

experiment complements the mat.ric potential experirnent, done at the same

time as PEG bioassay, therefore the same ecotype was usecl, LP. For the

High SaIt experiment there were I repl.icates of 15 seeds, and for the Loç¡

Salt experiment there \eTe'7 replicates of 15 seeds. Germination,

survival and leaf growth were recorded.

SaIt and nutrients

Nutrients were aclded to galt soLutions to give final concentrations of

50 mM NaCI wÍth 1,/4, 1./8, !/16 eLc Lo 7/256 of Hoagland's nutrient medium

(Àppendix 6). Funga1 growth cteveloped in three middle-range treatments,

7/8, 7/76 and,7/32, eo these were discarded. FortuitousJ.y their loss did

not affect results. six ecotypes were usecl, five L- dgqllgelq!É (LP LIJN

LtlS M S) and one !- qfÀg¡lqlÀs (T0T). There $rere seven replicates ot
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10-15 seeds. Germination, gurvival and Ìeaf growth were recorded'

Irradiance

A gradient of five irradiance levels from 15 Lo 220 uE ¡¡-2 s-1

was set up in one growth cabinet by covering shelves with clear plastÍc '

The growth cabinet was ventilated ancl temperature was not affected' Dark

treatments were imposed by covering beaker:s of seeds with light-excluding

covers. Irradiances Í^rere read after beakerg arrcl shelf covers were irr

place. For the dark treatment care was taken to cover beajrers 2-3 minutes

after puttinq dry seede into gol.tttions. Treatment solutions were 1/4 H

with a plus/minus salt treatment of 0 ancl 50 mM NaCI. AlI eight ecotypes

were used. There were nine replicateg of 4-6 seede each' Gerrnination'

survival and leaf growth were recorded'

Photoperiod

Five daylengths ranging from B to 16 hours were acltievecl in one growth

cabinet by rnanually covering beakers with Iight-excluding covers' As with

irradiance experiment, treatment solutione $rere. t/4 H with a plus/rninus

salt treatment of 0 and 50 mM NaCI. Beaker covers reduced space available

and only four ecotypes $tere testecl' three I- dçnugeDgrg (LvùN M P) arrci

one T- q¡¡gltgffg (TOT).

É,.6 Site ancl seed characteristics

Site characteristics were cuncluctivity and latitude' Conductivity was

measured in the fielcl or deLernrined from published reports of water

quality (cslRo 1980, Glalz 1985). Some localities did not have precise

ínformation. conductivity for Parachilna, south Àustralia was a catchment

mean (Glatz t9B5). Data for scottsfielcl, Tasmania $tas providecl by Dr R

shiel, Botany Department, university of Adelaicle (pers. comm. 198É')'

Latitude to clogest 15', and expregsecl as clecimal for analysis was read

from 1:50,000 toPograPhic maPs.
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species were identified by inflorescence morphology and colour

following Àston (7973), Finlayson et al- (1983) anci experience' Only one

inflorescence was used for each ecot.ype. seeds were weighed on an

electronic balance, reading to 10 É in seçnrate groups of 7-30 seeds.

Mean seed weight was the regression coefficient of seed number and total

weight and sarnple síze was 14-18 for each ecotype' V'later content was

standardised kry storing material for B clays in clegiccator with fresl-t

silica geI before weighing.

Nitroqen and carbon concentrations were determined ueing a

Hewlett-Packard cHN anal.yser, Moclel 185 (Hewlett-Packard Australia Pty

Ltd, Blackburn, Victoria). This converts sarnple eJernents to oxidation

states at high ternperature in the presence of an oxidant' T[e output was

calibrated against cystine provided by the marrufacturer'' Samples we¡e

weighed on a cahn Electrobalance, Moclel G (Ventron InstrumenLs,

paramount, califorrria, usA). Resultg are mean (n = 5) mg N or c g{

seed dry weight.

Sodium and potassiurn concerrtrations wer'e measured uging a Corning 400

flame photometer calibrated with fresh solutions of 0.5, 0.25, 0.10 ancl 0

rnMolar NaCI and KCt. Seeds ç¡ere harcl to grind so thie tegta wae broliel

naturally by allowing 0.03-0.10 g dry seecls to irnbibe for 48 hours in 3

mI of 10 mM HNO¡. samples were digestecl for 2 hours at 90"c and

solutions made up to 2t'l ml before readincJ. Ionic concentratiorrs are giverr

as mean (n = 3) mg Na+ or K+ g-1 seed dry weight.

Dele e¡elvsrg

seed weight of T* dqullgeIlslg ecotypes was compared by calculating

minimum signif icant clistarrce usirrg T'-method with an experimental error

rate of 0.05. Ecotype differences in seed composition $¡ere compared by

analysis of variance (FÀCTÀN) ancl a pqgggrqe! multiple pair.-wise

comparisons done usinq T-methocl with alpha = 0.05 (MCPÀIR). Homogeneity
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of variances $ras tested using F¡6¡ and Bartlett's method (Hofiov).

Correlation and multiple Iinear regression (MULREG) r^¡ere used'to

establish whether variation in seed characteristics correlated with

variations in site characteristics.

('.7 Eco|uypic variation

Delc emlvs-re

Multiple Iinear regression (I{ULREG) was used to deterrnine çhether

variations in physiolo,gical response could be explained by seed

characteristics. The independent variables were N, Na and K

concentrations and geed weight as an indication of size. The dependent

variable was physiological resporrse ae germination, survival or Ìeaf

development. These were standardisecl relative to control of each

experiment as (c-T)/(C), ç¡here c = control and T = rnean response to

treatment. Anova was used tú deternrine the significance of regressions

with alpha set at 0.05 and the size of standard part.ial regression

coefficients or beta-prime gave the ¡elative irnportance of each

independent variable (Soka1 and Rohlf 1981)'

Multi-variate analysis was used to clusler ecotypes first by

similarity of seed cl'raracteristics (n = 4) ancl then by -qimilarity irr

seedling responses (n - 15). These were selecterl from graphs as likely to

give best discrimination between ecotypes. A polythetic agglornerative

hierarchical numerical classificaLion procedure was used as beirrg Iess

likely to misclassify than monothetic or divisive proceclures (Greig-smith

1983). The p¡ogram was FUSE, part of NTP or Numerical Taxononry Package

(Belbin e! qI- !g84, avaitable 1985 from CSIRO Division of l{ater and Lancl

Resourcee). The fusion strategy usecl was Furthegt Neighbour and the

initÍal matrix of distances between seed characteristics and

physiological responses wag constructed using Czekano$¡ski's coefficient

of similarity and the program ASO, also part of NTP. Characteristics were
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stanclar.clisecl as clescribed above.for multiple iinear regression then

transformed so that all values feII hetween 1.0 and 8.0

RESULTS

€,. I Germination exPeriments

Analysis

statistical analysig was a çrroblem. It proved impossible to do a

factorÍal anova using all the clata from an experimerrt. The variance was

unacceptably heterogeneous despite trying alI transformatiorr opticrns

avaÍlable on BI0M package. This heterogeneity origir¡ated from uniform

germination responses t.o the extreme treatments such as cornplete

darkness, highest salt and controls, where variance was zero' L

contrÍbr-lting factor was that marry of the regttlts were outside the ranrJe

0.2 and 0.8. The arcsin transformation faíIs to correct values ín this

range for heterogeneous variance (Ar-lstin gL g!- 1984). As an alternative,

factorial analyses were done at a lower level by analysÍng each ecotype

separately but it wag stitl necessary to delete the extrerne treatments

from some analyses. Muttiple lower level factorials are not satisfactory

because one irrteractive term ig lost. Moreover presentation is clumsy.

The second analysis using GLM to fit a linear mocÌeI to transformed

data is appropriate for binomial data with very high and very I'ow

probabilities, and. has the advantage of fitting data to a fle:<ible rather'

tharrafixedmode](Austine!c]-.198Ð.Thisapproachrwasalso

unsuccessful and for the same reason. Treatments witkt a variance of zero

had exceptionalty high standard errors. This affected the deviance

calculatÍon and generated Ittdicrous results. The most extreme treatrnents'

such as 0 and -1.4 MPa, were not significantly difFerent from each other

but were from intermediate treatments. Regults of these analysee are not

presented.
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PEG Bioassay

In control solutions of de-ionised water with no PEG and a water

potential of 0 MPa, germination of I' dSnilSC¡¡gig seeds from LittLe Para

River, south AustraLia was high ç¡ith p(q) > 0.95 (Figure 6.3).

Germination remained hiqh down to -0.8 MPa in aII three polymers but

tencled to decrease at water potentiats below -0.8 MPa. This effect ças

polymer specific with the gmallest polymer PEG 6000 havinq rnore effect on

germination than the largegt PEG 20,000. Thus at -1.71' MPa in PEG 6000

p(g) = 0.33 compared tcr p(g) = 0.97 al -1.55 MPa in PEG 20,000.

The polymer chosen for the matric potential experiment was FEG 20,tlllO.

Reasons for this choice are givert elsewhere (6.11).

Matric potential

The eight ecotypes hacl similar germination and survival resporrses withr

only minor variations (Figure 6.Ð, As with tl're PEG bioassay experiment,

germination was little affected by matric potentialg of 0 to -0.É' MPa or

-0.84 MPa, then decreased rapÍdly antl was zero at -1'4 MPa. Thus the

critical hydration level for all ecotypes qtas between -1.1 ancl -1.4 MPa.

Ecotypes differed in how much water potentials below -0.84 MPa affecteci

germination. At -7.77 MPa, germination for LtlN LI,JS P TOG was fairly low

with p(q) <0.25, whílst for T0T and M it was fairly hiqh with p(q) >0.75.

The control value for T0T F(g) = 0.É'B is Iow compared to controls for

other ecotypes (Figure 6.4) and low compared to controls for T0T in obher

experiments. It is therefoçe accepted as an experimental error.

Seedling survival was high for alJ. ecotypes with p(s) >0.85 at water

potentials from 0 to -1.11 MPa, but P (Parachitna) had zero gurvival at

-1.11 MPa. There üre no survival data for -1,4 MPa becatlse no seeds

germinated.
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Osmotic potential

In the High salt treatment, germination between 0 and -1.35 MPa was

high with p(g) >0.9 (Figure 6.5 a). Germination decreased at lower water

potentials and at -1.82 MPa p(g) = 0.30. Surviva] in control golutio¡s

was high, p(s) >0.95 but in salt solutions survival s¡as very Low with

p(s) <0.15 in -0.2 to -1.82 MPa and sliqhtLy erratic. None of theee

survivors developped leaves whereas p(L) = 0.50 in control (not shown)'

Results for Low salt ellperirnent are presented ag two graphs to

enrphasise there are tt"¡o ranges, !-!0 ancl 70-75 mM }laCl (Figure 6'5 b' c)'

Germination !¡as hiqh in aII treatments (not shown) ' Survival ancl Leaf

growth ç,ere erratic with a clecrease at 2.5 mM NaCI and again at 10 rnM

NaCI when p(s) and p(L) reached zero. There was no leaf growth j'n 10-75

mM NaCl (Figure 6.5 c). Reasonable survival p(s) = 0.73 at 25 mM NaCL

contradicts survival at 10 rnM NaCI and is attributeci to an error in

preparation of treatment solutiong.

Salt and nutrients

Germination of ecotypes was high in all treatrnents with p(g) =

0.g4-7.0, with no perceÍvable trend corresponcling to decreasing nutrient

concentration (not shown). Survival was little affected by a decreage in

nutrient concentrations from 1 /4 Lo 7/64 H. Survival response to

dilutions lesg than I/(,4 H varied slightly between ecotySres (Figrire É,.É'

a-f). For most, survival was luwer aL'I/728 H and even lower at 1/25¿' ll'

The exception was ToT, !- qllqllqLrg from Tasmania, which had masirnal

survival even in the most clilute nut.rient treatment (Figure 6.É' f).

similarly, Ieaf growth was initially high then decreased with rro leat

growth at all ín 1/256 H. Again, response shape differed between

ecotypes. $hereas for most ecotypes p(L) decrbased sharply between 1'lÉ'4

and. 1/728 H, T0T differed being the one most affected by nutrient

dilution with p(L) = 0 .27 at 7/64 H and p(L) = 0 aL 7/728 H' Least
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affected were the tr.¡o Lake VJyangan ecotypes, LllN and L[,]S, wit.h p(L) =

0.16-0.20 at 7/728 H.

6ne-way analyses of variance of treatment effects withirr an ecotype

confirmecl the trends described ahove (Table 6,2), Survival of four

ecotypes, LldN LVJS M and S, was significantly reducecl in 7/2'-,t, H. Leaf

growth of five ecotypes, LP Lt¡lN L[rS ]f and S, w.1s signifíeantly reduced at

7/728 H whereas for T0T, 7/64 was the critical dilution.

Irradiance

Germination response to irradiance \tas similar for aIl ecotypes

(Figure 6.7) and took the form of a rectangular hyperbola. Germination in

the dark was typically close to zero, increased rapidly at low

irradiances of 15-50 uE m-z s-1 then pea.hed well below 220 uE

m-2 s{, the highest Lr'eatmerrL. For aII ecc-rtypes highesL germination

was near the maximum poesible with p(g) close to 1.0. Maximal germination

was reached at irradiances as low ag 15-50.8 m-2 s-1 (Figure (,.7)

with the exception of TOT seeds which reached maximum gerrnj.nation at

higher irradianÇes, 50-90 r¡E m-2 s-t.

Survival of germinated seedg (not ehown) wag congistently high with

p(s) ) 0,95 for aII ecotypes x irradiance x salt treatrnents, except at 15

,E m* s-1 in 50 mM NaCI ç¡here survival tended to be sLighitly

lower, p(s) ) 0.81.

AII ecotypes showed the same growtlr responee with p(L) increasing in

response to increasing irradiance (Figure 6.7) but response shape

differed between ecotypes. lJithin the tested range of 15 to 220,.8

m-2 s-t, some showed a linear increase with no clear asymptote (LP

and S) whereas others reached peak qrowth at 50 uE m-2 s-t (TOG and

T0T). Leaf growth was much lower in P seeds than other ecotypes.
1

Germination, survival and leaf groç.rth wereislsightly Lower irr 50 mM }laCl

than in 0 mM NaCl but the effect was gma]l arid rtot sjgnificant (Table
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6.3).

Photoperiod

Increasing daylength from B to 16 hours dícl not increase gerrnination

(Figure 6.8) except for P eeeds (Table ('.4), The proportion of live

seedLings with leaves increased with increasing daylength and this was

most noticeable in P seeds and least evident in LÍ'lN seeds. Leaf growth

wae not affected by 50 mM NaCl (Table É,.4). As in the Irradiance

experiment, P seedlings sho$red least growth with p(L) = 0.62 at 16 hours-

compared to p(L) = 0,(,1-70 at I hours for other ecotypes.

6.9 Site and seed characteristics

Sites where seedg were collected covered a latitudinal range of 10"

from Parachilna in South Australia to Scottsfield, Tasmania (Table 6.1).

Site conductivity ranged from 120 ñ "*-' for Scottsfield, Tasmartia

to 3700 ñ "*-' for Marne River and 5510 uS cnl-1 for Parachilr¡a

in South Australia. Àssurning all ecotypes flowered at the end of October,

inflorescences were collected 2-10 months after flowering.

Seed characteristics are summarigecl in Table É'.5. Seeds of L-

dqU¿¡gensis were liqhter, 24.4-35.6 19, than !-.- o-.1r-e¡1t-qlr5- seeds. f--

dqn-inqe¡gls seeds collected in South AustraLia were significantly Iighter

than LIJN seeds from New South [,Jales.

NÍtrogen content was 21-36 m9 N g seecl-i dry weight and was

significantly lower in ToT seeds than all otherg, 21.4 compared to

28,2-36.5. Approximately half seed weight was carbon, 425-539 mg 94

seed dry weight with no significant differences between ecotypes.

Sodium concentration ranged from 0.11 to 0.34 mq Na g-t eeed dry

weight. l,t seeds had significantly highrer Na* concentrations than other

seeds except S seeds. Potassíum concentratiorrs were 10-100 timeç higher

than sodium with a rarìge of.2.00 to 3.0É, mg K+ seed g-r dry weight.
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Concentration of pota-esium was significantly higher in S seeds than in

other ecotypes and significantly lower in T0T and LIJS seeds.

The possibility that site characterieticg couLd influence seed size,

that size and other seed characteristics could be correlated, and that

seed characteristics could influence seedling reponse was investigated

using regression techniques. Conductivity, latitude and maturation time

explained 942¿ of. variation in seed weight (Table É'.É,) btrt anova and

standard partial regression coefficients showed that only one of thege

was significant, conductivity (Figurre É,.9 a). Seed sodium concentration

was positively and signif icantly correlatecl r.¡íth habÍtat conductivity,

r¿ = 0.5819 r.¡ith alpha (0.05 (Figr-rre É'.9 b). Concentrations of N, Na

ancl K tended to decrease ae seed size decreased but correlation

coefficients of -0.É,260, -0.3971 ar¡rl -0.6040 were not significarrt.

0f the gix multiple regressions clone testing seedling reeponse agairrst

seed characteristics, only one was significant, leaf growth aL 7/64 H irt

50 mM I'l.aCI (Table 6,7). Standard partial regression coefficients showed

response to this treatment wae positively agsociatecl with seed size and

to a lesser extent was negatively associated with rritrogen concentration.

Sodium concentration was Ieast important. Although the coefficient crf

determination for growth ín 1./728 H was also high it wag not significant.

The sarnple size of six to eight ecotypes was small in relation to the

number of independent ,.¡ariat,Ies (four) which reduced the clegrees of

freedom to 3 or 1, depending on t.he number of ecotypes tested.

6.10 Ecotypic variation

The numerical classif ication clugtering ecotypes by sirnilarit.y in seecl

characteristics shows three groups (Figr-rre 6.10 a). T0T js separated from

other ecotypes at the highest level and comprises .a group of its o$¡n; the

remaining group of seven can be divided into two wÍth LVlll, LViS and TOG in

one group ancl LP M S and P in the otlrer. Thrig last group is characterisecl
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by repeated ft¡siong at short distances, or chaining. Thus seed

characteristics tend to be clinal rather than discretely distributed with

the result that the group is not homogeneous or pristinely defined.

Based on seed characteristics presented above (and see Table 6.5), the

distinctive featrtres of these three groups are as follows. The first

group (T0T) has the largest seed, 48.9 ,.lE and lowest concentrations of

N and K, 21.4 and 2.00 mg g{ dry seed. The second group (TOG LIJS and

LI¡N) has seeds of intermecliate size,30.3-37.6 6 and intermediate Na

ancl K concentrations, 0.1427-0.1969 and 2.06-2.74 nq g-1 dry seed. The

thÍrd group (LP M P and S) has the smallest seeds, 24.4-27.4,9, .and

highest K+ concentration with 2.Ë,0-3.0€, mg I(+ g-1 
",eed. 

These grol¡ps

correspond with provenance, Tagmania, Griffith area of flew South lJales,

ancl South Aust.ralia.

The dendrogram resulting from clustering ecotypes by similarities in

seedLing response showg two distinct groups (Figure 6.10 b) corresponding

to species. One group comprises T0T and ToG, both T- qllellguc, ancl the

remaining six ecotypes, alL I- dSnfgC¡gis, are in the other. There Ís an

indication that the T- dqnf¡qengls group could be broken into two groups,

again, corresponcling to regional provenance.

DiSCUSSION

6.11 PEG bioassay

The three pEG polymers tested were all thought to be too large to pass

through ceII walls and membranes. Average molecular diameter of the

smallegt polymer, PEG 6000, is 5.2 nm which is larger than the pore

diameter of ce1ls in roots hairs, 3,5 nm or palisade parenchyma, 4.5 nm

(Carpita e! aI- 797Ð. However the three polymers did not elicit the same

response in I- dqnfnqeryie geeds (Figure 6.3). At high PEG
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concentrationg, survival decreaged most sharply in PEG É'000 and leas't in

pEG 20,000, showing the smallest polymer h.ed the greatest effect.

Atthough the diameter of the average PEG É,000 molecule íg apparently too

large to pass through ceII pores, uptake cannot be discounted completely'

Molecular weight is only an average value therefore it is Iikely sorne

molecules wiil be smatl enough to pass through cell pores. These will be

more numeroL¡s in the smalleet polymer ancl at highest concentratiorrs'

An alternative explanation ís that the correspondence between polymer

effect and polymer síze was fortuittto¡s and was cauged by differences in

the manufacturing process. A number of catalysts polymerise ethylene

oxicie and different techniques are used to manufacture large and small

polymere (Bailey and Koleske 7976). The three polymers used came from

clifferent suppliere.

Àn elimination Fìrocess was ìrsed to select the most appropriate PEG

polymer. pEG 6000 was cliecountecl because of its obvious adverge effect on

survival, and because the wicle range of valueg puþIighed for itg

regression coefficient, 7,24 to 2.0 (Appendix 7, Table A7.7) suggestecÌ a

certain varíabi1it.y. À).thcrughr PEG 10,000 ancl PEG 20,000 had very similar

effects on I- dqntnsencig (Figure €,.3), PEG 20,000 wag chosen because of

its sliqhtLy higher survival rates and because its regreseion coefficient

of 1.827 was more consistent with the published value of 2.1 (TabLe

A7.t). There were no published values for PEG 10,000 to ttse as an

independent check.

6 . 12 llater , sal initY and I iglit

Weler pqlenlrel

Species differences in critical hydr'ation IeveI have been Ínterpreted

as having an adaptive significance. Germination of native Australian

gresses ç¡ag Iimited to moister conditions than introduc:e-cl s,pecies (lJatt

7982). This was interpreted as showinq that nåtive specÍes would be

better adapted to their environment ancl that germination in wetter

conditione meant seedlings would have a higher probability of
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establishment (!,latt 1982). A similar argument was put forward in relatiorr

to shrubs of the gemi-arid zone (Sharma 7976) '

The criticaL hydration point for all lypbc ecotypes, between -1'11 and

-7.42 MPa (Fiqure 6.4), wae Iower than crop species such as carrots,

lettuce arrd citrus with a criLical hyclration point hetween -0'5 MPa and

-1.0 MPa (KauFman 7969, Hegarty 7977) or rice at -Ü'79 MPa. However it is

similar to shrubs and grasseg of eemí-aricl Augtralia, -1'0 to -1'5 MPa

(sharma 1976, Vlatt 1982) which is close to the Permanent t¡Jiltinq Point'

This low critical hyclration point means lyphg seeds can germinate over

a wicle range in soil moisture and contragts markedly with the na¡¡ow

range toleratecl hy acluLt plants where Rx ig close to FieLd capacity

(4,7). The adaptive value of this response for a wetland plant is not

obvioue. It ig likely thig has rrot been positively selectecl but is

associ,sted ç¡ith another character which is. This would mean 10w critical

hydration point is a neutral character'

Germination of T- dsqilqelsts was high over a water potential range

from 0 to -0.84 HPa and ghowed only a sliqht tailing off at the lowegt

waLer potentials usecl. This response was the same whether water potential

was matric or osmotic. UsuaIIy a decrease in matric potential hag a

greater inhibitory eftect on gertnination than an equivalent or larger

decrease in osmotic potential (KoIler and Hadas 1982). This differential

effect ig caused by the drying out process. As water recedes first from

Iarge t.hen from smaller pores, soil hydrauLic conductivity decreages ancl

eventually the contact between seed and soil water is broken.

Matric and osmotic potent.ialg were both soLutions which meant perfect

contact between seed and soil water Ín aII treatments' The contrast

between seedling survival in High Sal't ancl its control or PEG 20,000

shows water uptake vras accompanied by salt influx. This is not surprising

as ceLlular membranes of seeds are initially lealty and membrane integrity
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is only restored by imbibition (Bewley and Black 1979, 7982). Presumably

this is the reason germination is more salt sensitive than subsequent

seedling growth.

9eIr¡rlv

These results show I- dqUf¡qg¡glg is salt sensitive when compared with

haJ.ophytes. Germination of BUqqrnelllq !U!!q!Itenq and Çrilb[Un rcl¡.llriun!

is highest in gotutions withotrt NaCI and decreases with increasing salt

concentration to ltte; at approximately -0.27 molal NaCl or 35% at 0.12

molar NaCl respectively (llacke and Ungar 1977, Marchioni-Ortu and

Bocchieri 1984). Unfortunately both studies define germination as

emergence of coleoptile with no reference t.o geedling viability.

As pointed out earlier G,Ð app.erently "snì411" differences in

experimentaJ. proceclure affect germination and survival. Germination in

Typha, and therefore interpretation of NaCl response, is altered by

pre-treatments and treatments such ag whether geeds have been stratifiecl

or not (Galinato and van der Vallt 1986), which sodÍum salt is used

(Chor-rdhuri 19€,8), ancl whet.her ealine solutions are pure (Choudhuri 19É,8,

Galinato and van der Va1h 1986) or include other ions (Howard-lJi]liams

797Ð and if so which ones. The toxic effect of 50 mM NaCl was completely

Iost when nutrients were present at 1/4 H concentrations. Germination,

gurvival and Leaf growth, although congistently lower in 50 mM NaCl, were

statistically indistinguishable from 7/4 H and 0 mM NaCI (Tables 6.4 and

6.5).

Excess sodium chloride is thoughrt to affect either mernbrane or enzyme

function (Greenway and Munns 1980). SaIt-induced impairment of membrane

function means ion seLectíon, godium extrusion ancl prevention of solute

leakage from cytoplasm are disrupted. Such membranes are described .es

"leaky". Becauge norrnal membrane function is largely dependenL on

adequate supplies of calcium Ín the cell environment (Kirkby and Pilheam
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1985), much recent research on salinity effects at the cellular level has

focussed on the mitigating effects of calcium and Na:Ca moLar ratio' The

critical Na:Ca above which fregh weight of beans is reduced ig 17:1
Í

(Greenway and Munns 1980). dtn"r studies have emphasised the importance

of nitrogen, usually as nitrate, in mitigating salt effects. Thus the

followíng sequence could be presented using }la:Nor ratio.

survivaL ancl growth of lypha seecllings were signif icantl'y reduced ç¡hen

nutriente were 1 /256 ancl 1/728 H respectively. This was equivalent to

Na:Ca molar ratio of 2560:'l and 1280:1. Although higher than critical

values for beans, these ratios shoulcl not be interpretecl ag evidence for

salínity tolerance. Iyphe shows an ontogenetic shift which can be

described ag a shrinking habitat nicfre hecause the critical Na:Ca ratio

decreases as the plant grou¡s. Thus for I day old l- dqmlngenelg seedlings

the crÍtical ratio for survival was 2560:1 and for growth was 1280:1.

vJith sliqhtly olcler I- dqnllqcDglg seedlings from Malawi, r'oot growth was

reduced at 21 clays when Na:Ca ratio was 954 Lo 477:1 but not when it wasr

191:1 or less (Howard-lJilliams 797r. Growth of mature I- dqni¡qenels

ramets from Lake tlyangan in New South gJales was severely reduced at 125:7

and sliqhtly reducecl at É,:1 (Hockinq 1981).

Lrshl

The experiments usinqf irradiance and photoperiod were done to ensure

growth cabinets settings for water' potential experiments had not uncluly

favoured one ecotype over another. Previot-¡s measurements of germination

response to light hact used illuminance (Sharma and Gopal 1983) which is

not appropriate when consideríng growth.

The irradiance ""p*.i*"nt 
showecl that a iiqht:dark cyele of 16:B hours

and an incident irradiance cf. 220 uE m-t s-l w&s unlikely to

introdr-rce bias because peak germination occLrred below this. Thig was not

so for 1eaf growth where only TOG ancl TOT showed a clear peak below 220
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,rE m-t s{. ttith the exception of P eeeds, the remainder were

obviously close to optimum irradiance as p(L) valuee were greater than

0.8. The photoperiod experirnent wag done at stiqhtly higher irradiance.

Comparison with the irradiance experiment ghows this extra light energy

increased leaf growth, çnrticularly in the cage of P seedlings where p(L)

was doubled (Figures 6.6, 6.7).

For most seeds with a positive light recluirement, germination is a

function of total Iiqht energy received. This can"be calculated as the

product of intensity and cluration (Mayer and Poljakoff-Mayber 1975) or

irradiance x photoperioci. For all lypþq ecotypes, germination r^¡ag near

maximal at 50-90 .E m-¡ s-r in 1€' hours iiqht (Figure 6.6),

equivalent to 100-180 uE m-2 sa in I hours light. Total energy in

the photoperiod experiment, with 250 uE m-2 s-t for B to 16 hours

tiqht, was well above this which explains why increasing photoperiod h¡ad

no significant effect on germination (Table 6.4).

Às for salinity, an ontogenet.ic shift is indicated, but with threghold

energy totals for maxÍmum leaf growth being generally hiqher and more

variable than-for maxirnal germination. For T0T seeds, rìear maxirnal leaf

growth occurred at 50u8 m-t s-r in 16 hours liqht (Figure 6'6)' Ag

th¡is was lot¡er than aI1 t.reatment.s in photoperiod experiment, photoperiod

was not significant. In contrast, for LIJN M and P ecotypes, near maximal

leaf growth occurred at 150-220,.8 m-t g-i in 1É' hours Liqht

(Figure 6,(,), equivalent to 300+ .,'E m-t s-r over I hours' ThÍs wag

bet.ween I ancl 16 hours light, so photoperiocl was significant for these

ecotypes (Table 6.7). Total erlergy thresholcls make it possible to predict

whether increasing photoperíod will significantly affect leaf growthr of

the four untested ecotypes. Thug TOG, with an irradiance response simil.er

to T0T, is unlikely to be affected, whereas L['JS, with an irradiance

response similar to LIJN, probably ç¡iI1.
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É, . 13 Seed cfraracteristics ancl variabi l ity

Seed size varied between ecotypes and a species difference s,as

indicated with narrow-Ieafed species having lighter seeds than broad-

Ieafed species (Table 6.5). A gimilar difference has been described for

sympatríc North Àmerican species. Seeds of the narrow-Ieafed T-

qnSUClllAIia are lighter, with a mean weight of 34'9 'g and a range of

23.9-50.7 ,¡1, than seeds of the broacl-Ieafed !,-t¡Û.-il-o-1-lL¡l- with a mean

weight of 62.37 ,g and a range of 46.9-9É'.5 ¡g (Marsh 1962).

Intra-specific variations in geed weight have been attributecl to

harvest time and habitat differences in moisture, temperature and

photoperiocl (cavers and steel 1984, Benjamin and Hardwick 198€,). Harvegt

time was not a relevant factor here (Tab]e 6.6) probably because seeds

were alreacly mature when collectecl. Reproductive gtructures of I-

qllellelts showed tittle weight gain from January onwards (Figr-rre 2.2)

and mogt geedg used in this stucly $rere collected later than this (Table

6.1). Seed size was inversely and significantly related t.o habitat

conductivity (Tab]e É,.t,) which in turn $,as correlatecl with seed soclium

content (Figure 6.9 b). This suggests that in saline habitats it Ís not

only vegetative biomags that is redl¡ced (Hocking 1981) but also the

individual units of reproductive biomass.

Species differences in seed compositíon are often interpr'eted ag

adaptive strategies bo the habitat. Proteaceous seecls are particularly

rich in nitrogen, with a mc.an concentration of 95 mg N ga dry weight

embryo compared to 40 mg for non-Proteaceous species (Pate g! cf- 198É').

These valueg are not strictly comparable with Iypbe results presented

here as thig study inclucted both LesLa and embryo in the analysis.

Nitrogen concentrations for lyphq seeds, 2t-36 mg g-l dry weight, were

stightly lower than for 9 Greyrllqq spp. and two gtrand-Iine plants in

Vlestern Àustral ia, 2B . B-45. 2 ancl 3É'. 5-46.0 mg N g-1 seed clry weight
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(Hocking tg1z,19B€,). This was not unexpected ae the germination niche of

Iyphe is unlikely to be oligotrophic and a maternal care strategry of high

nitrogen concentration would not be critical. Àlthough concentrationg are

simíIar, the difference in seecl size means the nitrogen load available to

Lypbe seedlings is 500-1000 times srnaller.

Some species irr galine hahitatg exclude Na+ and Cl- from the seed.

seeds of Çqhtlc [qtlllmq have only 0.17-0,47 ng Na+ 9-r seed which is

3É,0 times less than the leaves and 74 times lesg than the silicule

(Hocking 7gBÐ. Although eodiurn concentrations in lyphe seeds were

comparable, ranging from 0.1105 to 0.3365 mg Na+ 9-r seed (Table 6'5),

the correlation between habitat and sodillm concentration shrowg this was a

direct envirorrmental response and not ion exclusion. This is consistent

with lypþg as a freshwater P1ant.

Clustering ecotypes by similarities in geed characteristics showed two

groups (Figure 6.10 a), T0T ancl the rest, with the rest dividing into two

further groups. Size appeared to be the principal characteristic

determining cluster shape, however geographical distribution was also

impÌ icated.

The exact basis for the clustering cannot be determined because there

is an interdepence between factors. Collecting sites can be ranked

according to concluctivity whether low, medium or hiqh (Table É'.1) and

thís roughly correeponds with the three provenance areas of Tasmania, New

South tJales and South Australia. Conversely, the three regions differ in

seed size, which is correlated with habitat conductivity (Table 6,6),

species dietribution is a further complicat.ing factor. T- dqnllgeDgls

which has smaller seeds ig believecl to be more typical of inland h.cbitate

than T- S51gllel¡s (Br.iggs ancl Johnson 19€,8) and inlancl waters in South

Àuetralia are more likely to Lre brackish ancl ephemeral than irrigation

waters of New South !,la1es or Tasmanía (Peclc 9! gI- 1983).
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6.14 Ecotypic variation

Àn assegsment of ecotypic variation in lypbg ie limited by the

smallness of the data base, only eight ecotypes comprising two T.

q¡Igllq].¡s ancl six T- dsninqCncis, two from the same lake in New South

ÍJales. This compares unfavourably with 33 sites used by McNaughton

(19€,6). in addition intra-population variation ütas not considered. Thus

ecotypic differences can be tentatÍve1y identj.fied only at a coarse scale

as any evidence of clinal variations is likely to be ohscureci by other

environmental gradientg acting as noise.

Seeds came from a wide area of south-east Australia (Figr-rre 6.2). This

included a range in climate from semi-arid to ternperate, and site

conditions from fresh to brackish. It probably also included a range in

water regime from permanently wet to ephemeral hut this was not included

(Table €,.1) because information was incomplete. For example, LVJN and LIJS

came from Lake VJyangan, sites which are known to be u¡et throughout the

year, whereas the site for ecotype P in the FLinders Ranges is probably

ephemeral. The two most extreme site conditiong, represented by TOT and P

seeds, are opposite irr terms of latitr-lcle, climate and conductivity, as

wel I as species (Figure 6 . 2, Table 6. 1 ) .

As a group, Iyphq seecls and seedlings had clear well-defined

germinatiorr, survival and growth responses to experimental conditions

(6.72). However group response was not uniform and it ie thege

non-uniform responseg that wilI be cliscussed here. Problems with analyses

¡neant ecotypes were not gtatistically cornparecl so responses different

from the rnain population t.rend have beer¡ identified from graphs and

tables.

Distinctive germination responses were the higher irradiance

requirements for germination of T0T seeds, and the positive response of P

seecls to increasing photoperiod. Distinctive survival responses were the
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Iower survival of P seedlings to water potentials of -0.84 MPa and beLow,

and the higher survival of TOT seedlingg in 50 mM NaCI at the most dilute

nutrient concentrations tested. Digtinctive growth responses were the

persistently low level of leaf development of P seedlings in aIl

experiments arrd treatments, the greater requirement of T0T seedlinge for

nutrients in 50 mM NaCl, and lower irracliance ]evels reqtlirecl by T0T and

TOG to reach near maximal leaf development. Thus P and T0T seedLings

consistently differed from other ecotypes which suggests these variations

are associatecl with some axis between the extremee described above.

In contragt the dendrogram for physiological responses (Figure É"10 b)

emFhasisecl a taxonomic separation. The I- oflgnlqlls ecotypes, ToT and

TOG, were groupecl together bttt separate from the remaining group which

was entirely T. deUflgengis. Despite being as distinctive as T0T (see

above), p was not separated from other ecotypes and instead was virtually

indistinguishable from LP. This taxonomic separation may be a product oË

the program and of the responses used in analysis. The prograrn calculates

missing values by extrapolation so it is possible the dendrogram is an

overemphagised trend in existing data. The TOG ecotype was only used in

two experiments, water potential and irradiance or only É' out of 15

characters in the arralysis (Àppendix B). The digtinctive trend in these

experiments is similarity in the irradiance response of T0T and TOG

which, if extrapolated, woulcl account for their linkage in the

dendrogram. AnaLysis did not separate P ecotypes from rernaining ecotypes,

which were all T- {qtnLlqelglg, because characterigtics used did not

include aI1 the distinctive ones.

The coincidence between ecotypes with the most clistinctive responses

and those from the most extreme sites makes it impossible to ascertain

the relative importance of species or population differences, änd

ctimatic or habitat gradients, and the interaction of these with seed

1 É,0



characteristics. The possibility that variaticrns in seed characteristicg

could account for variations in seedling response was shown to be

statistically unlikely as only one out of eix tegted was significant

(Table 6.7). The raw data indicatecl the contrary. Thus the ecotype with

ttre least seed nitrogen (T0T) hacl least leaf growth in salt-stregs

conditions; and the ecotype with the lowest seed weíght (P) had lowest

Ievels of leaf devel.opment wher'eag the largest seed (TOT) had

consistentty high levels of Leaf clevelopment. Resolutíon of this question

of whether seed characteristics influence seedling response arrd

eventually their success, requires a larger and better structurecl data

base, ancl the inclusion of other characteristies such as site nutrient

status and seed calcium conLent.

For experimentally-induced differences, evident in B day ol.d

seedlings, to have biological significance they must reflect the

probability of establishment. For plants such as lyphq with small eeeds

and small reserves, the period after germination and before establishment

must be a race against time. Ecotypes with relatively larger seeds, suctr

as T0T, may be at an advantage.

Hoç¡ever the significance of this is difficult to åssess becaus'e,

ultimately, it is a question ot- converting a probabÍIity to a real

number. From an evolutionary perspective, t.he eetablishment of only one

seedling constitutes a "success". lJhen seed numbers are high, as for

Typba, ecotype differences in probability may become meaningless if all

probabilities convert to a rrumber greater than one. Although p(L) may be

relevant in a competitive situation such as a germination fLush on a

mudflat, other growth inforrnation is needed to predict or interpret the

Iong-term. CompetiLive succese does not necessarily correlate with seed

size and may instead be determined by environment changes such as

position along a ç.¡ater gradient (Grace 1985). Assuming seed size is
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relevant to estabLishment, it is unlikely to be made effective because of

the large distance between localÍties of the largest and smallest

ecotypee.
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Table 6.1
Çqllcslr¡q delcrle

Table showing locality, collecting date and gite conductivity

Àsrq¡vu È IqqeHlY Le! Delc Çend

lr
LP

deninssncre

LVJN

LVJS

M

P
S

Little Para River SA

Lake $lyangan NSIJ, north
Lake tJyangan NS[J, south
River Marne, SA

Parachilna, SA

Strathmont, SA

34.25
34.75
34.75
34.75
31 .00
34.25

34.75
41.25

July B0
Jun 82

15É,0
t 370
1370
3700
5510
2000

900
t20

Dec
Apr
Àpr
Aug
Jun
Jun

81
81
81
83
83
83

I- qrtsnlqlls
TOG Griffith NSll
T0T Scottsfield Tas

KEY
Cond
Lat

= Conductivity in rF cm4

= Latitude in oS expressed as clecimal for regression



Table €'.2
gclrlrlv end nulurenl IeYeIq

Comparison of survival p(s) ancl Ieaf growth p(L) of six Typha ecotypes
in -SO 

mM NaCL in seríally diluted nutrientg. Data are mean of seven
replicates with stanclard deviation in brackets on Iine below.
nnäIysis is treaLment comparison within an ecotype (one-way anova, alph
<0.0S). Data underLined are significantly different from other data
within a row.

t/64 H t/728 H LLZtrî flEqelvpe L/-! H

gurvrvel
LP 1.0

0

LlJN 1.0
0

Lt¡tS

c

TOT

Growth

LVÙN

LVJS

TOT

0. 9857
0.0378

0.9760
0.0411

1.0
0

o.7639
0.3279

1.0
0

g.97tt
0 .049€'

1.0

.9857

.0378

o.9762
0

1.0
0

0.8583
0 . 1413

0.7908
0. 1618

0.9000
0 . 1155

o.9297
0.0918

o,7652
0.1231

g-4529
0 . 13É,1

1.0
0

0.8857
0.1069

0. 9286
0.0756

0.9270
0.0764

0.9597
0.0344

g-6552
0.1541

9,72øg
0.1503

g-7!!g
0.3108

g-5!28
0.0315

0 .9881
0.0315

0.8
0.1

714
704

0

0
0

M

LP

M

S

1.0
0

0.9870
0.0344

0. 8391
0.1469

g-9469
0.0626

g-Lg?A
0.1884

q-Þ9.9
0.1493

g-q592
0.0748

:

9

I

9

?

I

9

I

0. 8894
0.1470

0. 8781
0.1524

0.8719
0.1306

0. 9491
0.0709



Tab1e 6.3
Lsef. qrsqlh- guqdlq!çe ild NqÇI

Comparison of Ìeaf growth
in 

-0 
mM and 50 mM NaCI, with 1/4 H nutrients'

ÀNOVÀ Table: Mode1 I
Ecotype x NaCI at 220 uE m-2 e-r

Source of
veE-tq!ran

Ecotype
NaCI
Ecotype x NaCl

Degrees of
freedqn Es 9rs¡rf¡qqnqe

7,128
7 ,!28
7,128

20.02
t.0787
o.9725

***
NS
NS

Table 6.4
Eqslvps- phsleperrqd eld geIL

Table ghows the effects of I v 16 hours photoperiod in 0

gãrmination p(g) and leaf growth p(L) for each ecotype 7/
óomparisons $rere done by two-way analysis of variance.

v 50 mM NaCI on
4H.

Response P(g)

Eqelvpe PhelqBerred NgQI

Response p(L)

Phqlqpesrqd NcÇI

*ìt*
**x
IHr*
NS

NS

NS

NS

N5

I'
NS
NS

NS

**
NS

LvJN

M

P
TOT



Table 6.5

Seed qhersqlcrrgllqs

Table shows seed weight in rg and chemical compositon as concentration
of nitrogen, carbon, sodÍum and potassium as mg g-r seed dry weight.
Mean valùes are on iirst line with standard error of regression
coefficient for seed weight and standard deviation of element
concentration on following line.

Seed lJeight N c Na K

0 . 1105
0. 0531

LP

LtJN

LIJS

TOG

TOT

¿o.¿
1.2657

35.6
2.0306

30.3
t .277 4

27 .4
1.8514

24 .4
o.9264

26.2
1 .3891

37.6
n.a.

48. 9
7.4572

31 .50
4.s97

36.48
3.647

28.16
7.882

31.44
3. 3É,É,

32.82
4.651

29.60
2.Ê,Ol

29.28
4.826

510.2
131.s57

457 .92
44 .461

454.52
707.628

51,4.72
30.535

478 . Brl
71.128

539.10
15.042

0.7427
0.0520

0 .1,67 4
0.0608

0.336s
0.0203

2.6t
0.2038

2.66
0.1065

2.06
0.0957

2.87
0. 1258

L.l¿
0.0732

3.06
t.7249

2.7 4
0.2504

2.00
o.0777

M

P

S

484.72
58. 31 4

804
717

0.1s65
0.0381

0.2185
0.0305

0.1969
0.03É,8

0.2
0.0

21 .38
3.749

425.52
82.562



Table €'. É'

IÈe rnfluepqe q! Þcþrte! qbcrqqlerrslrqs end qslleqLrq¡ Lrue qn gccd erze

Mu1tiple Iinear regression (MULREG)

Dependent variable is seed weight
y = weight in ¡g
Independent variables
x1 = habitat conductivity, Iogo of Ñ .*-'
x2 = latitude to nearest 15'
x3 = collecting date, monthg since october

ANOVÀ Table
Source of
vellqlÀ9D

Degrees of
frecdqn SrqnrfrqenqcFs

Explained:
xl+x2+x3

x7
xZ
x3

Unexplained

Coefficient of multiple determination
12 = 0 .9367

Standard partial regression coeff icientg
VerreÞIe Bele=Princ

xl -1 .38
x2 -0.49
x3 0.29

J

4

t
7

7

**19.74
18. 63
2.32
4.88

lê

NS

NS



Table 6.7 a
gsed qharqqlsnslrqs sld phvgrelqqrqqL qcepqlses

Table sho!¡s the result of six multipte linear regressions where the
dependent variable is treatment effect of eight ecotypes, standardised to
control (see text).
Independent variables are seed characteristics, nitrogen, sodium,
potassium and size as weight

Ireelnen! e![eqt
Germination

at -1.11 MPa

Survival
at 90 rË m-2 s-r

in 0 mll NaCI
aL t/256 H in 50 mM NaCI

Growth
aL t/4 H in 50 mH NaCl
aL 7/64 H in 50 mM NaCI
aL 7/128 H in 50 mM NaCI

. 4953

.9997

.9273

Fs 9rqnrIrqenqe

Result

12 = 0.3909

grqnrflqelqs

NS

T.2

r2

r¿=0
r¿=tl
12=0

NS

NS

NS
*

NS

= 0.8
= 0.4

343
706

Table 6.7 b

Table gives statistical details of the only eignificant response v seed
characteristic

t = p(L) aL 7/64 H in 50 mM NaCI
Independent variables are seed characteristics

x1 = nitrogen as "/. dry weight
x2 = sodium
x3 = potassium
x4 = size as rE|

Ànova table
Source of
verrq!¡.9D

Deqrees of
!reedqn

Explained 4

x7t
x2 I
x37
xA1

Unexplained 1

878.40
677 .O4
L1,4.97
302.16

1112.23

*
*

NS

NS
*

Standard partial regression coefficients or beta-prime
x1 -0.6064
x2 -0,2270
x3 0.4939
xA 0.8078
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Figure 6.1
f"mpeæt"Ee end qelmmellql el ÀuelrqLrgn Tvpha spn'

Germination response of Australian Lyphe spp. to temperatures
;Ëiõ f.ron 4_126"6 (class experiments, Botany Department,
u.iúãiéity of Àdelaide, 1983 and 1985). Data are proportion
germinati.g, p, and n = 7j6-440. Seeds were from contrastÍng

"il*ãlãr, á'"oát-*iId area in north-east Tasmania (Tor), and

çrarm-hot inland areas of mainland Àustralia (TOG and P)' Further
details in Table 6.1 and Figure É'.2.

Key
tr lig, Tasmania (1983 and 1985)
TOG Griffith, New South llales
p = arachilna, South Àugtralia
Cool-mild climate
ûJarm-hot climate
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Figure 6.4
Ue!+s peËcnlref

Germination and seedling survival of eight IVphA ecotypes in matric
potentials of 0 to -1.4 HPa. Data are proportion, p.Acronyms listed in
Table 6.1.

Key
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e----o p(s)
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Germination, survival and leaf growth of-!' $e.urasenelg-(LP
;ã;&t=i; High (0-0.4 motar) anä Low (0-75 mM) pure NaCI.

Data as proPortiofl, P.

(a) High saIt. concentrations as water (ogmotic) potential

(b) and (c) Low salt. Two concentrations ranges, 0-10 and

10-75 mM NaCl.
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Survival and leaf growth of six ecotypes in salt with
nutrients present. salt concentrations constant at 50 mM NaCL
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nutrient medium. Data are a proportiof,, P. Acronyms listed in
Ta-ble 6.1 .



Figure 6,7
lersdrenqe

Germination and leaf growth of eiqht ecotypes in constant phcrtoperioclof 76:8 hours lisht:dark at 20-22t, but ,iitn irradtànce;;á.yi;gfrom 0 Lo 220 rE m-, sa. Data are a proportion, p. Àcronyms inTab1e 6.1.
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Chapter Seven

CONCLUSION

7.7 Introduction

Four component niches were used as a framework to study the ecologY oÍ

Iyphg. The success of re-combining them depends on how weli the

components were defined originally and how completeLy the study defined

each component. Limitations of the originals are that definitÍons given

by Grubb (1977) describe a fundamental niche, thug taking little account

of competition and herbivory, and that the study investÍgated only one

ptrase of the regeneration niche and only one environmental gradient in

the habitat niche. For reasons presented earlier and discussed below,

these gaps are unlikely to seriously distort the synttresis presented

below.

This chapter is organised in the following way. First, results

pertaining to each component niche are briefly summarised and signÍficant

features discussed Q.Ð. Second, the componentg are brought together,

and the niche and its "emergtent" properties considered 0.3). According

to hierarchy theory, a higher ]evel of organisation, in this case the

re-combined niche, has characteristicg which are not evident at lower

Ievels of organisation. These are ugualLy described ag "emergient"

properties, but this term is not used here because of overlap with

emergerrt macrophyte.Third, the niche and its characteristics are placed

in context (7,4) by considering the "hats" mentioned earlier (7,2), Typha

as a competitive species, as a weed and as an emergent macrophyte.

7.2 The four niches

trfc fsrn Ðrshe

Ànnual aboveground production of I- gflenlAlfg at Griffith, New South

lJales was high compared to emergentg from cool temperate zones. This wae
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attributed to climate, specifically a long growing season and mild

winter. This extended growing period meant that at Griffith, where tissue

production continued throughout winter, aboveground production for autumn

and winter was 2t% oÍ. annual totaL. The reasonable agreement hetween

estimated abovegrouncl production from April to September, 774 c! m-2,

and the translocation correction of 839 g m-2 (2.8) suggests production

over this period was largely due to rhizome starch reserves. This makes

the rhizome a key factor in production timing and quantity.

Underground biomass and production were also towarde the top of the

range of published values for cool temperate areas (2.9). Most

underground biomass.in T. qç1elgqlls ig rhizome (Figure 2.4) which

indicates a large carbohydrate gtore. At Gum Creek Road in 1979-80 I=

gEÀgIIlqIÀs "used" only 80?l of the previous season's production leaving

20% or 576 q m-2 underground, whereas in tùisconsin the "unused"

underground biomass $ras only 107 g m-2 (Gustafson 7976). Consideration

of McNaughton's (Ii75) suggestion that there is a north-south gradient in

ramet mortality, suggests that a larger excess may be typical of warmer

cl imates.

Annual production $ras estimated for only one speciêe, I- gflqllg!¡g

but it seems I- dqninqCnglg is comparable. Two sets of data, standing

crop in favourable conditions at Strathmont (4.5) and shoot phenology

near Griffith (3.11), indicated this $ras so.

Pbc¡sleqrqel nlqhq

Vegetative and reproductive phenology of I- dgnlnge¡glg and T-

gElcDlglls shoots were similar with none of the gross differences

reported for sympatric species in India (7.2). Shoots recruited early

during the recruitment period suffered congiderable mortality before

winter and their over-winter survival was size dependent. Shoots
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recruited later had little mortality, unless droughted or grazed, until

seasonal die-back in the following year. Both species flowered in late

spring-early summer.

ÀlI shoot populations studied were disturbed to some degree, either by

drought and/or grazíng. The Level of dísturbance was consistently higher

in T* dgnlnqglsig quadrats, making it difficult to detect fine

differences between species in their vegetative life cycle. Disturbance

did not mask, or perhaps even emphasised, species differences in

reproductive life cycle. Theee are discugsed below (7,4).

Seasonality in the vegetative tife cycle htas evident in the relatively

undisturbed conditions of Brogden's Road, with shoots being recruited

predominantly in summer-autumn, the stand developing during winter-spring

to maximum size in early summer and then senescing. This pattern suggests

recruÍtment and growth were conLrolled by seasonal changes in

temperature, photoperiod and/or irradiance. In heavily grazed quadrats,

shoot recruitment and growth occurred throughout the year so $tere

independent of seagonal controls. This independence means that in lyphe

the effects of canopy removal are minimised. Seasonality in the

vegetative life cycle was clue to synchroniged population responses rather

than regulatory control.

In general, decreasing daylength and falling temperatures tri,lger an

increase in underground biomaps and in etarch accumulation. This was

apparently true for TypbA. North American I- deninqeDglg artd T- Ielf[qlfq

allocate more biomass to underground structures at low temperaturee than

at high, 7oc and 21{ (McNaughlon 7966a). Seedlings of T--or!gn!qflg-

show a similar response (Sale and 0rr, in prep. ). In mature stands the

switch from downwards to upwards translocation and yice yelsa occurs in

March-April and September-October (Figure 2.Ð. This coincides r¿ith the

equinoxes, further implicating photoperiodism. Thus in contrast withr
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shoot and leaf recruitment, the timing of underground growth is probably

fixed.

The reproductive cycle also shows a combination of seasonalJ'y fixed

and flexibLe events. Although flowering is probabty a photoperiod

response (McNaughton 19€,6a) and therefore fixed, the timing of subsequent

phases, namely ripening and dispersal, are typically determined by pJant

vigour and,/or site conditions rather than by geasonal cues (Rathcke and

Lacey 19BS) and are therefore more flexible. This was true for Ïypbe

where flowering was fairly synchronised but dispersal w,es disrupted by

summer drought (Table 3.€,, Figure 3.9). Implications of lhis are

discussed below.

One distinctive feature of the vegetative life cycle of lyphe spp. at

Griffith was that shoots inítiated in the latter part of one growing

season matured then died during the next, giving a maximum life-sparr of

one to one-and-a-half years. Comparison with other plants shows this was

a short retention of plant parts. Rapid turnover is advantageous to

competitive speciee and is characteristic of invasive species (Grime

1981 ) while slow turnover is an efficient strategy in environments which

are resource poor or with a timited growing season (Miller and Stoner

1g7g>. The environment of wetland plants, excluding acid bogs which are

not a typical habitat for Typha spp. (segadas-Vianna 7957, Finlayson et

êI- 1983), is generalJ.y resource rich (Bradbury and Grace 1983). In

wetland plants, there is a rough correlation between shoot longevity ancl

length of growing season. Shoot life-span for equatorial species such as

tæleq¡fA qUlfqUlela in Malayasia and ÇypgqUs pqpylug in Africa is 3-7

months (Ikusima !978, Thompson e! el.1979) whereas tillerg of the

gub-antarctic sedge UDql¡Dlq OCLIdCIglg in South Georgia ]ive for five

years (Callaghan 1984). I- gflgUlellg with an intermediate distribution

at 345 has intermediate longevity. Continuous leaf production is
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advantageous because it means the canopy can be rapidly re-estabLished

after leaf loss by herbivory, and because it allows a rapíd response to

patchy resource availability (Jonasson and Chapin 1985). Both these were

evident ín lyphe, in the recovery from grazing and in the belated growth

spurt of the August cohort of T- dgurngeælg at Bringagee Road (Figure

3.7 , 3,12) .

EeÞ!!q! Drqhq

The water timit of the habitat niche was established by estimating Rx,

the equilibrium resource level, or point. of no growth (chapters 4 and 5).

Àltfrough field estimates were affected by variable water regimes ancl

ramet connectedness, it was clear t'hat Rx for I- dqnrngcneig at

Strathmont was close to Field Capacity and thus considerably hiqher than

for terrestriaL or even fJ'ood-plain species.

This high Rx was explained by interpreting lypba's canopy and leaf

characteristics in terms of demand-supply, stomatal number, distribution

and canopy area. The combination of ,many-emall, amphistomaty and

medium-high LAI indicated a potentiaLly hiqh demand for wat'er. In

contrast the root system being ehallor.t, seasonally renewed and small

relative to canopy size, indicated a potentially smaì.1 ability to eupply'

This was confirmed by midday stomatal closure in autumn, in conditions of

apparently unlimíted water availabitity (Figure 5,7).

An experiment determined using lysimeters and isolated ramets gave a

lower estimate of Rx, close to -0.65 MPa. The discrepancy between these

two estimates e,as attributed to differences in demand, i.ê. in leaf

surface area. Even in relatively dry conditions of Zone 1, field ramets

were taller than experimental ones so had a larger transpiring surface.

This highlights a problem of using Rx to define boundaries for the

habítat niche when the resource is water. This conceptual approach is

based on the premise that resource availability affects growth and
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ultimately determines size. In thre caee of water, this ig too simplistic

for it ignores interactions between size and climate. size determines the

rate of resource utiLigation and therefore the rate of resource depletion

in the environment. This means R* is influenced by the rate of resource

replenishment. Thus Rx is partly defined by those soil characteristics

which affect water movement, specifically hydraulic conductivity. climate

also affects the rate of resource utilisation. Leaf vapour pressure

def icit increases as relative hr-¡midity t-aIIs and temperature rises.

conseguently Rx for lypþq at Griffith or Àdelaide, both wj.th'warm dry

summers, will be at higher goil water potentiale than for equivalent

sized Iyphg in cooler or more humid climates. Finally, because of the

influence of canopy size, Rx is Iikely to be higher in nutrient-rich

sites than in nutrient-Poor ones.

Becauge R* is dynamic, estimates of Rx need a context of plant síze'

soil type and nutrient status, and climate. compared to terrest'rial

soiIs, sç,amp soils are relatively uniform. They tend to be depositional

zones, characterised by fine particle size, usually silts, high organic

matter and nutriente, and a lack of structure. Thris relative uniformity

means soil characteristics can be omitted when comparing wetland plants.

ctearly an Rx near Field capacity means growth of lypbc dquruggncrg

is not water limited as long there ís free water above the substrate.

However when the water table falls below grounci level, and the water

potentÍal below FíeId Capacity, growth will be resource Iimited. It is

possible that growth of L- qrlculqlrg at Brogden's Road wag affected in

this way as substrate condition wae described as "firmed up at the end of

November, in January and the end of March" (2'6) '

The exact impact of v¡ater potentials below Rx depends on factors

símilar to those that describe water regime (3.2), specifically timÍng

and duration. The effects of timÍng are best asseesed by considering
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whether the life cycle stage in question is fixed or flexible, for

example flowering or shoot recruítment, or critical for survival, for

example rhizome re-charge. if the water tabLe falls below soil level in

spring, canopy growth should be reduced as this is the main period for

canopy cleveJ.opment. PresumabLy this was the reason I' dqnlDqelsrg shoots

at Bringagee Road were not as tall in 1980-81 as ín 1979-80 (Figure 3'8'

3.12). If the water table falls below goil ]evel in summer, then the

plant should be rapidly affected because not only is summer the time of

higheet water demand in terms of temperature and evaporation rates, but

canopy area is at ítg maximum ancl leaves are senescing and losing

stomatal mobility. This was certainly so at Bringagee Road. lJithin a

month of çlater levels dropping below soil level, leaf mortality was

higher than in still wet quaclrats (Table 3'8' 3'12)'

Duration interacts with tíming. At Bringagee Road, although leaf

mortality increased almost ímrnediately sites dried, the canopy did not

dieuntilnearly4monthslater(Figure3.2).Asfarascouldbe
determined from Final:Initiat density and replacement ratios (Tableg 3'3'

3.4 and Figure 3.7), I- ericnlalis ramets made a complete recovery after

being "dry" t-or 3 months for there was no evidence of ramet mort'ality or

impaired growth. In contraet, I* dgutlgelgls ramets made an incomplete

recovery after 4 months clrought. Thus survival threshold for underground

ramets in summer at Griffith was 3-4 mont'hs'

The cause of this mortality çtas assumed to be desiccation or

desiccation-associated. Dead leaves are thought to be permeable to gas

vaFour (sale and Hetze] 1983) and therefore can act as a pathway for

waLer. It is unlikely water could be lost directly from the rhizome' for

although it does not have a true epídermis, it. does have a layer of

ground parenchyma modified into. protective tissue by suberisation (Eeau

1965). In rhizomeg of healthy I- dgntngclgtg from strathmont this layer
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was 3-5 cells deep and 100-200 rrn thick (pers. obs.).

If drought-induced canopy death occurs during the six month period oE

downward translocation, then a long-term efÉect of drought may be reduced

reserves and carbohydrate starvation. In the I- deni¡gclglg quadrats at

Bringagee Road, there etas a dry spell over summer, from December to March

inclusive, and in spring, September-October (Figure 3.1), J'eaving only

one month of normal "functioning" during the period of rhizome re-charge.

This coul.d explain why fewer shoots emerged in T- dgUfnge¡sis quadrats

and why rhizomes had a shrunken appearance in June 1981. (3.6). It was

unfortunate ramets were not excavated and analysed for carbohydrate

content at the end of this studY.

Eeqercrq!¡.g! lrqhq

Experiments showed lyphq seeds could germínate and survive to I days

in a range of conditions, including high to loç¡ water availability, low

irradiances, and fresh to almost saline water provided nutrients were

present. This apparent lack of specific requirements means lypbg seede

should germinate in a variety of aquatic and terrestrial situations. LJhen

these experimentally determined tolerances are considered in conjunction

with more specifÍc requirements reported in the literature, namely

hypoxia and a high red:far red ratio (ç.,.2), it becomes apparent thig is

not quite true. For example, Typha seecls falling down crackg into

(terrestriat) soil or through water into unconcolidated muds are unlikely

to germinate because of unfavourable condÍtions. The sub-soiI tight

climate is characterised by Iow intensity with a low red-far red ratio

(Bliss and Smith 1985), whilst bottom waters and benthic muds are

generally anoxic (Howard-tJilliams and Gaudet 1985). O¡-rtimal germirration

conditions of hypoxia with white Iight or high red-far red ratios, are

possible in unshaded shallow waters and most likely on saturatecl muds. In

cooler climates, the regeneration site is furter defined by minimum
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temperature requirement of 15"C (Figure 6.1) but this is probably not

significant in warm temperate or semi-arid areag. Mean daily maxima for

JuIy and Àugust at Griffith, where lyphe seedlings were recorded during

winter (Figure 3.9 b), are 15 and 17{ (Butler 1979)'

So far only the germinating environment has been considered. The

regeneration niche becomes more complex when establishment and subsequent

phases are considered. Critical factors as deducecl from p(L) data and

t-rom the literature (6.2) are water level, water regime and salinity. In

terms of establishment, the regeneration niche has to be a freeh to

brackish, shallow to mud, fairly stable environment.

Much germination work is recluctionist, witn a tendency to comprehend

germination only as a Iist of physiological responses. To counteract

this, Àngevine and ChaboL 1979) adopted an evolutionary perspective.

Their premise was that germination means the plant has "bet its life" on

a high probabitity of guccessful establishment, therefore germination

requirements are really a set of environmental cuing mechanigms which

have been naturalty selected. An array of correlated eeed and germination

characteristics constitutes a syndrome (Angevine and ChaboL 1979). Many

plants within a habitat type are likely to share a syndrome.

Typha's particular combination of physiological characteristics,

namely ready germinability and relative paucity of environmental

controls, and seed characteristics, namely smallness, dispersability and

low regerves, means it fits the "spatial. disperser syndrome" (Angevine

and ChaboL 1g7g). This is one of two strategies recognised as a mearls of

avoiding biotic stress, usually competition, by increasing the

probabilÍty that seeds will germinate in a competitÍon*free space or

"gap". (The other avoidance strategy ie the "temporal.disperser

syndrome". characterised by seed longevity and a viable seed bank ready

to take advantage of temporally created gaps. )
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Further evíclence for a gerrnination strategy of lypbq adapted to

spatial gaps comes from total energy requirements for establishment' This

hag not been cornmented on in the literature (e,.2> but was demonstrated,

and an ontogenetic shÍft indícated. Total energy required for max p(L) in

8 day old seedlings was 300 uE m-2 sa at I hours (6.12),levels

which are not likely to be attained at ground level in the parent stand

where most seeds faII. In midsummer, the canopy of L dgnrn gngig was so

thick that irradiance at ground level was only 0.07z. of 2100 '8 m-'

s-r, the above canopy irradiance at midday (4.5). Àt the time when

seeds begin to disperse, shoots are shorter and less leafy so a greater

proportíon of above canopy irradiance is likely to penetrate the stand'

However, this seasonal reduction in canopy size coincÍdes with a lower

irradiances and shorter daylenths, so it is stiLl unlikely the seedling's

light requirements $¡ilt'be met within the parent stand. No irradiance

measurements were made in Iypbg stands in winter but mean daily radiation

flux in winter in Adelaicle is 3-4 tirnes lower than in suruner

(schr.¡erdtfeger 7g7Ð and íncident midday irradiance is 2-3 times I'ower

(0liver 1981 ).

The sensitivity of Iyphe seeds to temperatures greater than 15{, to

white light of low intensity and short duration, plus their relatively

short life-span, means that Iypha seeds are not well-suited to form

long-term seed-banks in warm climates, and this re-inforces their

dependence on spatial gaps. In addition, Iaboratory experiments (not

reported elsewhere) showed more than 5[2. germination in the dark after

only one hour imbibítion in 100 ü tn-' s-1 laboratory liqht. This

means seeds dispersíng into shallow or clear water must be buried almost
I

immediately in dark, anoxic muds if they are to enter the seed-bank. Thug

u Iypbe-seed-bank is probably dependent on frequent and often

replenishment.
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Because the occurrence of gaps, whether *epatial or tempo¡a], is

unpredictable, the spatial disperser syndrome úan only be an effective

strategy if the parent pJ.ant proclltces large numbers of seeds, ç:hich lyph9

does. À single inflorescence comprises a few hundred thousancl flowers,

giving an estimated seecl loacÌ for T. qffeÉelfs arrd I' dqrntlge!ËlÉ of 6 x

106 fruits m-2 and 77 t¡.706 fruits m-2 (Prunster 7941.) of which

approximately 50r; are viable (pers. obs.). Although only a smalI fraction

of this disperses, the numbers involved ,1re so large that this fraction

is still a eizeable geed rain on the landscape.

7.3 Synthesis

tlhen combining these four niches it is trs,eful to recalI tl'reir

significance and meaning. The Iife form and phenological niches descrihe

size, by its spatial and temForal digtribut.ion. This indirectly describesr

status within the cornmunity because size is a crude index of space

occupancy which in turn ie a crucie index of regource capture. The haLritat

niche deecribes environmental conclitiong where the species is founcl. The

regeneration niche descriheg how it ig rnaintained.

Iyphq is an herbaceor-rs rhizomatous perennial. Two plant parte, rhizome

and canopy, d.ominate biomase ancl production. The remainirrg parLs, roots

and reproductive gtructures, are rel.atively insignificant. Although

biomass and procluction alloc,etion are imperfect indices of plant strategy

(Harper 7977), canopy and rhrzome are acceptecl .rs keys to understanding

Typha, partly because they so clearly dominate biomass ancl procluction,

ancÌ partJ.y because they explain many characteristics in the four niches.

Çcnqpv

The possibitity that life forrn may be a factor contrihruting to high

production in wetland plants such ss Iyphq is generally overlooked and

explanations are sought elsewhere, narnely unlimited resources (Bradbury
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andl Grace 1983). In lypha abovegrounci produtction is almosL entireLy

Leaveg. A lrlrÇe canopy has a specific array of benefits ancl costs' The

benefíts are that the total amount of liqht energy intercepted is high

and that cornpetition is elirninatecl Lry occttpying s,pace and pre-ernpting

resources particularly light energy. The principal cost js a high water

demand

Àlthough ehroots have a relatively short J.i.fe span with an annuaL

turnover, the overlap between generations means a c,lnopy is maintained

throughrout the year. Effectively, the plant is an evergreen. Thie is true

in the contrasting conditiclns of warm temperate Griffith and cool

temperate North Àmerica although here the pre-winter canopy is typically

small, for example only 4 cm high in 0ttawa (Bayly and o'Neill' 1972)' The

new canopy is established when growirrg concìitions are cleteriorating and

is maintained over the most unfavourable growing period. Consequently

when spring comes, the plant a).reacìy hras a canopy with whrich to take

advantage of improvecl growing condítÍorrs. Curiously, one lyphq specÍes

appears to lack this evergreen habit. In England 53"N (Mason and Bryant

Lg7(,) and in coastal Chile 40"S (Ramirez arrcl Anazco t9BZ), the canoçry

of T* gtqgÉLtfq[q is apparently established irr spring'

The habitat Íiche for lypþq is partly clefined by its large canopy

síze. Towards the boundaries of its range, resourc'e limitation means -Iegs

canopy is produced and can be maintained. Thig in turn reduces the

effectiveness of its competitive mecLranism.

Bhrzqne

Buds are arrarrged in two rows at 180" to each ottrer on the rhrizorne

crown. Growth is sympoclial although it looks monopodial. F-actors

determining whrich bud develops ancl whether it krecomeg an extended or

short rhizome have not been determined. No distinctive .angrtì.ar brcrnching

pattern (c.f. BeIl 1984) was evident in ramets of I- qElen!Êlfs from Gurn

creek Road or I^ dsuinqclsÀs at strathmont. From observations made during

the production a¡d phenology stuclies, it appeare that direction of ramet
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growth is linear but is moclified by natural obstacles. Thus in matt:re

stands ramets were oEten twisted around and occasional].y through each

other arrcl tended to he short, ancl mostly cror^rn whereas in younger starrds

or at the advancing edge, rhizomes tencled to be longer and of more

slenfler proportion-e (Appendix 4). Cross-sections show that of the two

rhizome tissues, píth and corte:<, the píth occupies a greater volume but

is proportionally small,er in young and colonising rarnets. The pith

contains amyloplaste which are clensely packed wíth carbohydrate granules.

The rhizome functiorrs as an unclergrourrd bud ancl carhohyclrate reserve.

Underground buds make the plcrnt more secure from predation or damage.ancl

thrus make the plarrt resiLient.. This wag evident in the resporrse to

grazing at Lake tlyangan, ancl in its persistence despite repeated

digturbance.

In warm dry climates where water availability may be limited from time

to time, the rhizome appears to have an crdclitÍonal fr¡nction in relation

to water bala¡ce. The gradj.ent study (Chapter 4) implied intra-ramet

water transport, and a re-groçrth experimerrt (see below) implied a minor

role as a water store actequate to initiate shoot and root growth. For the

re-growth experimerrt, ramets were potted into soils of different water

potentials at twú temperatures. Àfter one rnonth it was clear lhat

re-growth wes a function o.t temperature alone , AL 27-22"C, 22 out of 25

rametg re-grew cornparerl to only 2 out of 25 at 11-12"C. Tfte¡e was no

association between r,¡ater potential and clry weight of leaves .end/or

roots.

This result was intriguing so the c¡r-rantity, clistributron arrd

avail.rbility of rhizorne water were investÍgated. The lacunate cortex hacl

a higher water content. (as percentage of fresh tiggue weight) tharr the

pith, 1t-g1rr compared Lo 61,-73'¿, but because of itg greater volume anci

density, most rhi2ome water was in the pith. Desiccation treatments
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reducing rarnets to 80."¿ of irritiat fregh weight showed water losg was from

the cortex with the pith showing no significant change. This ç¡as

presumably due to protection. Staining with Sucìan IV ghows the endcrcìermis

is thickly suberised with only a few passage cells, 11 out of 500

inspectecl in T. dqU4qgUgis, ancl that bundles around the vascular tisgue

are highly Iiqnified (pers. obs. ). Desiccation triols were done to

establ-ish a critical hydration limit trut rhizome variability in size,

shape ancl physiologica]. conclition macle it diff icult to establish

experÍmental controle. Results r^¡ere inconclugive and this area of work

was discontinued.

Mosl studies of resource sharirrg between ramets have kreen done in

relation to light or after defoliation and have monitored the movement of

photosynthate (Pitelka ancl Ashmun 1985). Water sharing has been gtuciiecì

only incidentally, t-or exarnple in steep salinity gradients '(SaIzman and

parker 1985). The graclient study (chapter 4) ciict not dernonstrate that

water was relayecl between ramets in the field hut this interpretation was

cor¡sisrtent with regults ancl rnay aleo explain the discrepancy between

field and laboratory determfned R* values.

7.4 Hats

Ihe squpelrtsr

For one species t.o be successfttl at the enpense oË others, it rnust

either be more efficient in its use oE availahle resources or exclucle

others from thoge resourceÉ. There ig insufficient physiological data

available on emergents to compare Iyphg r.¡ith other species, alLhough

obviously there is a greal- range irr efficiency, from c4 for a few species

such as Çyperqg pqpylus to c3 for lyphq arrd mÛst other emergents. stuclies

of cornpetition between emergents have focusged on sçÉce occupancy as the

exclusion mechanism (Buttery and Lambert 1965, Fiala and Kvet 1'971). The

principal characteristíc of the life form ancl pherrologicat niche of lyphq
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ç,ras large size ancl cgnst.arrcy, characteristicg that favour resource

pre-emption by sp,1ce occupancy. Abovegrouncl, the density of lyphe stands

and their rnedium-hiqh LAI mearrs irr"adiarrce levels below tÌre canopy are

tow (7.2 Reqerteration niche). If ottrer species are preserrt, they a¡e only

in trace amounts (segadas-vianna 1951) ancl, Iike lypþg seedlings (sharma

and Gopal 1978), are clusterecl in spots of higher i¡radiance such as at

stancl eclges and in areas disturbed by locløing or grazing' Belowqrouncì

competition is harder to clernorrstrate but has been linked to difterences

in unclerground biomass ancl rhizome posrtion (FiaLa and Kvet 1971) '

The present distribut.ion of Iypbc in AustraLia is in farm d'1ffìe,

drains, wetlands and on river margins where it is usually monospecific.

Thig makeg it clifficult to juclge with confiderrce which speciee, if any,

are being or have been excluctecl. Ge'neralised zonation patterns for

wetlancls in south-eastern Australia (Briggg 1981) show an overlap betweerr

Iyphe and floating-leaved, floating ancl emergent herblands .et the

"wetter" enci of the water gradient. Species cited fqr the emergerrt

herbland are orrly "shortly" emergent euch as UyflqpbylfUrl gpp-'

Iffqlqqhfn pfqgC¡a, Polygqnllm spp¿. These clo not project above the wate¡:

as much ag taIJ. emergents (Table 1.1) ancl must therefore be susceptible

to beirrg shacled out by them. At the "clrier" end of its habitat niche,

Iyphe overJ.aps with other emergents, principally Phrcqnrleg ÊugÞelfg

graesland or "E1eoch.1ri,s" eeclgeland (Brigqs 1981). In Vieetern Australia,

Iyphe appears to be replacing ÞeUnge.

For a plant to outcompete lypbq, it would have to have a sirniLar and

overlapping habitat niche but be more effective at resource capture,

notably irradiance. It would therefore have to be an emergent, presumably

taller or J-arger. In czecho-clovakia, the abitity of Bhrcsnrleg euglßI.tg

to invade gtancls of Iyphe hag been attrilruterd to its greater height,

deeper rf¡izomes and earlier canopy development (Fiata and Kvet 1971). In
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south-east Àustralia there are few speciee of emergents taller than lyph¡

(Aston 7972, Briggs 1981, Sainty ancl Jacobs 1981), so the number of

potential competitorg is grnalL. Irr otfrer p.lrts of the world the diversity

of emergents is greater, for example, in Africa emergents growing as tall

or taller tharr lypbq include Çyperug pgpytus, PbeequrLgs sEE-, ÇLedruu

9ÞEl' spp- (Thornçrs:on 1985), It may be that displacernerrt of

e9 ished Iypbe by another ernergent is only tike).y if the habitat is

digturbed in some way, such as grazing or alterecl water regirne. Thie

aIlows secondary characteristics alreacly present to come into play, such

as palatability of Typhe sFp. versus the unpalatability of Jurrqus lngenc

(Chesterf ielcl 1986). It is irrtereeting that the Great Cltmbung gwamp in

south-western New South tlales appeared to have more !þreq[À!9c than lyphq

(comrnon name cumbungi) when visiteci in March 1980'

Ihe qeed

Tk¡e clefinition of "ç¡eecliness" has been a cligcuesion point for weecl

scientists over many years (Baker 1974, Radosevich and HoIt 1984).

Ànthropomorphic definitions such as "a çrlant out of pJ'ace" were corrverted

into ecological terms by Baker (L974) out of which a list of 12 "ideal

$reed" characteristics was clistilled. This !¡as f irst publishred in 19É'5 hut

is still used (Balter 1974, Radosevich and Holt 1984) because it has

proved valuable in cliscussions of weeciiness. It is bagecl on terrestrial

plants and is used here as a way oE examining Iyphg for weedy qr-ralities

on the assurnption that weediness is universal and that char.acteristics

whrich make a plant a weed in a terregtrial habitat wi]l L¡e equally true

in an aquatic one.

The "ideal weed" characterist.ics fall into four ecological categories,

reproduction ecology which inslucles three phases namely seed dispersal,

gerrnirratiort ancl establishment, regeneration, persistertce artd competitive

abitity (Table 7.t). It is unlikely one species wiII have all tweLve
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(Baker tg74) and conver:eely, the presence of one cl-raracteristic does not

turn a plant into a weed. "l,Jeediness" Íg an array oF characteristics, or

a syndrome.

lyphe has eigkrt çrositive characteristics (Table 7.1) scattered in all

four categories. This array of "icleal weed" characterigtics shows it is

pre-adapted to being a weecl. The plant is well euited to colonise nel^t

sites. Agri.cuttural clevelopment, guch ae dams and irrigation works,

involve a change in onty one gradient in the habitat niche, namely lhe

provisiOn of permanerrL or semi-pertnaner¡t water. Such development is

frequently in areas where neither temperature nor irradiancê u1trÊ linritir¡g

for Typl:a. Thus all four niches are relatively unrestricted, r¡hich

explains whry Typha is so often a weecl in irrigation areae in semi-aricì

cLimates such as Àugtralia and Inciia.

Svnpelrrs spcsies

sympatric paire of lypbe were briefly reviewed in the Introduction

(.Ð. They lack obvious physiologicaJ. ciif f erences and are most easiJ'y

distinguishecl in the field by morphological criteria, Ieaf width, giving

broad-Ieafed and narrow-leafed species. in USÀ, broacl-Ieafecl species ,are

linlied with stable environments alrd narrow-Ieafed species with unstable,

saline or marginal habitats (Smith 1967). Broad-Ieafed and narror¡-leafed

species in USA have been described as "clumpers" and "runners" (Marsh

Ig(,Ð which hag obvious paral-le1s with phalanx and querilla strategíee

descriLred for Rang¡qgfgg repe¡s (Lovett Doust 1981)'

Sympatric pairs in the USÀ cliffer in the timing of canopy clevelopmerrt,

in their response to depletecl sunlÍqht., in their resoLlrce allocatiorl .1r¡cl

in srome aspects of reproduction biology (Grace and Wetzel 1981 a, b' 79Bz

a, b). The Ì¡roacl-Ieafed species de'¡elops earlier and has a higher leaf

surface area per rarnet. It allocates less than 5s¿ of total stancling croçr

to reproductive strL¡ctures cornpared to 202 in the narroç¡-leafed species'
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Associated with thig is a clifference in rarnet sLze, with the krroacl-Leafed

species tending to be heavier. Bro.acl-]eafed species have seeds çlhich 'are

Iarger but fewer per inflorescence, ancl have a larger criticaL size

(Table 7.2 a).

This study was not designecl to eluciclate differences between T-

qllcllqlts and T- dqninqeDgÀs but clata, principally on reproductive

biology, suggesL the Àustralian species are seFËrated in the sarne $¡ays etc

the North American species. Thus the broad-Ieafed species T* qtrrellclle

has larger but t-ewer seeds per inflorescence, disperses sooner and has a

larger critical size for f lowering (TabLe 7.2 Ð. Differerrces in canopy

development coulcl not be positively established beeauee grazing and water

regirne ,,treatmerrts" although leaf recruitment data indicated that the

canopyofT-aElcllqusdevelopeclearlierandfagter(Figur.e3.12).

The encrqer! nqsrqPhYlc

The purpose of this section is to expJ.ore which niche characteristics

are specific to IyBhc ancl which are typical of emergent macrophytes' The

functional-physiological definition of emergents proposed in the

Introduction (Table 1.1) was plants growing rcioted in a flooded

substrate, in water 0 to nearly 2 rn cleep, with leaves projecting above

the water surface. As pointed out previously, this couLd ínclude

terrestrial species whrích, alt.hougfr sometinres found in shal'Iow waters'

are not .rdapted to growing in watcr arid are merely tolerant of temporary

subrnergion. For the folloçving synthesis, the term "emergent" is narrowed

to exclude these and here refers to only those species which r¡row in

water at least 50 cm cleeçr.

Two regional floras (Sainty ancl Jacobs 1981, Leach and Oskrorne 1985)

were r-rsecl to cornpile a list of 45 emergents in the Australasian regicrn'

Introclucecl and naturalised species çJere excludeci as well as plantg of

decumbent ]ife form such as uyrrqplryltum which are sometimes described as
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emergent because terminaL f).owerirrg spikes are above the water. Relevant

t¿rxonomic, life form ancl leaf arrangement characteristics were derived

fr6m clescriptions in the monograçrhs. Ernerr;errts lrere "creeping" if threy

had stolons, short or long rhizomes, or were so described. Leaf

arrangement was ,,basal" if projecting Ieaveg were radical as in Typho and

some Cypgrus spp., "graminoid" if cauline as in Phfequflcs spp' and

,,cuIm" if reduced to relatively short b.lsal sheaths or absent as in

ELeqqhans sPP.

Tabulation of these characteristice (Table 7.3) shows emer(Jérrts share

many taxÚnomic, life cycle and canopy characteristics. l'learly alI are

Honocots, predominantly frorn one evoLutionary line, the super-order

commeliniflorae (Dahlgren c! ql. 1985) wl^rich inch-¡des Juncaceae,

cyperaceae and Poaceae. The majority are perennials, of "creepirtc=J" habit

and mostly with a rhizome. Leaf arranrJement is typicalLy bas.el. Àlthouqh

ori.ginatirrg from a different evolutionary lj'ne, viz the super-order

Bromelliflorae, Typha's perennial, rhizomatoLts, creeping habit and basal

Ieaf arrangement make iL a "typical" emergent'

In Iyphe the regeneration nich¡e and the habitat niche have difterent

spatial clirnensions. The regeneration niche is corrf ined to mudf latg arrd

shallow waters, ulhrereas the habitat rricl-re stretches to include lanci well

above and weII below the water-line. Niche expansion is presumably cltre to

rhizomes and ramet ir-rtegration in Typha, which together give it its

creeping habit. It geems Iikely niche exparrsion is characterisbic of many

ernergents. Not only cto rnogt have a creeping habit and a similar habitat

niche, as clefined by the terni enrergent above, but rnany typically have

safe sites on mudflats (6.1), on rnoist earthr or in shallow water

(McIntyre t9B5).

A notable exception is the North American anrtrt'll ' z-LzgDtQ qquq[qq'

which guccessfr,rlly establishes in water at Ìeast 32 crn deep (Thornas and
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Stewart 1969). Presumably the larger seecls of thris pl'ant, which rnéan tnore

reserves, give it the capacíty to establisrh in deeper water than can

srmall-s¿:ecled lypha and thus free it from the creepirrg i-rr trrererrniaL hrabil'

'l'tre environmental strcrl-egy repres'ented by Z' cquÉllgq' large seeds airil

annual habit, although not common atrrÚIrgst emergents, is an effecLive

strategy in the cultivated situation, being characLijr'istic of eeveral

weeds of Australian rice-fields (McIntyre 1985)'

Although lypbg sh¿rrer-c life cycle, habit, leaf arrangefnent and seecl

srize characteristicg with rnany other crnergc-'nts, it cliffers frotn thern irr

certain rnorphological and anatomical details. From the limited

information avaiLahle, it appears the root system of lypbq i.r relatively

small and rhizomes are rei.al-ively shallow. (The very deep-seateci rtrrzÛrlles

of I. glephqnL4Ê are an exceptior,.) Iyph-rg rhrizomeg are not as rìeeçr as

rhizomesofPhrqqnr.legeucLrcIlg(Fia]aanclKvetl'977,Fler:i.clbs.Litt]e

t,ara River 1985), and rootsr c,f !, lqlftqlfq grow half as deep as rootg of

SqltpuC yqlfdgg, 28 crn compared to 59 crn (VJe¿tver ärrd Hinimel 19:ì0)'

Dif f erences between lypbg arrcl other ernergents are rnosL oL¡vi c'rus wl-rerr

the canopy is coneiclered. À great. rancJe in canopy eize coulcl be exper:tecl

with laminate leaf arrangements whether radical such as lypbq or cau.l.ine

such as Phrgsnllee having higher bÍomass ancl surfcrce are(a tl'ran species

with culmg or few teret¿ ieaves such as s-giriug' EleqqhqrLg or ÐÊurlqe'

Cornpilations of stan.líng cl'op clata shtrç, this is true with Typþa ancl

Phresnrlesconsistentlyatt.hetopoftherecordedrange(Keefe797,¿,

tir:adbury ancl Grace 1983). An exception is Qyperug pqpyEug which becaLts:'r

of its heiqht and large umbel has.lrr effective leaf area 10 times greater

Lhran lyphq (Howard-V'litliams arrd Gaudet 1985) '

In terms ûf stomatal characterigtics, it isr ctifficutt to deterrnine how

typica]. Iypbc is because there are few clata. tlt¡at is apparent is the

flLversity amongst emergents. Some are anrphistomatous, for example rnentbersr
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of Juncaginaceae, ÇIcdrur¡ rne[iggus, Egrqphqquu geqrDqluu and Ehreqnrlec

eugLrcug (Metcalfe !g7!, Haslarn L972, Tornlinson 1982), some are rnainly

cpistomatous, for e;<arnple Ìleqhqelilq and gULqr¡Ue UrlþellqLUs (MetcaLfe

1g7t, Tomlinson lglÐ and sorne are hyperstomatoug for example Çypqtgs

papyrug (Joneg ancl }futhuri 1984) or even varial,rle as in Çqre¡ qqueul-Lg

(stanciley 1,986). There are even fewer data on srtomatal size and density,

a.d it is impossihle to determine whether the small-rnany cornbinatic'r¡

founcl in lypbe is widespread amongst emergents. PhfcqnrlcË qUcUÉUE is

probably similar with gtomates described as "abundanl", being 470-7Dl)

nrm-2 (Haslarn 1g7Ð, whereas SpqqgqltU¡. sp--ancl C--aquqlllis-apparentl'y

ciiffer (5.10).

Diversity is also apparent in storncrtal morphology. SeveraL ernergents

have feÊtures which lower or ninirnise the ciif fusion rate of t'iater vulpclur '

Thus stomates may he gunken ag irr Lgprqqtle ancl Q!q{!ur! [qr-lgqus, or

protected by over-arching papillae as 1r¡ Leplgqllq and EqlqpÌ-lqr-u[

yÊqtnqlw or have thickened protective wall-s on cells linÍng the

strb-stomatal cavity as in E, yqqtlqlU[ arrcl JUnqUg Iqe[er-tqlgg (Metcalfe

lgjl, Eleuterius 197C). It is rrot clear from descriptions in rnonographs

whether these features are absent from other emergents or simply not

clescribecl (Metcatfe 1960, 1971,, Tornlinson t9AÐ but it doee appear thrat

the simple shaLlow stomates of Iypbc differs are nct typical.

The supply-clemand characteristics used to explain the high Rx for T.

dqn'qC¡eis (Chapter 5), help to ctistinr;r:ish it fr-onr other ernergents. It

sr[ou].d follow that in comparison with ot.her emergents Typþq is a

relatively "Ltet" emergent. Field observations in l,ustralia tend to

srupport this. vlhere Iypho arrci !þrqqnrlgg are fourrd together, gucl-r as on

t.he bankg of tf¡e Little Para River, SÀ and along Hirrool Creiek, I¡SI¡J, threy

tencl to form zones with lyphe towards water and Phfeqqleg towards I'rnd

(pers. obs.). In central Àfrica, Iypha is recognised as a reliah¡le
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indicator oË prolonged flooding in the root zone (Thompson 1985).

This lack of rnorphological uniformity amorrgst emergents emphasises

t.hey are not a coherent group clesçrite occttpyirrg guch a sçrecifíc hakritat'

This diversity is beginning to be appreci.eted. Regearch into using

emergents for biological wastewater treatrnent has found it useful to do

trials to identify appropriate species and showil not aJ-I species liave

srame effects (Finalyson and chiclt 1983). f¡,Jlierever more than one species

has been stuclied, non-uniform responses have been obgervecl' This has Lreen

well-demonstrated in seecl-klank stuclies (Keclcly anci Eliis 1985, I(ecidy and

congtabel 1986, Galinato and var¡ cler Valk 198Ë'). AmoncJst established

plarrts it is eviclent in their response to clraw-doç¡n u¡hether in cancrdjan

wetlancls or Lake chad (van der: Valk ancl D.rvis 198U, Thompson 1985) ancl Ín

zonation sequences. The sçlarnps of the NiIe ¡rre an e:¿tensive eme¡gerrt

habitat ancl the typical secluence from open water to perrnanent tl-ren

seasonal sl,amp, has as clominants cypelus- pqpylug' then PhrequrLeg LcLlio

and lyphq dgnllqenglg, arrct lgþ!¡qqhlqq Pyqe[Idqlls (Thtornpsorr t9B5)'

Zonation of large ernergents is not so ápparerrL in soutl¡-east' Au'''trali'r

where there are t-ewer taxa and the habÍtat is spatially restricted'

physiological features related to root survival and growth in

anaerobic eediments are common to all emergentg (crawford '1983, Thontpsorr

1985) but it is obvious from this brief survey thrat differer¡t. character

synclromes exist withj.n t-he general umbrella of "entergertt macrophyte". It-

is algo apparent that ç¡hiIst lypþq is fairly represerrtative of emergents'

it has a distinctive cornbirration of features. Thesre are el(f'ressred in its

,,hats", namely its conrpetitive ancl weedy nature, ancl its positiorr towar-ds

Lhe "wet" end. of the water gradient in the habitat niche'
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Takrl e 7.1
ldecl leed qh€qslsrrcllqs qod lvphc spp'

These icleal characteristics are grouped into four ecological
categories but otherwise follow Balier (1974) yefþelfU.

Characteristic Present Conlrnerrt ancl refererrce

REPRODUCTION BIOLOGY

2. Discontirìuous germination Yes
( internal ly corrtrol led )

Great longevity of seed No

t . Germination requirements
fulfilled in many
environments

3. Rapid gror^rth through
vegetative phase to
flowering

4. Continuous seed
production for as long as
growing conditions Permit

5. Self-compatible but not
completely autogamous or
apomictic

É'. VJhen cross-pollinated,
unspecialised vÍsítors or
wind utilised

7. Yery high seecl outPut
in favourable conditione

B. Produces some seed in
wide range of environmental
conclit ions:
tolerant and plastic

9. Has adaptations for
short-and long-ciistance
dispersal

Germination requirernents
for hypoxia are specific
(Chapter É')

Germination discontinuor-lg,
becal¡se of external controls,
namely temperature and
the availabilÍLY of
mudf l.ats (Chapters 3 arrd 6)

Seed Iongevity
relatively short
(Chapter €,)

Seecllings show rapid growtl'r in
first year but clo not f lower
until second year (Yeo 1964)

Flowering time restrict¿cl to
once per year arrd is ghcrrter'
tharr growing seascrn

Yes (l(rattinger' 1'975)

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Krattinger 1975)

9Jincl

Ch.epter 6

I- dgnf'ngC.lgÀg mainly ?
ühapters 3 and É'

Seed has paçFus thus maY falJ.
irnrnediately or drift with wind
Possible role of water bircls
(ChapLer É,).



Table 7 (continued)
Cìharacter istic

REGENERÀTION

10. If a perennial, has
vigorous reproduction or
regeneration from
fragments

PERSISTENCE

17. If a perennial, has
brittleness so not easiIY
drawn from the ground

Present Comment and referertce

Rhizome fragments ohserved tcl
establish in Lake l,lYangan.
Fragments frorn drain
dredging are caPable of
re-egtablishing if Left wet
(pers. obs. )

Yes Brittlenegs rtot a characteristic,
but excavation is difficult
unless gubstrate is eilceçrtiorraLly
soft arrd unconsolidated

Dense cancrpy baclted hY rhizorne
(7.4)

Yes

COMPETITIVE ABILITY

1.2. Has abilitY to comPeLe Yes
interspecif icallY bY sPecial
means (rosette, choking growth
al lelochemics )



Tahle 7.2
Ur[[eretqss tD rcprcduqlryq þlqlqqy qf. ev[paLlrq Épqqlss

¿r) ex-Àustralagia

Broad-
Leofed

Seed dimension in mm

length t.472
width 0.299

S,eecl nurnber per inf lorescence x 103

- É,00
( fertile) 250 60-1011

200
.ì 1.l¿.¿L

Ramet: critical size for reproduction
weiqht s 40-49 10-19

Bsfercnqee

Howard-tJiIliams ( 1 975 )
Linde e! al.- (197t,)
van der VaIk and Davis
(Yeo 1964)

Grace and Wetzei (19BZa)

Narrow-
Lceled

0.958
0. 238 Marsh (1962)

Sì,-.ecl weight in ¡g
ln{)an t'2.37 34.39
range 46 .9-96 ,5 23 .9-5t1.7 Harsh ('7962)

(1978)

b) Àustralagiarr sPecies

Seed weight in ø
rirnge 37 .6-48.9 24. 4-35. €'

Seed number per irrflorescence, x 103

336 682

Dispergal time

Ramet: critical size for reproduction
mm t7-1800 9-1000

This gtudy ( 1'able É'.5 )

Prunster ( 1941 )

This study (Figure 3.10)

June-July June-Dec This study (Figr-rre 3.9 a)



Tab]e 7.3
Qhqrqqlcersllqs e[ eneqqentg

Cìharacteristics of 45 Augtralasian emergente listed in two regional
aquatic plant guides

a) Taxonomy and life cYcle

Annual
Perennial/ÂnnuaI
Perennial

creepers

TotaI

b) Leaf type of Perennial Monocots

teef lvpe
BasaI
Graminoid
Culm
Unknoq¡n/unspeci f ied

TotaI 1ì
.J *)

lra¡qqsl Drqql

9

7

L

33

!?
36

:l
L

4

2

Nuuber
1 6

5
I
4
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" 7132
" 530
45 1440
" t680
43 1 400

27

::

25
27
42

1 049
t79t
1 230
1 458
t 5€,5
2000

NÀPP Uglhqd

1985 H-M

1309 Sxtd M-M

1356 M-M

975
t(,99

987
1 458
1 565

M-M
M_M

M-M
M-M
M-M

53

56
44

42

34

34
47

35

40

43

54

43

7527

1 551

1s27

M-H

M-M

1118 1 445 SxVJ M-Mx

BO7

1494 7465 M-M

1 531

1225

561
156€'

ll

14 Jervis (1969) sP

15 Penfound latifolia
( 1956 )

16 V'lhiqham et aI latifolia
(t978>

77 van cler Valk glauca
and Davis (1978) "

18 van der VaIk latifolia
and BIiss (971)

19 van der Valk glauca
and Davis(1980' 

::

tl

,1

tt

1 200

t 180
2106 2297 sxhl

322

834
1 075

956
772
920

r \



Àppendix 1 (continued)

!efergnce

20 Lieffers
(1983)

tqselren te! MSE NAEP Xclbed

New JerseY
USA
England

848
787
595
456
433
309

1088
2098
1487

s4 to70

tt

tf

tl

tl

tt

tt

tt

gpcgles

Iatifolia

Iatifolia

angustifolia

sp

lati foI ia

Iatifolia
angustifolia

sp
Iatifol ia
sp
sp

ÀIberta
Canada
tt

a,

tl

1320 NS

57
tl

tt

at

tl

42
tl

a,

tt

40

21 Grace and
t{etzel ( 19814)

ZZ Wt igf,um and
Simpson $976>

23 Pearsall and
Gorham (1956)

24 Kvet and
Husak (978)

66)

KEY

25 Howard- domingensis
lJilliams and Lenton (1975)

26 Polísini and domíngensis
Boyd ( 1972) latifolia

27 Àuclaic (1979) angustifolia

Auclair (1977> angustifolia
McNaughton latÍfolia

Michigan

1l'A

Czecho-
slovakia

MaIawi

S. Carol ina
USÀ

Quebec
Canada

N.Dakota
5. Dakota
Nebraska
Oklahoma
Texas
USÀ

49 1287
" !22t
" 1389
15 2537 1580 M-Mn

33
33
45

1 483
574

1 504

28
29

'i,
45
4t
35
30

936
404
378
416
730

1 336

(19
tt

tt

tt

l,fsc
NÀPP
Lat
M-M
Sxt{
t(

NS

Maximum standing crop as g dry weíght m-2

A"nuaf net aeriál primary production as g dry weight m-2

Latitude as oN or S

Maximum-Minimum
Shoot r¡eight x shoot height
Mortality factor
Not stated



Àppendix 2

Àþrtdrcu"d slendinq slæ qf' IvpÞe errcÐgelis

Tota} aboveground standing crop and its three fractions.
Harvests done at fortnightly intervals'
Uitroof Creek, near Griffith, New South l'lales
1 980-1 981

l,tean of 5 replicates (with standard error)
Data are g drY weight m-2

Date Is!e!
iune 9 1913.6 (193.5)

19 2108.2 (76,2)

July 1 1866 .O (207.7)
7 1869.1 (190.8)
2! 2388. 9 (177 ,5)

Àug 4 7907.3 (15
20 2192.3 Ql

2443.3 (279,9)
2to7.7 (154.6)

Llve
158.9 (11.9)
217 ,5 (28.4)

t41.7 (14.4)
775.7 (19.9)
231.3 (39.4)

257.9 (13.8)
215.4 (37 .2)

290.5 ( 33.2 )
372.9 ( 92.1 )

560.8 (2.7)
6s8.8 (58.2)
911.8 (54.7t

996.0 (116.4)
1306. 4 (43.2'

1308.5 (116.1)
1316.6 (2A.1)

4t6 .9 ( 106.7 )
729 ,2 ( 46.5 )
82.7 (17 .5>

20.17)
31 .66 )

49.0 (0.97)
75.7 <21 .5 )

7062.6 (137.8)
7t52.0 (135.7)
1403.9 (164.5)

7027 ,7 (02.2)
1223.2 ( 193.1 )

1355.4 (174,7) 797
1028.3 (122.5) 700

Dced
to47 .s ( 166.5 )
10s0.2 (92,6)

1147 ,2 (709,2)
1066.5 (202.9)
1131.8 (193.8)

1378.9 (104.6)
7279.4 (255.2)

(218.8)
(724 .7 >

1915.2 (118.3)
2365.5 (403.3)
2047.7 (169.9)

217t ,9 (209 .7 )
2509.4 (153.8)

21s4.7 (02.8)
1999.7 (239.9)

Þ!!eD!
797.7 (56.6)
840.5 (34.6)

661.7 (77 ,2)
541 .1 C72.2)
753.6 ( 66.1 )

3)

758.4 (96.6)
888.2 (97.5)
928.6 <49 .1)

784.4 (92.2>
752.O (84.7)

517 .2 ( 97.5 )
614.3 (51.6)

454.4 (37.5)
574,4 ( 113.1 )
425.5 ( 32.5 )

597.5 (58.0)
572.9 (42.3)

535.2 (103.2)
474.3 (53.9)

628.3
753.7

.4

.55
15

1.4)
3.6)

3)
6)

3
2

50
30

82

)
)

(
(

(
(Sept 59.7)

Oct 3
13
27

Nov 10
27

Dec 79

Jan 6
20

Feb

Mar

2466.
2613.
2971.

777,4)
272.s)
241.4'

3 ( 161 .1 )
9 Q78.2)

4(
5(
6(

5931
3277

2947.2(80.1)1033.0(197.1)t127.5(29.9)741.6(81.1)

2695 .1 ( 354.
3148.8 (106.

3 2786.5 (188.9)
20 3069.7 (402.7)
30 2555. 3 (182.7 >

13
27

2769 .8 ( 199 .1 )
322e,.8 ( 139.4)

15
28

869.4
1217.9

2 27A6]í :(257.7) 830.4 (11128.Ð 1338.9 (722.2> 537.0 (56.3)

Apr

May

59.4 (

145. 4 (

2738.9 (151.5)
2549 .7 ( 286.8 )

June12 2237,9(149.5) !22.7 (40.4) 7787.8 122.1) 328.0(70'9)



Àppendix 3

Islcl elendr¡s qreP

Live belowground and aboveground standing crop
;f i, qcieilslis harvested at-monthlv intervals,
sep[ãmbér 1979 Lo October 1980

iräm eum creek Road, near Griffith, New south vûales.

Standing crop are mean (n = 5) 9 dry weight m-2

677.4
1 493. 3
1531 .3
2726.2
2648.0
3561 .6
2817.O
1742.6
1 851 .3
7587.9
7270.4
1254.0

De!e
Sept
0ct
Nov
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
JuIy
Aug
Sept
0ct

Bhizenc
499.7

127 4.9
2227.2
2261.8
3224.0
2407.7
7494.7
7705.1
7216.5
7078.4
1101 . 0

Bgote
371.4

266.4
499.0
386.2
337.6
409.3
185.3
746.2
371,4
192.O
1s3.0

TotaI
þcIss

811.1

Àbove-
çIlqutd

797.5
344.2

Is!eI
1008.6
7027.6
2472.5
2749.3
3658.7
3270.2
3809.6
3026.1
7679.4
1915.7
7668.7
1 400. 2
1569.6

Ratio
EeIes:ÀþeYc

73.47
27.57
28.75
19.65
9.79
3.97

979,
1208.
932.
622.
248.
209.

€'3.

4
t
t
t
2
4

74

2
0
5
2
0
t
2
4

I
I
6

64.
80.

129,
315 .

.17

.97

.53

.28

.92

36
.26

Unpublished data
óãütt""v of Dr E.S.MitcheII and Mr A'J'Chick
Centre for lrrigation Research
Griffith
New South $Jales



Àppendix 4

Bhrzqueg q! IYPhc eEreDleHs

Diagramofrhizomesof!-grlen!ÊllgexcavatedfromGumCreekRoadnear
criif itf¡, New South t^lales in May 1980'

(a) Rhizome from middle of dense stand

(b) Rhizome from colonising edge under wiIlow tree

llve shoot

o

b live shoot



Àppendix 5

le¡-I Xerglure theraslgrlgLic

The strathmont site had large horízontal and vertical gradients ín

;-htr;;ãi ana cnemicai factols which affect the soil moisture

characteristic. 
-îñãi"rore 

each zone x depth (n = 15) was considered an

individual soil tYPe.

e use, samPles were thawed and left
r 24-48 hours in basement

In order to acheive a range of

s 20 minutes.

2 probe SMI thermistor psychrometer
rdär. The machine $,as housed in a

controlled to 20t in the t I
ersitY of Àdelaide. There was no I i

one was written. Probes were
ing fresh sodium chloride
7). class distilled ç¡ater was uged

tion of water Potential over the
Ìations were greater than 0'9800

n calibrations. DroP size was a
Ison Micrometer SYringe. Run time

was 6-8 hours. chart readíngs were made 6 hours after starting up'

Quþu!
lñîõñt.ust to the calibration curves, the 15 soil moisture

characteristics all showed wide scatter with very títtle trend' Data

plotsfromZones0andlhadawiderangeofwaterpotentialovera
narro$, range of-water content e.9. zone-o-at 10-20 cm (Figure 5'2 a)

whereas others, [VpicaI]V from Zone 3, hacl an almost complete scatter'
à.g. Zone 3 at 10-20 cm (Figure A5'2 b)'

salinity and storage. The thermistor
er potential, i.e. the sum of matric
, tire osmotic component may dominate
he moisture characteristic of a soil
nable shaPe unless the salinitY

scatter in Zone 3 data than in Zone

all zones coulã ñave been affected by storage method. Ice expansion

during freezinõ "ãn-uit.t 
soil stru"Lut".nà may not be uniform in effect

(Marshall and Ho1mes 1979).
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Àppendix 6

Ueeslæd' g nulrieÑ Bediuu

Recipe used in Botany Department, university of Àdelaide

KN0r
Ca(NO¡)z 4HÐ
MgSOr 7Hr0
KHf0r

OnelitreofabovenutrientmediumalsocontaÍns:
1 mI of stock micronutrient
1 mI of stock Fe EDTÀ solution

Slgck nicrgnulrrcÉ gql"Utrgn
One litre:

2.86 g H¡80¡
1.81 s MnCl2 4HÐ
O,22 g ZnSO+ 7H'þ
0.08 g CUSOI 5H¿0

0.025 g Nai{o0a ZHzO

Stss! Fe ÐT,L gelsgrq¡
one litre:

5mgI{

mM

mM

mM

mU

5
5
2
t



Appendix 7

wãlcr peLenlrel ef. pwe eld nræd PEG solutiong

Ic!bed
solutions of pure PEG were made up using de-ionised ç¡ater to give a range

of concentrations from 0.1 to 0.4-5 molai png. Three polymers were used'
These $,ere supplied bY BDH

chardt, Munich, llest GermanY; Sigma

iong were PEG with NaCl, and PEG

of. !i7, 7i4, 7;9, 4:1 and 9:1, and

utions ltere Prepared from stock
0.65 molar NaCI and four times
olution (ÀPPendix 6).

tions was measured using a tJescor
Inc. USA), thermallY
use and calibrated with fresh

solutions, mean osmolality readings
ntial using NaCI v water Potential

tables of Lang $967>. Osmolality readings were not converted to water

potential for mixed solutions'

he form Y = axb were fitted to
n coefficients of three
Sokal and Rohlf 1981). For mixed
d with E as theoreticallY exPected
red osmolalitY. Ratios (0'95 or

ReguILg
The water potential of pure solutions of each polymer decreased

curvilinearly with íncräasing PEG concentration (not shown). Coefficients
of determínatÍoi-w"iä-ãri hiéh, * = 0.96-0.99 (TabIe A7.1). Resression

coefficients for PEG 6000 and PEG 10,000 were-signifícantly different
from each other Ull-inaistinguishable from PEG 20,00 which was

intermediate.

coefficients of regression and intercepts for PEG 20'000 were. similar to
published vafuås iiable A7.Ð and show a narros, range. In contrast,
äoefficients of regression for PEG 6000 had a much wider range,

7 ,24-2.00, with intercepts varying by up to two orders of magnitude '

The Nacl and nutrient mixture r^ras within 2% of expected value. Mixtures

with pEG were within 5% or 
"*pã"ãed 

value only whèn PEG was very dilute
(Figure A7.t), o=*ãf"f itíes oi pne :u.CI mixtures $'ere higher than

expected "n"r".=-ÈgC:nutrients 
were lower. There 

',as 
no sign of

ãlãóotouration or precipitation'

Çsnnenl
Àlthough calibrations of PEG 6000 and PEG 20,000 were within or close to
their publisheã range it r¡as obvious that PEG 6000 was generally more

variable than PEG 20,000. No published data were available for PEG 10,000

so it could not be assessed in the same $¡ay'

ilixtr.¡res of PEG wíth NaCI and PEG with nutrients were different from

expected whereas mixtures of Nacl wíth nutrients were not' This showed



tt
^

o

o

o/E

1.4

rÊ

l.o o

a
o

a

t
o.6

9:l 4:l l:l lz4 l:9

ratio PEG:other bY volume

Fiqure 47.1
uãÉce pelenLrel qE PEG nr4uqeg

I of solutions of PEG with
exPected water Potential

uantitY of PEG Present'
aI are Presented as a

n = 3.

Key
a PEG and NaCI
¡ þEc än¿ nutrient solution
A NaCI and nutrient solution

$

b

a

a
a



Table À7.1
fatetr pqle¡lrel e!. PEE Pqlymelg

power models for pEG determined by vapour pressure osmometry aL 22t'
frAåp"na"nt variable x = concentràtion of PEG ín g kgt water

õäpã"ã""t variable y = water potential (negative) in MPa

PEG 6000
Y = 0.00017x1'317
¡¿ = 0.99

PEG 10,000
Y = 0.0001x2'ür
r¿ = 0.99

PEG 20,000
y = 0.000025x1'ø
r¿ = 0.96

Table À7.2
pu¡rieh"d dclersrnelrens af. qatel pslenlrel e! PEq sqlsentrqlisne

PEE É00q
y = 0.000045xr'78
22t
ñãgr"ssion caLculated from author's model for another temperature

Thãrmocouple osmometry (Michel and Kaufman 1969)

Y = 0.00001x2'o
r¿ = 0.99
23€
freezing point depression (Steuter e! qI- 1981)

Y = 001x1'ã
r¿ = 0.88
23t
Vapour pressure deficit (Steuter e! gL- 1981)

PEG 20,000
Y = 0.00001x2'1
12 = 0.99
23C
Freezing point depression (Steuter e! qI- 1981)

y = 0.000041xr'e
f = 0.92
23€
Vapour pressure deficit (Steuter e! eI- 1981 )



Àppendix I
citäreqtcr selg f.ql nu$cllqal qleeer[rselrel

Nq Besipqnge IresLnen!

1. Matric potential: treatment compared ç¡ith 0 MPa

p(g) -1.11 MPa
p(g) -0.84 MPa

2. SaIt and nut'rients: treatment compared with 1/4 H

p(s) t/256 H

p(L) t/64 H

p(L) 7/728 H

3. Irradiance: treatment compared with 0 mM NacI, 220 rE m-2 s-r

p(g) 15 .rE m-2 s-r
p(L) 50 uE ma sa
p(L) 90 uE ma s-r

4. Irradiance: treatment compared with 0 mM NacI , t/4 H, at 220 É
m-2 gl

p(g)
p(L)

NaCI
NaCl

50 mM

50 mM

5. lrradiance: treatment compared ç¡ith 0 mM NaCI, t/4 H, at 50 Ë m-2

g-r
p(L) 50 mM NaCI

6. photoperiod: treatment compared with 0 mM NacI, 16 hours
p(g) I hours
p(L) I hours

7. photoperiod: treatment compared with 50 mM NacI, 16 hours
p(g) I hours
p(L) I hours
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ooEECTIOf,S ANII ÂllBNIIßNTfi in resDonse to exÚiners' reDorts

wft/
A 6tfsl
e.L

Page 6 and Fig. 1-l-
Fig¡re l.l. shows ma:¡im.m geasonal bionass (MSC) as $ m-2 for several sites per

degree latitude. This therefore includes sites reco¿¡nised as untypical or

unsuitable for TWha.
The highest MSC i'àt """t degree tatitude does appear to decrease with increasing

distance f"or the equ"tor. ihe trend would be clearer if only these were plotted'
instead of all MSC values'

Page 6
I'oi ttyear-Bndtt read "year-roundtt

Page 16 line 26
Corect frghoulddtt to ttshouldt"

Pages 18 and 24
Eleven shoots were monitored intensively as part of the-phenology study because

this was the uaxinr¡n that could be don I routinely. By chance, all except two were

grazed and these were r¡sed to describe a general pattern of shoot growth by

increase rn l¡ãlght and leaf number (Fig. Z.tz). There was nothing to su$$est that
these two shootJ ""r" 

atypical of I¡ryha populations in the eight quadrat's'

Page 24 line 26
Correct "l355tt to ttl35-5t'

Page 27 line 9
For 'tRatort read ttRatiott

Page 27 line 6
The difficulties of separating live from dead fine roots from silt mean that root

biomass was underestimated. Nãnetheless the sheer size of the rhizomes and the

volume of space they occupied in the soil nake it highty unlikely that root
biomass could exceed rhizone biomass for this species at this site'

Page 28., Figs. 2.2-a and 2.5'b'
There is no discrepancy between these figures, ae the former refers to
reproductive strucior"t, i.e. inflorescence and peduncle and the latter to whole

reiroductive shoots, i.e. inflorescence, peduncle and leaves.

Page 28.
January 20thbio¡rass for derived data (Fig.2.3), at 915.3 g¡-z compared to

1306.6 g n-z for the primary data is not hatf as suggested' Suspicions that the

derived data r¡¡rderestimate ttreal sunmer productiontf would be easier to discuss if
based on tr¡eory-and data (see 2.?, 2.8 and 2.9) rather than two graphs'

Page 25.
The crr¡r¡ of usin$ an indirect estimate of annual production, such as mean height

x weight " d;;;;y ís that it ignores turnover and treats bionass as production

(see also 2.2) -

Page 37 line 13
Refers to girowing conditiong and last line to soil nutrients, which are a subset

of growln¡¡ conditions.

Table 2.1
Itelete ilexp (etc.)tt under Reproductive Shoots'

t



Page 44 Lines 20, 2l
,tNormt, and "nonrality" should be replaced by ttt¡pical sequeDce of conditionsrr and

t'theset'

P"g;'.luooa 
anùåre of the ffclassic" work of Gaefskaya (no reference supplied) nor

have I geen it clted.

Page 56.
The inverse relationship between size and over-winter survival refers to the fact

that short ahoots survive whereas tall ones do not'

Pag¡e 65 line 19
For ttfrom nideuuner to nidwinter" read ttJanuary to July inclusiveil' and ffFig'

3.3tr to ttFig. 3.3ctl

Page 7l line 20
Correct Íeffect* to tteffectgtt

Page 8l
The
surv

critical height class on Pa¡fe 56 refers to the probability of over-winter

ival, whereas oo-p"g. gI it ref"r" to probabitity of becoming reproductive'

Page 89.
Be¿lressions of KN and sRP should have organic carbon as the independent variable'

This will be changed for publication'

Page 9I
The hypothesis that the decrease in shoot height with increasin$ distance from

wetland edge has not been tested previously' nor ¡¡easured'

Page 9l lines 24-27
DeÌete sentences t'Conversion of nutrients ' 

tt and t'In addition' nutrients
il

tt*;i;Ï; 
shourd be an¡ended so that sorid círcres refer to water potentiar, and

hollow to water content

"*;"1:3"t units for ,,k,r are unit weight per unit weight, ûr no-r or kg kg r

Page I05 line 7

Delete ilProduced Í

t"t;"1::"ltñl: 
¡u-a d-rrr ¡o .mrz nn-2 d-r". arso on Page 113, rine 4 and line 5'

lables 5.4, 5.7. rig. 5'4'

Page 109 line 19
Correct ncm-l s-ltt to tl¡rì s-tÍ. Âlso on Fig. 5.7.

Page I08 llne ll
rnsert after t'....transpired equallytr ttThis assrmrption $',as made as a first'
approxination, based on stomatåf "o.rrts for both ãurfacee, see Pagles ll5-ll7'

Page ll2 & 114
The usage of ,clone,r and Ítreatmenttt is clearly get out on PaEe 106'

2



t"t;n:tt"lfr:;:";har 
rhe huge variarion in reaf area evidenr on Dav 0 ar the start

of the study do not corresPonã-tittt clone síze, defined by visual estimate of

rhizome size page 106' I consider this a fair statement'

Page L24 tine 16--ïort""t ,rFigure 5.8'r to ttFigure 5-7f'.

t"*;"llo*lll""l3rrn 
rransforued prior to anarysis because thev úitere as proportions

(Page 140 line 1) '

Pa¡¡e 145.
The initial resPonse to the problern of

ted GLt't.

Page 147 line ?- --co"t."t 
'tdeveloPPedt' to ttdeveloped, '

Page 148 tine 28- -Cott."t t'slsightly'r to ilslightlyr''

t"t;nlnl"}}"::"?i;3] 
,-"r"rrea ro in rhe rext (Lp and s, rhen ro. and ror) are given

as examples to clarify the statement'

Page 156 lines 19, 23-corre"t t'Figure 6'6'r to "Fígure 6'?tt

Pages 15?-159 and Table 6'6'
seed size is a species specific character, which may vary in response to

environnental conditions. d; assunption in lreatini Uottr species in one analysis

is that both vary in some *"V.-ifti=-assumption was¡ iorced onto the analysis by

the snallness of the data set'

Page I58 line 20
correct,,intårdepencert to Íinter-dependencetl

Page 160 rr:-i r^ ^-,^¡t amlrars¡rnre se¡ltences with
Ecot¡le is used as a convenience in writing to avoid cr'unbersome sentences t

,,epecies 
"nd ""otyp"". This-siretchin6 of the ter:m should have been more

explicltly-""trr."iã¿ge¿ in Methods 6.6 Seeds (Page I38 line 13)'

Page 163- -cott""t rfre-combinedtt to tfco¡tbinedtt

3






